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This book is amazing collections of facts about everything present in this world.This book is
About amazing nature, about countries, culture, technology, history, animals, trees, world war,
sports, foods, space, NASA, ISRO, Machine, the internet and all about the galaxy.

“One of those dangerous reference works that you reach for at a moment of horticultural crisis
or indecision only to find yourself an hour later browsing far beyond the page where you
began.”—The New Yorker “You do not have to be a good gardener to fall in love with Green
Thoughts. It reads with the intrepid assurance of a classic.”—Mary McCarthy, The New York
Review of Books “Unlike any other gardening book I know, with its Old World charm, its down-
to-earth practicality, its whimsy and sophistication.”—Brooke Astor, The New York Times Book
ReviewFrom Library JournalModern Library expands its scope into gardening with these two
titles. Published in 1981, Perenyi's text offers a collection of essays on topics from annuals to
wild flowers and everything in between. The practical information is laced with anecdotes and
historical tidbits about gardens and gardeners. Reaching back to 1871, Warner's volume also
offers helpful advice along with much humor and even drama as he uses plant life to draw
lessons for daily living. A nice break from the straightforward how-to books.Copyright 2001
Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back
CoverA classic in the literature of the garden, "Green Thoughts is a beautifully written and
highly original collection of seventy-two essays, alphabetically arranged, on topics ranging from
"Annuals" and "Artichokes" to "Weeds" and "Wildflowers." An amateur gardener for over thirty
years, Eleanor Perenyi draws upon her wide-ranging knowledge of gardening lore to create a
delightful, witty blend of how-to advice, informed opinion, historical insight, and philosophical
musing. There are entries in praise of earthworms and in protest of rock gardens, a treatise on
the sexual politics of tending plants, and a paean to the salubrious effect of gardening (see
"Longevity"). Twenty years after its initial publication, "Green Thoughts remains as much a joy
to read as ever.This Modern Library edition is published with a new Introduction by Allen Lacy,
former gardening columnist for "The Wall Street Journal and "The New York Times and the
author of numerous gardening books. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Introduction, by Allen LacyI first read Eleanor
Perényi’s Green Thoughts: A Writer in the Garden shortly before its publication in 1981, when I
was given an advance copy to review for The Philadelphia Inquirer. Its appearance was a great
and wonderful surprise. I had some slight knowledge of Ms. Perényi as a former managing
editor of Mademoiselle and the author of a highly acclaimed book on Franz Liszt; nothing in her
professional history, however, suggested that a book on gardening should be expected from
her. But in her foreword, Perényi set her readers straight: she is a writer, she gardens, and “a
writer who gardens is sooner or later going to write a book about the subject-I take that as
inevitable.” (Perhaps so. After all, among Germaine Greer’s books there’s a very humorous one
called The Revolting Garden, written under the pseudonym Rose Blight.)The sequel to Green
Thoughts that many people hoped for has never come. But we can be grateful for what we’ve
got. Eleanor Perényi takes her place among a number of other writers who wrote one terrific
book on gardening that may be read over and over with unfailing pleasure. Green Thoughts
thus takes its place alongside such works as Charles Dudley Warner’s My Summer in a
Garden (1870), Celia Thaxter’s An Island Garden (1894), and Karel Capek’s The Gardener’s



Year (1929).When I first read it, Green Thoughts astonished me. Here, all of a sudden,
seemingly out of nowhere, came this wonderful collection of seventy-two essays of varying
lengths, addressing almost every imaginable topic pertaining to gardening. Here were pieces
dealing with the day-to-day, entirely practical, aspects of the horticultural enterprise, including
essays on mulches and compost (Perényi favored them), and pesticides and poisons (they
appalled her). Here were tributes to earthworms and expressions of horror that there should be
such creatures as snakes, even “the smallest garter snake.” Green Thoughts was also a
treasury of praise for those flowering plants that even nongardeners find easy to love, for New
England asters, for dahlias and peonies and lilies. When she had reservations-and she often
did-Ms. Perényi expressed her doubts forthrightly. She had very little to say in favor of
chrysanthemums, and was decidedly lukewarm about most modern daylilies. Considering that
named varieties of daylilies totaled 15,000 (the number is now at least twice that), she asserted
that “the breeders have surely gone too far.” She unburdened herself of additional criticism of
trends in the world of hemerocallis. “Ninety-nine percent of the new varieties I wouldn’t have at
any price. Daylilies colored orchid, cream, peach, make me slightly sick, and the names are
awful too: I would blush to admit that I was growing Precious One, Disneyland, or Bitsy.”
Modern rose breeders, who have given us overblown, disease-prone hybrid teas with names
like Chrysler Imperial, also get knocked down a peg or two. Perényi leans toward older
varieties, toward shrub roses rather than hybrid teas (although some of these have their faults
as well, tending to be large and ungainly plants difficult to place within the confines of gardens
of modest size). She also put in her word about herbs and the people who raise them: she
respected “gardeners who raise herbs for their botanical interest, without quaintness or
sentimentality,” but she dreaded anyone for whom herbs were the subjects of a cult-“the person
who can’t look at a rue without murmuring that it is herb of grace o’Sundays, or a hyssop
without dragging in the Biblical references.”Any reader who picks up Green Thoughts and
begins to browse at random, running across what it has to say about most modern daylilies
and many modern roses, will perhaps entertain the thought that Eleanor Perényi is highly
opinionated, even prejudiced. And of course she is. Gardening is a passionate enterprise, and
passion is always opinionated and strongly so. As for prejudice, show me a person who is
without prejudice of any kind on any subject and I’ll show you someone who may be admirably
virtuous but is surely no gardener. Prejudice against people is reprehensible, but a healthy set
of prejudices against plants is a gardener’s best friend, for gardening is richly complicated, and
prejudice simplifies it greatly. Plants fall fairly neatly into three major categories. There are
those that any reasonable person can only hate-crabgrass, poison ivy, and stinging nettle, for
instance. There are those that only the perverse can dislike-say, columbines and bleeding
heart and hardy cyclamens with flowers like tiny pink or white butterflies. In between these two
categories there are plants about which reasonable and decent people may reasonably
disagree. I may be mad for elephant ears and caladiums, and you may find them ostentatiously
vulgar. Our differences do not matter, for I may grow what I like in my garden and you may do
the same in yours. Furthermore, the same person may at some point in his or her life undergo
a kind of conversion experience. A dislike of hydrangeas may suddenly vanish, to be replaced
by a desire to grow as many as can be crammed into one’s little plot of earth. (Thus it
happened with me not long ago.)The best garden writing is always highly opinionated. It simply
goes with the territory. My Summer in a Garden, An Island Garden, and The Gardener’s Year
are all firm in their expressions of likes and dislikes. The same may be said for the other two
influential titles which I place alongside Green Thoughts. Katharine S. White’s Onward and
Upward in the Garden appeared posthumously in 1979, edited by her husband, E. B. White,



butas a series of fourteen essays published in The New Yorker over a period of twelve years
starting in 1958, it had already made its mark, vastly enlarging the sense of the great breadth
and scope in writing about gardens (mostly about nursery catalogs as a distinct literary genre).
Henry Mitchell’s The Essential Earthman was published the same year as Green Thoughts, at
a time when much American garden writing was as dull as a committee report. Mitchell was
often funny, and always passionate. He was especially enamored of bearded irises, roses, and
dragonflies, and his advice was endlessly quotable, as when he warned readers that
“marigolds should be used as sparingly as ultimatums.”Green Thoughts, Onward and Upward
in the Garden, and The Essential Earthman have much in common. For all three, what we
need to know about gardens is best said in words, not pictured in the glossy, impossible never-
never land of colored photographs where there is never a weed in sight nor a damaged leaf.
They are books, as I have said already, to be read over and over. In each, there is a deeply
personal voice to be heard (and each voice is highly distinctive).But only Green Thoughts was
conceived as a book in the first instance. Onward and Upward and The Essential Earthman
were collections of pieces, originally of magazine articles in the first instance, and newspaper
columns in the second. Of the three books, Green Thoughts ranges most widely outside the
world of horticulture, with discussions of or allusions to Pliny and Petrarch, Virgil and Chaucer,
George Sand and Chekhov, Henry James and Lewis Carroll. It also explores some
extraordinarily important territory in “Woman’s Place,” a perceptive inquiry into gender and the
history of horticulture. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From
the Inside FlapThis collection of essays covers an enormous range of gardening subjects and
it will charm and instruct gardeners everywhere. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorEleanor Perényi was for many years the
managing editor of Mademoiselle, an editor at Harper’s Bazaar, and a contributor to The
Atlantic Monthly, Harper’s, and Esquire magazines. She is the author of a biography of Franz
Liszt, which was nominated for a National Book Award, and More Was Lost, a memoir of her
marriage to a Hungarian baron. She lives on the Connecticut coast.Michael Pollan is the author
of the New York Times bestseller The Botany of Desire and Second Nature, named one of the
best gardening books of the twentieth century by the American Horticultural Society. He is a
contributing editor to Harper’s magazine and a contributing writer at The New York Times
Magazine. Pollan chose the books for the Modern Library Gardening series because, as he
writes, “these writers are some of the great talkers in the rich, provocative, and frequently
uproarious conversation that, metaphorically at least, has been taking place over the back
fence of our gardens at least since the time of Pliny.” --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Amazing factsNEERAJ KUMAR CHAPTER 1Amazing FactsIntroductionThis book is amazing
collections of facts about everything present in this world. This book is About amazing nature,
about countries, culture, technology, history,animals, trees, world war, sports, foods, space,
NASA, ISRO, Machine, the internetand all about the galaxy.5690 is aboutme21010 is about
Harry Potter1) Gorillas sleep as much as fourteen hours per day.2) Donate $0 to Rotary
International Foundation.3) A typical lead pencil can draw a line that is 35 miles long.4) The
original abbreviation of the National Socialist Party was Nasos. The word “Nazi” derives from a
Bavarian word that means “simple minded” and was first used as a term of derision by
journalist Konrad Heiden (90-966).5) The dinosaur with the longest name is
Micropachycephalosaurus (“small thick-headed lizard”). Its fossils are usually found in China.6)
The most expensive cat was an Asian Leopard cat (ALC)-Domestic Shorthair (DSH) hybrid
named Zeus. Zeus, who is 90% ALC and % DSH, has an asking price of £0,000 ($154,00.7)
Christmas is an official holiday in South Korea, with almost 1/3 of South Koreans being
Christians. Santa Claus may be wearing a blue, rather than red, suit in South Korea, and he is
also known as Santa Kulloso (Grandfather Santa).8) STRANGE GEOGRAPHIES9) 7The world
record for hula hooping is 0 hula hoops at one time by a girl from Australia in 2005.10) At least
million people living today descended from Genghis Khan11) You are more likely to be killed by
a champagne cork than by a poisonous spider.12) Roman slaves13) 8Clemens’ K game was
only attended by just over ,000 fans, with the Boston Celtics and Atlanta Hawks playoff game
capturing the attention in Boston that night.14) The smallest dog on record was a matchbox-
size Yorkshire Terrier. It was 2.5" tall at the shoulder, 3.5" from nose tip to tail, and weighed
only 4 ounces.15) The Wildcats won their first SEC title in 950 under Bryant, who then beat
Oklahoma at the Sugar Bowl to end the Sooners' 3-game winning streak. "If you give us the
bid," Bryant said, "I will guarantee you we will beat Oklahoma's ass."16) 9Obama has seven
half-brotobama rs and sisters in Kenya from Obama fatobama r’s otobama r marriages17) You
could probably outrun a Tyrannosaurus Rex.18) An old man gained the trust of a Belgian bank
by bringing the workers chocolate. Therefore he was given VIP access to the bank vault and in
2007, he stole $ million worth of diamonds. – Source19) A puffin turned down a role in One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.20) Squinting can be very brief, just 1/8 of a second, but in real
time may reflect negative thoughts or emotions. We squint when we are angry or even when
we hear voices, sounds, or music we don’t like.21) Pokemon in Kanto didn't participate in
evolution, while Johto had 9, in Hoenn, and in Sinnoh.22) Men’s dreams are more often set
outdoors, are more action oriented, are more aggressive, and involve strangers more often
than women’s dreams do. Women’s dreams usually happen indoors and involve emotional
encounters with people they know and care about.23) Tiger in the Toronto Zoo24) To achieve
the crosshatched diamond pattern on a baseball field, rollers on a mower push the grass
slightly forward, similar to running a vacuum back and forth on a plush carpet. Blades bent
away from the viewer capture more light and appear paler. Grass blades that are bent toward
the viewer look darker25) Lions hunt mostly at night and have about a 50% success rate.26)
Iraq first took part in the Olympic Games in 1948 and has only won one medal, a bronze in
weightlifting in the 1960 Rome Games. Iraq has never competed in the Winter Games.[19]27)
Your skull is made up of 29 different bones.28) The original raw footage of Apocalypse Now
consisted of ,250,000 feet of film which is over 230 hours’ worth.29) You are taller in the
morning than in the evening.30) The U.S. has the highest divorce rates in the world.31) Women
look their oldest every Wednesday at 3.30pm.32) No wonder the league switched from inflated



pig bladder to rubber and plastic.33) In addition to “pitchers elbow” and rotator cuff injuries, the
worst shoulder injury for a baseball pitcher is a labrum tear, or when the cartilage between the
upper arm and the shoulder socket tears. A torn labrum usually requires surgery, and very few
pitchers have a successful career afterward.34) Major cities in Iraq include its capital, Baghdad
(5.75million), Mosul (44million), Erbil (009 million), Basra (923,00, and As Sulaymaniyah
(836,00.35) Historically, Germany was known as the Holy Roman Empire, the Kingdom of
Prussia, and the Weimar Republic.36) 2Only 5 to percent of cheetah cubs make it to
adulthood.37) 1996-97: Tom Schallert. In April of 1997 Glyndon “Sign” Smith died. The
proceeds from the Christmas Ornament fund raiser were used to help fund the Redwood Youth
Sports Complex. Computer hardware was presented to the Eureka High School physics
department. Books were donated for the Lafayette School literary project and the Science
Fair.38) Find out more39) Texas was the th state in the U.S. and was admitted into the Union
on December 29, 84All other states except Texas entered the United States by territorial
annexation. Only Texas entered by treaty.40) The fastest fish in the world can travel at
1kilometers per hour in water. 41) The record for most waffles eaten in minutes is held by
Patrick Bertoletti: 2waffles. And he didn’t just eat them in the privacy of his home and then
called Guinness Book to tell them all about it. This happened at the World Waffle Eating
Championship. Yes folks; there is a waffle eating championship.42) In every episode of
"Seinfeld" there is a Superman picture or reference somewhere.43) In the mid 80’s a play
called Going to the Dogs featured six German Shepherds, which had to go to drama lessons in
Amsterdam.44) Columbus was inspired by a letter by Italian scholar Paolo Toscanelli to find
Asia through a western sea. He believed sailing west would be a faster way of getting to
India.45) The life span of a taste bud is ten days.46) Sunnis make up 87%–90% of the
worldwide Muslim population. Shiite Muslims make up about %.47) October 8th is National
Pierogi Day48) Most meat-eating dinosaurs had bones filled with air. Though their bones were
huge, they weren’t as heavy as they looked. Birds have the same kind of hollow bones.49) Did
you knowspiders are arachnids and not insects50) Ziona Chana also has 94 children, -
daughters-in-law and 33 grandchildren. They live in a 0-room, four storey house set amidst the
hills of Baktwang village in the Indian state of Mizoram.51) During the civil war, prostitution was
as big as fighting. General Hooker had huge groups of women go would follow around his
troops and satisfy their urges (where the term Hooker comes from) and in 186the Union Army
Medical Department reported that out of soldiers had venereal disease. One report showed
that out of 468,000 men checked, 188,000 had an STD.52) 9The best layer to mine for
diamonds is level 253) 4Fenway Park has seven retired Red Sox numbers: for Bobby Doerr, for
Joe Cronin, for Johnny Pesky, 8 for Carl Yastrzemski, 9 for Ted Williams, for Jim Rice and 2for
Carlton Fisk.54) The largest recorded snowflake was in Keogh, MT during year 1887, and was
1inches wide.55) 34 Toxicology is the study of hazardous effects of drugs and poisons.56) If
you yelled for 8 years, months and days, you would have produced enough sound energy to
heat one cup of coffee.57) Rotary Clubs do not appear to have had a unified policy towards the
Nazi regime: while several German Rotary clubs decided to disband their organizations in
1933, others practiced a policy of appeasement or collaborated. In Munich the club removed
from its members’ list a number of Rotarians, Jewish and non-Jewish, who were politically
unacceptable for the regime, including Thomas Mann (already in exile in Switzerland). Twelve
members resigned in sympathy with the expelled members.58) 8Gladiator fans formed factions
too, favouring one type of fighter over others59) 6Codename Fedora60) 7In the United States ,
the cap-and-trade is an approach designed to control carbon emissions and will impose huge
costs upon American citizens via a carbon tax on all goods and services produced in the



United States. The average family of four can expect to pay an additional $700, or £,043, more
each year. It is predicted that the United States will lose more than 2 million jobs as the result
of cap-and-trade schemes.61) In fact, it emits more energy than it receives from the Sun.62)
4Qantas' Sydney to Dallas service is the world's longest commercial flight at 8,568 miles (,790
km).63) In the great fire of London in 1666 half of London was burnt down but only 6 people
were injured.64) Spartan warriors were known for their long, flowing hair. Before a battle, they
would carefully comb it. Cowardly soldiers would have half their hair and half their beards
shaved off.65) They boast many other professional sports teams – The Toronto Raptors
(basketball), The Toronto bluejays (baseball), The Toronto Argonauts (football), the Toronto FC
team (soccer), Toronto Rock (National Lacrosse) and the Toronto Marlies (American Hockey
League).66) The Civil War is also known as "The Boy's War"67) You might like68) FDR69) The
average person laughs times a day.70) 7.,,x ,,= 2,345,678,987,654,3271) Queen Elizabeth II is
Britain's 40th monarch since William the Conqueror was crowned.72) In 953, Dwight D.
Eisenhower became the first Texas-born president of the U.S. The only other Texas-born
president was Lyndon B. Johnson. U.S. presidents who died in Texas are JFK (assassinated on
November , 963, in Dallas) and Lyndon B. Johnson (who died the same place he was born, the
Johnson ranch outside Stonewall, where he suffered a fatal coronary on January , 973).73)
The official beverage of Ohio is tomato juice.74) The United States has never lost a war in
which mules were used.75) The largest dinosaur eggs were as large as basketballs. The
bigger the egg, the thicker the shell. So if the eggs had been larger, dinosaur babies probably
would not have been able to get out.76) The Eureka Diamond, a 5 carat diamond from South
Africa, was first used as a toy by a 5-year-old boy before it was given away to the his neighbor
by him when the neighbor offered to buy it. – Source77) January 6th, Epiphany78) About 60
percent of surface water is used for drinking water.79) 1Betty Boop's signature voice Mae
Questel was also the talent for Olive Oyl and Little Audrey.80) Rolling Stones tour.81) 3Often
derided as a mega-flop, Waterworld actually took home nearly $90m more in worldwide box
office than its estimated budget. Factor in TV sales, merchandise and home video and Kevin
Costner’s ‘Kevin’s Gate‘ ended up floating quite nicely.82) From the start Rome had an
organised military83) 3Bees visit over 2,000 flowers and fly over 55,000 miles to produce just
lb. Of honey.84) Red symbolizes happiness for the Chinese and is commonly used at Chinese
festivals and other happy occasions such as birthdays and weddings.85) 9We share 98.4% of
our DNA with a chimp.86) Vertical comparison of Olympus Mons with Mount Everest (shown
sea-level-to-peak) and Mauna Kea on Earth (measurement is sea-level to peak, not base to
peak).87) 1After outkast sang “Shake it like a Polaroid picture,” Polaroid released a statement
that said, “Shaking or waving can actually damage the image.”88) Lions come in several
different colors, including tan, brown, yellow, and even red.89) The moon smells like
gunpowder.90) Heterochromia refers to a condition where your eyes are two different colours.
Tweet this.91) 1You'll love showing off your bump92) The unemployment rate for those with a
bachelor's degree is just 3.7% -less than half the nationwide average.93) 2A five-day-old puppy
was found in France in a bomb-riddled kennel by an American corporal (Lee Duncan). This
soldier took the dog home, trained him and turned him into the famous movie dog named, Rin
Tin Tin94) 15Traveling at the speed of 186,000 miles per second, light take hours to travel from
Pluto to the Earth.95) Traditionally, Spanish women keep their maiden name after marriage.
For example, if Eva García Piñedo married Carlos Hernández Rio, she may keep her own
name, (García Piñedo). She could also be known as Señora de Hernández Río. In Latin
America, she might also be called Eva García Piñedo de Hernández. The de (“day”) means,
literally, that Eva is “of” her husband. The last name of their children would be Hernandez



García. In the next generation, the mother’s maiden name would be dropped96) 8Author Peter
Benchley plays the role of a TV reporter in Jaws. Benchley was reportedly thrown off set after
continually arguing with Spielberg about the film’s ending.97) 33Ice hockey was first played in
188by British soldiers stationed in Canada.98) From 942, U.S. Marines in the Pacific used the
Navajo language as their secret code. The language didn’t have the vocabulary for existing
WWII technology, so existing words had to be given new meanings. For example, the word for
“hummingbird” (da-he-ti-hi) became code for fighter plane. Around 400 Navajo Indians (Code
Talkers) were trained to use the code, and the Japanese never cracked it.99) Children grow
faster in the springtime.100) President Dwight David Eisenhower (1890-196was the only
president to serve in both WWI and WWII.101) Oklahoma's growing season ranges from 68
days in the Panhandle to 240 days along the Red River.102) One in three American marriages
is “low sex” or “no sex.”103) 3Obama worked in a Baskin-Robbins ice cream shop as a
teenager. Now Obama can’t stand ice cream104) Internal emails caught a team of Morgan
Stanley employees sarcastically naming a subprime CDO in 200"Nuclear Holocaust," "Mike
Tyson's Punchout," "Hitman," "Meltdown," and "S***bag" were all considered.105) Months that
begin on a Sunday will always have a "Friday the th."106) It takes more than twice the amount
of water to produce coffee than it does tea.2107) Canada created the Chinese Head Tax in the
880s, which taxed the entrance of Chinese immigrants into Canada. It was created to
discourage Chinese from entering the country after the Canadian Pacific Railway was
completed. That tax was abolished by the Chinese Immigration Act of 923, which completely
banned most forms of Chinese immigration to Canada. While in place, the tax collected
$million ($800 million in 20dollars).108) The first income tax in the U.S was imposed in July
86to help pay for the Civil War. In 862, it was repealed and replaced with the tiered income tax.
The current income tax system was made into law in 93, before the start of WWI.109) The
poison-arrow frog has enough poison to kill about 2,200 people.110) Near the end of his life,
Columbus wrote a book called Book of Privileges that listed all the promises the Spanish
crown had made to him over the years and the ways the crown had not honored these
promises.111) Among Union white troops, surgeons treated over 73,000 soldiers for syphilis
and over 9,00 for gonorrhea. African American soldiers had incidences of less than half than
that of the white troops.112) A Duke is the highest rank you can achieve without being a king
or a prince.113) Air rage is more common on flights with a first-class cabin.114) 4You will be a
protein gobbler115) Recycling one glass jar, saves enough energy to watch T.V for 3 hours!
116) Babies see in two dimensions until 2–4 months old. After this, an infant’s cerebral cortex
matures enough to merge input from both eyes, which results in 3D vision.117) Earth is the
only planet not named after a god.118) The Rotary emblem was printed on a commemorative
stamp for the first time in 193at the time of the Vienna Convention.119) Rome itself was served
by 1aqueducts by the end of the third century, with nearly 800km of artificial water courses in
total. Cities freed people from subsistence agriculture, allowing them to indulge in art, politics,
engineering and specialised crafts and industries. Constructing these systems that used gravity
to move water over long distances down tiny inclines was an astounding feat.120) 3Arab
women can initiate a divorce if their husbands don’t pour coffee for them.121) Women also
tend to recall their dreams more often than men122) His feet need something soft after a
dominant career on the hardwood.123) Apple seeds are poisonous.124) A pig's orgasm lasts
for 30 minutes.125) Greece’s most famous modern writer is Nikos Kazantzakis (1883-1957).
His novels Zorba the Greek and The Last Temptation of Christ were both made into movies,
though the Greek Orthodox Church expelled him for The Last Temptation of Christ.126) Non-
dairy creamer is flammable.127) 16A healthy (non-colorblind) human eye can distinguish



between 500 shades of gray.128) 40Moist air holds heat better than dry air.129) Ostriches stick
their heads in the sand to look for water.130) The width of your armspan stretched out is the
length of your whole body. While not exact down to the last millimeter, your armspan is a pretty
good estimator of your height.131) A Boeing 747s wingspan is longer than the Wright brother's
first flight.132) There are an estimated 6 billion Muslims in the world, which is about 1/of the
world’s population. Due to birth and conversion rates, Islam is considered to be the fastest-
growing religion in the world today.133) 3London buses were not always red. Before 1907,
different routes had different-coloured buses.134) 6Iceland was one of the latest places on
earth to be settled by humans.135) The ashes of a cremated person average about 9 pounds.
A big part of what gives the human body weight is the water trapped in our cells. Once
cremated, that water and a majority of our tissues are destroyed, leaving little behind.136) Her
husband, Igor, was murdered by the Drevlyans, an Eastern Slavic tribe. Olga took over the
Kievan Rus’, but the Drevlyans didn’t want a female ruler, so they sent her a group of
suitors.137) Hershey’s Kisses are called Hershey’s Kisses because the machine that makes
them looks like it is kissing the conveyor belt.138) Asperger syndrome is named for Austrian
pediatrician Hans Asperger, who described it in 194He called his patients "Little
Professors."139) 6The Great Horned Owl has no sense of smell.140) 7Betty Boop plays a
starring role at the MGM Grand Hotel, Casino, and Theme Park, and at Universal Studios.141)
The Pacific Giant Octopus, the largest octopus in the world, grows from the size of pea to a
150 pound behemoth potentially 30 feet across in only two years, its entire life-span.142)
On average, a person’s respiration rate is one third higher in spring than in autumn.143) New
fishermen sometimes have to wait for someone else to retire before they can get their own
commercial lobster license.144) The average cough comes out of your mouth at 60 miles (96.5
km) per hour.145) Digging for change all over the house and car to have enough money to buy
a can.146) Great White sharks are the only fish that poke their head out of the water to
"investigate" the surface147) A rainbow can be seen only in the morning or late afternoon. It
can occur only when the sun is 40 degrees or less above the horizon.148) 6Automated
Content ID scans over 0 years of video every day.149) Find out more150) The Pohutukawa
tree is New Zealand’s Christmas tree. It blooms crimson red flowers for several weeks each
December.151) John F. Kennedy, president, USA152) The 'Golden Arches' of fast food chain
mcdonalds is more recognized worldwide than the religious cross of Christianity.153) Even
Einstein found income taxes befuddling154) Ostriches are often not taken seriously. They can
run faster than horses, and the males can roar like lions.155) In Japan, tattooing is called
irezumi (“to insert”). Japanese tattoo artists have inspired diverse Western tattoo artists,
including British “King of the Tattooists” George Burchett, Sailor Jerry Collins, and Don Ed
Hardy.156) A crewman on a lobster boat makes about $50,000 a year.157) The first
automobile race ever seen in the United States was held in Chicago in 89The track ran from
Chicago to Evanston, Illinois. The winner was J. Frank Duryea, whose average speed was 7/2
miles per hour.158) 5Chocolate contains a substance known as theobromine (similar to
caffeine) which can kill dogs or at the very least make them violently ill159) 40 billion hours are
spent collecting water in Africa alone.7160) On average, Americans' favorite smell is
banana.161) An average person falls asleep within seven minutes.162) Most spiders live for
about a year. However, some tarantulas live more than years.163) A cat's jaw cannot move
sideways.164) When a domestic cat goes after mice, about one pounce in three results in a
catch.165) 7It took Jennifer 3 days to accept the role of Katniss, as she was scared of what the
transition from indie darling to mainstream actress would do to her career.166) Puffins get free
entry into Iceland Airwaves.167) 32 The artist Vincent Van Gogh sliced part of his ear off in



madness.168) Columbus’ first voyage into the Atlantic Ocean in 76 almost cost him his life.
French privateers off the coast of Portugal attacked the commercial fleet he was on. His
shipped was burned and he had to swim to the Portuguese shore with the aid of a piece of
driftwood.169) 263 rivers either cross or demarcate international political boundaries.35170)
Deinosuchus was a huge prehistoric crocodile. It most likely had the strongest bite out of any
dinosaur, including Tyrannosaurus rex. It weighed eight times as much as today’s
crocodile.171) No more spending $549.62/yr for something that can kill me.172) In the Tang
dynasty, those with an education had to greet and say goodbye to each other in poetic
verse.173) 4In the last 98 years, more than 0 billion Crayola crayons have been made.174) In
Yellow, you could make your Pikachu very happy by offering him potions again and again, even
if he didn't need them175) The muscles in the eye are 0 times stronger than they need to be to
perform their function. Tweet this.176) The male penguin incubates the single egg laid by his
mate. During the two month period he does not eat, and will lose up to 40% of his body
weight.177) There are about 88 million pet cats in the United States, which makes them the
most popular pet in the country!178) The only joint-less bone in the human body is the hyoid
bone, which is present in the throat area.179) Throughout the century, the name of the capital
of China has changed. It has been known as Dadu, Yanjing, and Beiping. Peking or Beijing
means “Northern Capital”.180) Signed a lucrative deal with Steve Wynn to perform at the
Golden Nugget in Atlantic City, New Jersey in 1983, and started a series of iconic TV
commercials for Wynn’s Atlantic City and Las Vegas resorts throughout the 1980’s.181) 49/ A
quarter of the world’s plants are threatened with extinction by the year 20.182) According to the
Iraq Body Count Project, 3,536 to 3,2civilians have died between March 2003 and October
20Numbers, however, vary widely and are widely disputed.183) In an NFL game, as many as
75 minutes, or about 60% of total TV air time (excluding commercials), is spent on shots of
players standing on the line of scrimmage, huddling, or just walking around between
snaps.184) The Forbidden City, a palace complex in Beijing, contains about 9,000 rooms!185)
Every Spinda has a unique pattern of spots. In-game, there are exactly 4,294,967,296 possible
outcomes (Not counting shiny).186) In 2002, much to the surprise of conservationists, a
lioness adopted and protected a baby antelope. However, two weeks later, a male lion ate the
baby while the lioness slept. The lioness appeared to be stricken with grief and walked around
roaring in anger.187) 838Optical Illusion – Chromostereopsis is when two colours are together
and one of them sticks out more than the other. This affect is most obvious with the colours red
and blue.188) Curious?: Recent research suggests women may be “intrinsically bisexual,” and
the higher their libido, the more they desire both sexes.189) The “esky” or chilly bin, or ice box,
was invented in Australia.190) Several Puffins have entered the Eurovision Song Contest.
None have ever got past the semi-final stage.191) 1Ronnie O'Brien was nominated for Time
Person of the Century in 1999192) 3She played a mascot on Monk. No word on if she was the
one in the suit for the entire episode, or if they just swapped out some poor bastard for the one
shot that required a human face. 193) A hedgehog's heart beats 300 times a minute on
average.194) Nails and corneas are the only two tissues in the body that do not receive oxygen
from blood.195) Things i've Learned About Photography196) 3A person can survive for 2
months without food.197) In Kentucky, it is the law that a person must take a bath once a
year.198) Every tongue print is unique. If you’re planning on committing a crime, don’t think
you’ll get away with leaving a tongue print behind. Each tongue is different and yours could be
unique enough to finger you as the culprit.199) Just a century ago, there were over 200,000
lions living in Africa. Today, there are only 5,000–32,000 left.200) Aslan is the Turkish and
Mongolian word for “lion.” It is also the name of the lion in C. S. Lewis’ The Chronicles of Narnia.



[19]201) Find out more (Monocle)202) 45Reindeer milk has more fat than cow milk.203) A
signature is called a John Hancock because he signed the Declaration of Independence. Only
2 people signed the declaration of independence on July The Last person signed 2 years
later.204) 7There were multiple civil wars during the period of the Crises 205) Lyndon Johnson,
man. That guy.206) Rats multiply so quickly that in months, two rats could have over million
descendants.207) 5The world’s deadliest recorded earthquake occurred in 155in central
China, more than 830,000 people were killed.208) 8"If not for Osama bin Laden, September
1would only be remembered as Bear Bryant's birthday." -Actor and former Tennessee Sen.
Fred Thompson on a "Law & Order" episode.209) 2Even though the Mercury is the planet
nearest to the Sun, Venus is actually the hottest. That is because Venus has an extremely
dense carbon-dioxide atmosphere, which creates the strongest green-house effect known to
man.210) 1He was the first president born outside of the original states.211) An average of 50
foul balls are hit during a major league baseball game212) 7Every day, 7% of the US eats at
mcdonald"s.213) Thirty-five percent of the people who use personal ads for dating are already
married.214) Anyway, they fucked so much that it went extinct.215) Found in 1991, Perak Man
is the oldest (about ,000 years old) and the only complete human skeleton to be found in
Peninsular Malaysia.216) Both the Bee and the Vervain Hummingbirds build the smallest nests
of all birds, measuring 3/4" across and 2" deep.217) Most people have lost fifty per cent of their
taste buds by the time they reach the age of sixty.218) Saudi Arabian cities experienced an
extraordinary boom in property prices between 2003 and 200In Mecca, land values close to
the Grand Mosque reached US$6,700 per square meter at the peak of the boom—perhaps the
most expensive real estate in the world and rivaling land prices in Tokyo in the early 990s.219)
The most important medical advance that saved soldiers’ lives during WWII was the blood
transfusion.220) A real bridge with a real train crossing it was blown up for the 1957 The
Bridge on the River Kwai.221) The Auschwitz Concentration Camp Complex was the only
place where prisoners were given identification number tattoos. The practice began in 94when
Russian pows were stamped on the upper-left breast. Jews started receiving tattoos (on their
forearms) in 942.222) The flightless kiwi bird is native to New Zealand. In relation to the bird’s
body size, the kiwi’s egg is the largest egg in the world, weighing approximately one-third of the
female bird’s weight. The kiwi is the only bird in the world that has a sense of smell. Its name
comes from the male’s distinctive, shrill call.[16]223) 2During her reign, the Queen has
received many unusual gifts, including a variety of live animals. The more unusual ones have
been placed in the care of the London Zoo — among them jaguars and sloths from Brazil and
two black beavers from Canada. There have also been gifts of pineapples, eggs, a box of snail
shells, a grove of maple trees and lb. (7 kg) of prawns.224) 30.A Saudi Arabian woman can get
a divorce if her husband doesn’t give her coffee.225) The Simpsons hold the Guiness World
Record for most guest stars in a TV series.226) 250 to 300 million cell phones are being used
in the U.S227) Until 1954, stop signs were yellow.228) 5Obama can speak Spanish229)
Spilling Cope barnacles on your light colored pants and trying gently to brush them off so they
don’t leave stained streaks knowing full well you have never had a successful brush-off
before.230) The average game attendance for an NFL game is 66,957 spectators. For MLB, it’s
30,spectators.231) This is one of the weird sex facts that most of us have not heard about
before. During intercourse, your inner nose swells just as your breasts and genitals will. This is
most notably due to the increased flow of blood while having intercourse. 232) Every ancient
Pokemon is part Rock type233) 2He Wants You By His Side234) Fact : More than 3 million kids
under the age of 5 years die every year due to environmental factors like pollution.235) Rhythm
is the longest English word without a vowel.236) Polish King Kazimierz Jagiello �F7§–²À became



known as the “Father of Europe.” Of his nine children, one became a cardinal, four became
kings, one was canonized, and the three daughters were married off to become mothers of the
heirs of the greatest dynasties in Western Europe.[15]237) The adrenal glands change size
throughout life. The adrenal glands, lying right above the kidneys, are responsible for releasing
stress hormones like cortisol and adrenaline. In the seventh month of a fetus’ development, the
glands are roughly the same size as the kidneys. At birth, the glands have shrunk slightly and
will continue to do so throughout life. In fact, by the time a person reaches old age, the glands
are so small they can hardly be seen.238) The tube-lipped nectar bat (Anoura fistulata) has the
longest tongue, relative to body length, of any mammal. The bat retracts its tongue into its rib
cage when it’s not being used.239) Some people just have more fat cells: While you can’t
reduce your total number of fat cells, there are things you can do to keep them small. (See next
point.)240) Bario, in Sarawak’s Kelabit Highlands, is the most isolated settlement in Malaysia,
There are no roads available in this remote corner and everything has to be transported by
airplane.241) Camels have three eyelids! This is to protect their eyes from sand blowing in the
desert. Tweet this.242) Our eyes never grow, and our nose and ears never stop growing.243)
The smallest fully grown dinosaur fossil is Lesothosaurus (“Lizard from Lesotho”). It is only the
size of chicken. Smaller fossils have been found, but they are of baby dinosaurs.244)There are
more insects in one square mile of rural land than there are human beings on the entire
earth.245) 2In the past years, scientists have found over ,000 planets outside of our solar
system.246) 3That thing you use to dot your lowercase "i" is called a tittle.247) Freiburg is the
warmest German city.248) It takes 1gallons of water for one egg.5249) The Queen is the only
person in Britain who can drive without a license or number plate on her state car.250)
Withholding Sex Is A Dangerous Game251) Cimarron County is the only county in the U.S. that
touches four states: Colorado, New Mexico, Texas and Kansas.252) 8City officials in
Montgomery and Detroit had the front seats of their city buses reserved with black ribbons in
honor of Parks until her funeral.253) The last note of a keyboard is C.254) 2While Cameron
Crowe returns the favour in Minority Report wearing a newspaper. Or hiding behind one. Delete
where applicable.255) 1In 1567, the man said to have the longest beard in the world died after
he tripped over his beard running away from a fire.256) One out of five people in the world
(billion people) live on less than $per day.257) Pinterest: 0 million users258) Most men have
erections every hour to hour and a half during sleep. Most people’s bodies and minds are much
more active when they’re sleeping than they think. The combination of blood circulation and
testosterone production can cause erections during sleep and they’re often a normal and
necessary part of REM sleep.259) Humans shed and regrow outer skin cells about every 27
days. Skin protects your delicate internal organs from the elements and as such, dries and
flakes off completely about once a month so that it can maintain its strength. Chances are that
last month’s skin is still hanging around your house in the form of the dust on your bookshelf or
under the couch.260) Because of both violence and AIDS, Haiti has the highest percentage of
orphans of any country in the Western Hemisphere. Before the 20earthquake, the United
Nations estimated there were 430,000 orphans.261) Find out more262) Instagram
statistics263) Unit 73It was a biological and chemical warfare research unit that undertook
lethal human experimentation during the occupation of China.264) The Korean War began in
1950 when North Korea invaded South Korea265) There are 250,000 purebred German
Shepherds in Germany alone with around 5,000 puppies born each year.266) Peru has some
of the best surfing in the world. Chicama and Pacasmayo both claim the world’s longest ridable
wave (5 miles/2.2 km long).267) 4He was set to take part in a duel, but it was cancelled at the
last second.268) Small meat eaters were most likely the smartest type of dinosaurs.269)



Farmers in East Africa use a poison named Furadan to kill lions. Just a handful sprinkled on an
animal carcass can wipe out an entire pride of lions that feeds on it. The poison is so toxic that
it has been banned in both the U.S. and the EU.270) Special units run by the SS called
Einsatzgruppen (“task forces”) followed theGerman army’s invasion of countries. They would
force Jews to dig a pit and then shoot them so they would fall into an open grave. It is
estimated that the Einsatzgruppen killed million Jews.271) 2When a person's age ends with a
nine they are more likely to seek extramarital affairs, sign up for their first marathon, and run
marathons faster than when they were slightly older or slightly younger.272) Africans carved
the world’s first colossal sculpture 7,000 or more years ago. The Great Sphinx of Giza was
fashioned with the head of a man combined with the body of a lion. A key and important
question raised by this monument was: How old is it? In October 199Professor Robert Schoch,
a geologist from Boston University, demonstrated that the Sphinx was sculpted between 5000
BC and 7000 BC, dates that he considered conservative.273) 9Operation Bagration, the great
Soviet offensive of 1944, was launched on June with a force of 1,670,000 men, almost 6,000
tanks, over 30,000 guns and over 7,500 aircraft advancing through Belarus and the Baltic
region.274) It would take a someone typing 60 words per minute, eight hours a day, around 50
years to type the human genome275) Your ears are responsible for the equilibrium and
balance of the body the inner ear has direct connection with the brain.276) Golf was banned in
England in 57 because it was considered a distraction from the serious pursuit of archery.277)
7On the set of 982’s The Thing, the whole cast and crew was male.278) Our eyes are always
the same size from birth, but our nose and ears never stop growing.279) Politics280)
Approximately half of Iraq is covered by inhospitable desert.281) In minutes, a hurricane
releases more energy than all of the world's nuclear weapons combined.282) Blondes have
more hair. They’re said to have more fun, and they definitely have more hair. Hair color
determines how dense the hair on your head is. The average human has 0,000 hair follicles,
each of which is capable of producing individual hairs during a person’s lifetime. Blondes
average 6,000 follicles while people with black hair tend to have about 1,000 follicles. Those
with brown hair fit the average with 0,000 follicles and redheads have the least dense hair, with
about 86,000 follicles.283) TNT explosions remove lava284) The Boston University Bridge (on
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts) is the only place in the world where a boat
can sail under a train driving under a car driving under an airplane.285) 5In 1990, she had the
honor of being part of the welcoming party for Nelson Mandela, who had been recently
imprisoned in South Africa.286) 6Mistakes are allowed! The more mistakes you make, the
more you learn! 287) To create one pint of beer it takes gallons of water.3288) Deborah Winger
did the voice of E.T.289) Find out more290) ‘Rhythm’ is the longest English word without
vowels.291) 40% of all people who come to a party in your home snoop in your medicine
cabinet292) 2There is no word that rhymes with “month.”293) Paid workers built up the
pyramids of Egypt instead of slaves or prisoners.294) No more putting dips in your top lip
because your bottom lip is too raw.295) The Colosseum in Rome296) About 32 million bacteria
call every inch of your skin home. Germaphobes don’t need to worry however, as a majority of
these are entirely harmless and some are even helpful in maintaining a healthy body.297) The
Object of Rotary has not always been expressed in this manner. The original Constitution of
90had three objects: promotion of business interests, promotion of good fellowship and the
advancement of the best interests of the community. By 9Rotary had five Objects, as increased
emphasis was given to expanding Rotary. By 9there were six Objects. In 9the Objects were
rewritten again and reduced to four. Four years later they had again grown to six and were
revised again in 92Finally, at the 93Mexico City Convention the six Objects were restated and



reduced to four. The last major change came in 95when the Objects were streamlined and
changed to a single Object, which has four parts. The “ideal of service” is the key phrase in the
Object of Rotary. This ideal is an attitude of being a thoughtful and helpful person in all of one’s
endeavors. That’s what the Object truly means.298) Zedekiah, king of the Jews, had his eyes
put out by Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, for his tax defiance. While religious historians see
the defeats and suffering of the Jewish people as part of God’s plan, secular historians see
them as a series of tax revolts throughout the centuries.299) As tiger bones are becoming
scarcer, poachers are turning toward lion bones to supply the intense demands of traditional
medicine in Asia.300) 5There are morse code messages written on the Green Monster
scoreboard. The initials of Tom Yawkey and Jean Yawkey appear vertically on the white stripes
that separate the columns of the American League scores.301) Plant seeds that have been
stored for more than 200 years can be coaxed into new life.302) Lions have been used as
symbols in several famous literary works, including the Cowardly Lion in The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz and Aslan in The Chronicles of Narnia. The lion is also used as a symbol for the
Gryffindor house in the Harry Potter series.303) 9In 1994, during one famous lunch at Pixar,
filmmakers John Lasseter, Pete Docter and Joe Ranft came up with ideas that would
eventually become A Bug’s Life, Finding Nemo, Monster Inc. And Wall-E. We’ll have what
they’re having.304)Prime Minister Harold Holt went for a swim at Cheviot Beach, near Portsea
on 17th December 1967, and was never seen again. The event has been referred to as 'the
swim that needed no towel'. People who bolt (i.e. To from police, etc) are said to do the ‘Harold
Holt’.305) Every single year, there are million new STD cases in America.306) 1If a statue of a
person in the park on a horse has both front legs in the air, the person died in battle.307) A
player increases his chance of hitting a home run if he hits the baseball at the bat’s “sweet
spot.” This spot is an area between and 7 inches from the barrel end of the bat. When a player
hits the sweet spot, there is less vibration, and the bat makes a satisfying “crack” sound.308)
2While a normal pregnancy lasts nine months, the longest recorded pregnancy is 375 days,
2.5 months.309) Giraffes have no vocal cords.310) No more staying WAY much longer than
necessary in a porta-potty during a Penn State tailgate party just so you could have a dip (feel
free to change school name on an “as needed” basis). 311) 1Lincoln established Thanksgiving
as a national holiday.312) 1Reno is farther west than Los Angeles.313) Make-up at another
Rotary Club.314) Your tongue is the only muscle in your body that is attached at only one
end.315) Most Christian Iraqis are Roman Catholic. The country forbids Christians to talk about
their faith or hold any religious events outside of their church.316) 8Golf's Beauty Marks317)
The Islamic year is 1days shorter than the year used in the Western world. This is because the
Western year is based on the orbit of the Earth around the Sun instead of on the phases of the
moon.318) 7Dogs’ sense of hearing is more than ten times more acute than a human’s319) 2/
If you could drive your car straight up you would arrive in space in just over an hour.320) 4After
it was announced that the Second World War was over, Churchill shouted to a huge crowd
gathered in Whitehall: "This is your victory." to which the mass of people shouted back: "No, it
is yours". Sir Winston Churchill then conducted them in the singing of "Land of Hope and
Glory".321) On the upside, though, shop assistants are not paid on commission. Feel free to
abuse themthey probably deserve it anyway!!322) Facebook may be good for your health:
Studies show that staying in touch with family and friends can ward off memory loss and help
you live longer.323) The Rotary Club of Eureka was instrumental in providing funding for the
local Alzheimer unit in Eureka. It is one area of Community Service in which there is a growing
possibility that each of us may someday be on the receiving end.324) “Me at the zoo” was
uploaded at 8:2PM on Saturday, April 23, 2005.325) The Phoenicians, originally from Lebanon,



were known as successful sea traders and naval warriors. They also spread the first alphabet.
Their trade routes along the North African and European coasts of the Mediterranean made
them a rival of Rome.326) Women have better sense of smell than men.327) Yes, I always
want to fix your problems. Sorry if it’s annoying, but I just want to be your hero.328) 29The
largest meteorite crater in the world is in Winslow, Arizona. It is 4,50 feet across and 50 feet
deep.329) 5Today, Betty Boop is the spokes-toon for the 'Adopt-A-Cartoon' Animation
Preservation Project devoted to the preservation of pre-1950 cartoons.330) Lions will
scavenge whenever they get chance. In fact, scavenging provides more than half of a lion’s
diet.331) Rodin’s “The Thinker” shows a thoughtful evaluative attitude, but the body posture
and hand supporting the head also reveal a dejected person.i332) A Buddhist monk makes a
withdrawal at a cash machine in Thailand333) The-hunger-games-cast334)In Peru, weather in
the desert can be very different, from the sun beating down on lots of sand. Between May and
November, the coastal desert is covered in a thick sea fog called garúa, which does not move
for weeks at a time. This occurs when cold seawater meets the dry, desert air.[15]335) The
diversity of trees is higher than almost any other site in the world336) And unfolded to reveal a
map for escape.337) 67 OF 0338) 1When the mummy of Ramses II was sent to France in the
mid-1970s, it was issued a passport. Ramses' occupation? "King (deceased)."339) Each of the
suits on a deck of cards represents the four major pillars of the economy in the middle ages:
heart represented the Church, spades represented the military, clubs represented agriculture,
and diamonds represented the merchant class.340)-Fun-Facts-about-you5the word “gorilla” is
derived from a Greek word meaning, “A tribe of hairy women.”341) Significantly to us, the
official Rotary emblem was adopted in the year of our founding, 923.342) Las Vegas casinos
have no clocks.343)In Croatia, scientists discovered that lampposts were falling down because
a chemical in the urine of male dogs was rotting the metal.344) 7DESPITE NOT PLAYING
BASKEBALL SINCE HIGH SCHOOL, BRUCE JENNER WAS DRAFTED NO. 9 BY THE
NBA’S KANSAS CITY KINGS AFTER WINNING THE MEN’S DECATHLON AT THE 1976
OLYMPICS.345) 16A pregnant goldfish is called a twit.346) According to the FBI, cruelty to
animals is a common trait of serial rapists and murderers. Serial killers often start out by killing
and torturing animals as children.347) 4To avoid polluting the elements (fire, earth, water, air),
followers of Zoroastrianism in India don’t bury their dead, but instead leave bodies in buildings
called “Towers of Silence” for the vultures to pick clean. After the bones dry, they are swept into
a central well.348) China belongs to the continent of Asia. Bordering countries are Afghanistan,
Bhutan, Burma, India, Kazakhstan, North Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan,
Russia, Tajikistan, and Vietnam.349) Ibn Saud, who is considered the Father of the Saudi
nation and its first king, was granted a knighthood in the Order of the Bath by Queen Elizabeth
of England in 1935.[15]350) Bulgaria’s currency is named Leva, which means “lion” in Old
Bulgarian. 351) See Also: 38 Wonderful Words With No English Equivalent352) 9Liam started
acting on an Australian TV show called ‘Neighbours’ where he played Josh Taylor, an athletic
paraplegic.353) There are only four words in the English language that end in "-dous":
tremendous, horrendous, stupendous, and hazardous.354) The Maritimes are famous for their
desserts. Try Blueberry Grunt and Raspberry Buckle.355) French poodles did not originate in
France. Poodles were originally used as hunting dogs in Europe. The dogs' thick coats were a
hindrance in water and thick brush, so hunters sheared the hindquarters, with cuffs left around
the ankles and hips to protect against rheumatism. Each hunter marked his dogs' heads with a
ribbon of his own color, allowing groups of hunters to tell their dogs apart.356) Bodily
Functions357) John J. Pershing, army general, USA358) 3There is no scientific or statistical
evidence whatsoever that global warming will cause more storms and other weather



extremes359) 7The first American League playoff game at Fenway took place on October 4,
1948 with the Red Sox losing 8-3 to the Cleveland Indians in a one-game playoff.360) 2New
York drifts about one inch farther away from London each year.361) Lions can see six times
better in the dark than a human. At night, a reflective coating on the back of their eyes helps
capture moonlight. Additionally, they have a white patch of fur underneath their eyes that helps
to reflect even more light.362) Scientists can tell what you ate or drank, or the environment you
live in, by examining a small piece of your hair.363) An average person's left hand does 56% of
the typing.364) Researchers found a huge decline in happiness four years into a marriage with
another decline in years seven to eight. In fact, half of all divorces occur in the first seven years
of marriage, which gives rise to the popular term “the seven-year itch.”365) The first picture to
sweep all five major Academy Awards—winning for Best Picture, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best
Director, and Best Screenplay (adaptation)— was Frank Capra’s It Happened One Night
(193starring Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert. The second movie to do the same was One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (1975).[16]366) A board game called “Serial Killer” created
controversy when it was put on the market a few years ago. The winner of the game was the
person who had the highest body count at the end of the game. The game came packaged in a
plastic body bag.367) Loaded: 0%Progress: 0%368) You may think of sharks as ravenous,
man-eating terrors of the sea, but in reality, 97% of the more than 500 species of shark — are
harmless to humans.369) Gruyère cheese comes from a village in Switzerland called
Gruyères. There are allegedly 75 different Alpine scents in the cheese, including vanilla, orchid,
violet, chestnut, mint, wood shavings, hazelnuts, and fresh grass among them. Two-thirds of
Gruyère production is consumed in Switzerland; the European Union and North America eat
the rest.[31]370) An American Animal Hospital Association poll showed that 33 percent of dog
owners admit that they talk to their dogs on the phone or leave messages on an answering
machine while away.371) A father sea catfish keeps the eggs of his young in his mouth until
they are ready to hatch. He will not eat until his young are born, which may take several
weeks.372) 96% of the people that discuss brands online do not follow those brands’ owned
profiles373) 2Nigeria was declared a republic in 963.374) Stamp collecting is the number one
hobby in China.375) King Gustaf VI Adolph of Sweden376) From an early age, Churchill was
fiercely independent and rebellious – qualities which resulted in a poor academic record at
school, for which he was punished.377) Edcar378) There are only four words in the English
language which end with ‘dous’; ‘tremendous’, ‘horrendous’, ‘stupendous’, and
‘hazardous’.379) 3Bill Bailey bought a live owl in a Chinese restaurant to take it off the
menu.380) 1969-70: James F. Conway, Rotary Club of Rockville Centre, New York, USA:
Review and Renew381) The Shinsegae Department Store in Centum City, Busan, South
Korea, is the world’s largest department store as of 2009.382) 4Researchers who compare
and contrast climate change impact on civilizations found warm periods are beneficial to
mankind and cold periods harmful383) Churchill was made a prisoner of war during his time as
a war reporter. He was captured after the armoured train he was travelling on in South Africa
was stormed by Boer soldiers. The war correspondent threw himself to safety in a ditch by the
side of the track after the train collided with a boulder on the track – placed over the rails for the
ambush. Churchill was found hunkered down in the dirt by an armed Boer soldier. The future
British PM reached for his pistol only to realise it was in the crippled train carriage.
Defenceless, he then surrendered to the soldier who decided not to shoot. The Boer soldier
turned out to be Louis Botha – the future first Prime Minister of the Union of South Africa who
would work with Churchill in later life to help South Africa become a British Dominion.384) The
Islamic empire once stretched into modern-day Europe, particularly in Spain and the Balkans.



Today, there are an estimated 2–million Muslims in Europe.385) 1When JFK visited Berlin, he
famously stated “Ich bin ein Berliner” which also translates to “I am a jelly donut” even though
that’s not what was interpreted. Berliners knew he meant he was one of them.386) In 32 years,
there are about billion seconds.387) 40% of mcdonald’s profits come from the sales of Happy
Meals.388) Countess Karlotta Libenstein of Germany left approximately $6 million to her
Alsatin, Gunther III, when she died in 992.389) After the death of Muhammad, Islam split into
two major branches, Sunnis (85% of all Muslims) and Shiites (15%). There is also a small,
radical branch called the Kharijites. The split occurred due to disagreements about who should
be the successor to the Prophet Muhammad.390) Eighty percent of Soviet males born in
9didn’t survive WWII.391) Most hamsters only blink one eye at a time. Tweet this.392) The
Malaysian sport sepak takraw (“hit the ball”) resembles volleyball. Originating in the courts of
Siam (Thailand) and Melaka, it used to involve two or more players who formed a circle and
kicked, shouldered, and headed a hollow rattan ball to one another. The object was to keep the
ball from touching the ground. Players can use everything but their hands to keep the ball in
the air. Exact rules were drawn up and the game was formally introduced in the Southeast Asia
Games in 1965.393) 4The swan has over 25,000 feathers in its body.394) Baby camel is one of
the most tender of Saudi meats; it is a specialty of Jeddah and Jejaz.395) For every 'normal'
webpage, there are five porn pages.396) Two Puffins, placed head to foot, will fit exactly into
an average sized beer can. Please don’t try this though.397) The bones of a pigeon weigh less
than its feathers.398) 8In a lifetime, the heart pumps about one million barrels of blood.399)
Part 4: CULTURE400) Find out more401) 1In 1939, Hitler's nephew wrote an article called
"Why I Hate My Uncle." He came to the U.S., served in the Navy, and settled on Long
Island.402) In Italy, is considered an unlucky number. In Japan, is considered an unlucky
number.403)The final resting-place for Dr. Eugene Shoemaker the Moon. The famed U.S.
Geological Survey astronomer, trained the Apollo astronauts about craters, but never made it
into space. Mr. Shoemaker had wanted to be an astronaut but was rejected because of a
medical problem. His ashes were placed on board the Lunar Prospector spacecraft before it
was launched on January 6, 199NASA crashed the probe into a crater on the moon in an
attempt to learn if there is water on the moon.404)9Drinking water piped to Icelandic homes is
very pure, it is not even chlorinated.405) 8Before Stephen Hillenburg created spongebob
squarepants, he taught marine biology.406) The human liver performs 500 different
functions.407) A cat can jump up to five times its own height in a single bound.408) Wealthy
people in china can hire their doubles to serve their life prison.409) Ball and a singer.410)
William H. Davidson, former CEO of Harley-Davidson and son of founder411) 24The average
person falls asleep in seven minutes.412) In case you're hungry during a strenuous 18-hole
game.413) Only one satellite has been ever been destroyed by a meteor: the European Space
Agency's Olympus in 1993.414) If you’re enjoying these facts, we have hundreds more in our
book, The Secret Library: A Book-Lovers’ Journey Through Curiosities of History. You can
discover more about the book in the video below.415) Antwerp is hailed locally by residents as
the “capital of cool” due to its dynamic nightlife.416) Six German clubs were formed after Hitler
came to power. They came under pressure almost immediately to expel their Jewish
members.417) Worldwide, 2%—or 77million adults—are considered functionally illiterate.418)
Woolfin 974, Arthur C. Clarke predicted the internet of the year 200419) If you multiply
526,35,789,473,684,2with any number you will always find the original number in the
result.420) 98 OF 0421) Liam Hemsworth422) A cat’s heart beats nearly twice as fast as a
human heart, at 1to 0 beats a minute.423) Mercury is the only planet whose orbit is coplanar
with its equator.424)No high jumper has ever been able to stay off the ground for more than



one second.425) The fastest breed, the Greyhound, can run up to 44 miles per hour.426) 1The
word "PEZ" comes from the German word for peppermint—pfefferminz.427) The bowie knife is
named after the Alamo hero Jim Bowie (1796-1836). His brother, Rezin, designed the hefty
weapon.428) When you ask for water in a restaurant, expect that they will serve you a bottle of
water (which is a bit costly). Apparently, it’s a cultural thing or a habit of Belgians to not serve
service or tap water. No Belgian even asks for it when dining. But certainly, when you explicitly
ask for ‘free tap water’ they can and will serve you that, but it would come off as a bit odd to
them429) Hallo430)That physical intimacy coupled with words of affirmation is an important
way to help me to feel loved and needed in a relationship.431) Peru’s Nazca lines were first
noticed from the air in 92Strung along the high desert plateau between Nazca and Palpa, this
collection of geoglyphs—comprising more than 70 human figures and animals and ,000 lines—
remain one of the world’s greatest archaeological mysteries. Some say the lines represent a
giant astronomical calendar, ceremonial center, or even alien landing strip.432) Elephants are
the only animals that can't jump.433)Americans eat approximately 25 billion chicken wings on
Super Bowl weekend434) 23A herd of unicorns is called a blessing.435) Snakes have two sets
of eyes – one set used to see, and the other to detect heat and movement. Tweet this.436) The
average South Korean works 5hours a week, or 2,3hours a year, compared to the 40-hour
week of the average factory worker in the United States.437) Banging your head against a wall
uses 150 calories an hour. 438) When cats hit you with retracted claws, they're playing, not
attacking.439) 20Rape is reported every six minutes in the U.S.440)If you feed a seagull Alka-
Seltzer, its stomach will explode.441) 1Nutella was invented during WWII, when an Italian
pastry maker mixed hazelnuts into chocolate to extend his chocolate ration.442)29The
Falkland Isles (pop. About 200 has over 700000 sheep (350 per person).443) 4 Adolphina
means “Noble Hero.”444) 1Snakes are carnivores, which means they only eat animals, often
small ones such as insects, birds, frogs and other small mammals.445)1Tsutomu Yamaguchi
was in Hiroshima for work when the first A-bomb hit, made it home to Nagasaki for the second,
and lived to be 93.446)2There are about 2 chickens for every human in the world.447) 4Of
those seven numbers, three were added in the year 2000 or later (Fisk, Pesky and Rice). That
ended an -year stretch in which no Sox numbers were retired (though Jackie Robinson’s No. 42
was retired by MLB in 997).448)1Have some understanding about c-sections and recovery…
just case. (Ever heard of a “gentle cesarean“?)449) Via Futurism.com450) The-secret-library-
coverarthur Ransome, author of Swallows and Ebook Topss, married Leon Trotsky’s
secretary.451) Victory in the Pyrrhic War in 275 BC made Rome dominant in Italy452) A
simple, moderately severe sunburn damages the blood vessels extensively. How extensively?
Studies have shown that it can take four to fifteen months for them to return to their normal
condition. Consider that the next time you’re feeling too lazy to apply sunscreen before heading
outside.453) 3Banks are already rolling out cash machines that no longer require a card or
PIN. You log into an app on your phone, choose how much you want and are given a code to
enter into the machine.454)3Philip Hammond used to be a Guardian-reading goth.455) It is
impossible to sneeze with your eyes open.456) A word or sentence that is the same front and
back (racecar, kayak) is called a “palindrome”.457) In its entire lifetime, the average worker bee
produces /2th teaspoon of honey.458) Windmills always turn counter clockwise, except for the
windmills in Ireland.459) Feet have 500,000 sweat glands and can produce more than a pint of
sweat a day. With that kind of sweat-producing power it’s no wonder that your gym shoes have
a stench that can peel paint. Additionally, men usually have much more active sweat glands
than women.460) Wine is produced in British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and Nova
Scotia.461) 23Mr. Rogers was an ordained Presbyterian minister.462) King Baudouin I of



Belgium463) 18There are roughly twenty four thousand species of butterflies.464)It’s a fact that
the Cairo, Illinois, Rotary Club is south of Richmond, Virginia.465) Lines (at the post office, at
the bank, at the bar, at the bakery) are never really lines. They are a declaration of intent that
you need to assert if you want to be helped. Make sure you demand your right in line if you
don’t want to be “overtaken”!466) About eighty percent of the Saudi Arabian labor force is non-
national.[15]467) 675% of Ibiza’s population get their income from local tourism.468) Scientist
have been able to use the anticoagulation agent in vampire bat spit to treat human stroke
victims and human heart patient victims.469) Columbus died believing that he had found was
Asia. However, the closest Columbus ever came to Asia was when he went on a voyage to the
island of Khios in modern day Greece when he was a teenager.470) 6Bryant advised Pat Dye,
a former assistant, not to take the Auburn job. "Pat, you know you ain't gonna beat me," Bryant
told him. Said Dye: "Coach, you know you're not going to be at Alabama forever."471) Women’s
hair is about half the diameter of men’s hair. While it might sound strange, it shouldn’t come as
too much of a surprise that men’s hair should be coarser than that of women. Hair diameter
also varies on average between races, making hair plugs on some men look especially
obvious.472) 18Shakespeare invented the words "assassination" and "bump."473) The male
seahorse carries the eggs until they hatch instead of the female.474) Abomasnow (As well as
Snover) have the most weaknesses in the game, with 7 different types super-effective against
them.475) A Mexican town had a storm where frogs fell from the sky, in 1997.476) 8This isn’t
much of a fact, but I still appreciate it. A video of Matt Groening having a conversation with a
Homer Simpson hologram from last year’s Comic Con:477) One of the driving forces to
modernize makeup and cosmetics was Hollywood movies.478) Basic education and
literacy479) The largest animal ever seen alive was a 3.5 foot, 170-ton female blue whale.480)
29Over a day period your body generates a whole new set of taste buds. 481) Find out more
(Financial Times)482) Psychologists speculate that falling dreams are rooted in our early
experiences as toddlers taking our first steps on two legs. Some sociobiologists argue that our
fear of falling derives from the experiences of prehistorical ancestors afraid of tumbling out of
trees during the night.483) Colors in dreams can be interpreted only in the context of the
dreamer’s relationship with that color. For example, the color red may be experienced as love
or sex for one person—but for someone else, red may denote blood or
destruction.484)According to the Guinness Book of World Records, the world’s largest
meringue was baked in 98in Frutal, Switzerland. It consisted of 2500 eggs and 26lbs (kg) of
sugar, and it had to be baked in specially adapted sauna and was then served with 2gallons
(80 L) of cream. It was polished off by locals in less than 3 hours.485) The largest wildcat in
North America is the jaguar,which can be found in Mexico’s southern jungles.486) One Swiss
jeweler made a ring entirely out of diamond that sold for US $68 million.487) Sea otters hold
hands when they sleep so that they do not drift apart.488) Johnson nicknamed his genitals
"Jumbo"489) 7While everyone knows Viggo Mortensen replaced Stuart Townsend at the last
minute for Aragorn, the beardy ranger had no intention of joining Jackson and co until his son
begged him to do it. Good son.490) 38The fruit fly was the first animal in space.491) Orcas
(killer whales) kill sharks by torpedoing up into the shark's stomach from underneath, causing
the shark to explode.492) We are about 70 percent water.493) In Kentucky, it is against the law
to remarry the same man four times.494) Experts claim that it will take decades for Haiti to
recover from the January 20earthquake. Nearly 75% of the capital will need to be rebuilt, not
from zero, but from, as officials declare, “below zero.” Recovery plans include completely
rebuilding basic sectors such as health, agriculture, governance and security, and
infrastructure495) 2Elephants only sleep for two hours each day.496) Miscellaneous Human



Body Facts:497) 2A bottle of water in an Ibiza club can cost anything from a whopping €8 up
to, and sometimes over, €5.498) Before the 20earthquake, the U.S. Labor Department
estimates that between 5,000 and ,000 Haitian children were homeless. Many resort to
begging or prostitution to survive. Other children are trafficked to foreign countries.499) 4You
can activate a wooden pressure plate with an arrow if there is fire under it500) It is illegal to eat
oranges while bathing in California.501) Adults who are childhood cancer survivors are
20-25% less likely to marry compared with their siblings and the general American
population.502) Pirates believed that wearing gold earrings improved their eyesight. Tweet
this.503) 6George Davis of the Boston Braves threw the first no-hitter at Fenway in 19.504)
The oldest surviving bank is Bank of Scotland in the UK that was established in 1695.505)
5The Ibiza hound, sometimes known as Ivicene, is said to be descended from ancient
Egyptian hunting dogs.506) Water makes up about 66 percent of the human body.33507) Alex
Rodriguez508) 90. The Guinness Book of Records holds the record for being the book most
often stolen from Public Libraries.509) You can only smell /20th as well as a dog.510) Lithuania
has the highest suicide rate in the world.511) See Also: Words That Are Much Older Than
They Seem 512) 3In Spain, you can buy sports tickets and pay parking fines at atms.513) On
February 23, 905, Paul Harris, Gustavus Loehr, Silvester Schiele and Hiram Shorey gathered
at Loehr’s office in Room 7of the Unity Building in downtown Chicago. This was the first Rotary
Club meeting. They decided to call the new club “Rotary” after the practice of rotating meeting
locations.514) What do bullet proof vests, fire escapes, windshield wipers and laser printers all
have in common?515) According to psychologists, daydreaming and dreams during sleep may
be related, but different cognitive processes seem to be involved.516) Bats always turn left
when exiting a cave.517) There are no clocks in Las Vegas gambling casinos.518) 26"Lassie"
was played by a group of male dogs; the main one was named Pal.519) Rotary wheel520) 19A
"quidnunc" is a person who is eager to know the latest news and gossip.521) Greece has one
of the richest varieties of wildlife in Europe, including species of mammals, of amphibians, 59
of reptiles, 240 of bird, and of fish. About half of the endemic mammal species are in danger of
becoming extinct.522) A simple, moderately severe sunburn damages the blood vessels
extensively.How extensively? Studies have shown that it can take four to fifteen months for
them to return to their normal condition. Consider that the next time you’re feeling too lazy to
apply sunscreen before heading outside.523) 260. Pearls melt in vinegar.524) In the United
States, June is the most popular month for weddings, followed by August.525) Make sure you
respect the speed limits. Contrary to general assumptions, and especially in recent years,
police has gotten very strict about speeding. They won’t stop youjust send a picture of you to
the car owner. If you’re renting, you are liable to pay the hefty ticket ($200+).526) The Colossus
stood about 8 feet high, which is about as high as the modern Statue of Liberty from feet to
crown527) The world's smallest mammal is the bumblebee bat of Thailand, weighing less than
a penny.528) Blue sharks are among the most threatened species of sharks in the world. Trade
in shark fins and overfishing have caused them to decline so rapidly that scientists worry about
their future recovery.529) The Milky Way supposedly got it’s name because it was formed when
the Greek goddess Hera sprayed her breast milk into the sky.530) Justinfavourite colour is
purple.531) In the 16th and 17th centuries in the country of Turkey, anyone caught drinking
coffee was put to death.532) Research shows that increasing sex provides a mood boost
similar to a $50,000 income gain. However, men who pay money for sex were considerably
less happy than those who didn’t.533) Enigma-in-use534) Discovered in 856, the planet
Neptune (which is named after the Roman god of the sea) is considered the planet of dreams—
because, like water, dreams distort and cloud images and meaning. Additionally, water



represents the depths of the unconscious and our emotional levels in dream imagery, places
that our dreams take us.535) In 2008 scientists discovered a new species of bacteria that lives
in hairspray.536) Only two Pokemon created are naturally weak to no type; Sableye and
Spiritomb. However, in Pokemon XD, Shadow moves are super-effective.537) Azzurro, light
blue, is the color of every national athlete’s jersey. When you hear talking about Azzurri people
usually refers to the national team soccer players, although it’s used in general terms for all
national athletes.538) 5Betty Boop's theme song was first used in 932.539) 7Cate Blanchett
and her husband share an email account.540) Humans’ eyes face forward so that they can see
in 3D. Plant-eating dinosaurs, like the Triceratops, had eyes looking out to each side, so they
could watch for danger while they fed.541) The Polish flag has two equal horizontal bands of
white (top) and red; the colors derive from the Polish emblem, which is a white eagle on a red
field. Poland’s flag is similar to the flags of Indonesia and Monaco, which are red (top) and
white.[17]542) 7Three days after her death in October of 2005, the House of Representative
and the Senate approved a resolution to allow Rosa Parks' body to be viewed in the U.S.
Capitol Rotunda.543) 6Dying is illegal in the Houses of Parliaments – This has been voted as
the most ridiculous law by the British citizens.544)Bulgaria was the only soccer team in the
1994 World Cup in which all 1players' last names ended with the letters "OV."545) “Soaking”
was a very early baseball rule that allowed a runner who was off base to be put out by throwing
a ball at him.546) Twenty-four percent of Oklahoma is covered by forest.547) Grilled lobster
tails are a true delicacy.548) Feet in dreams can symbolize everything from sex to humiliation.
They can also represent mobility, freedom, or a foundation.549) The Ancient Roman senate
550) I want my wife to be proud of me.551) Parents are worse at telling if their child is lying
than complete strangers.552) 7Bryan Cranston (Breaking Bad) played a minor role in
Spielbergs 1998, Saving Private Ryan.553) According to the American Sociological
Association found that the most mind-blowing sex typically comes with being in love with your
partner.554) Île a Vache (Cow Island) lies off Haiti’s southern coast and is so named because it
was once overrun by wild cows descended from animals abandoned by the Spanish.555) In
England, in the 1880's, the word ‘Pants’ was considered a dirty word.556) 5 This breed comes
in a variety of colors and patterns; black, white, blue, gray, liver, sable, black and cream, black
and silver, black and red, and black and tan. This is due to selective breeding of the parents to
achieve the different coat colors/patterns.557) Dinosaurs are divided into two groups by the
structure of their hipbones. In the hips of saurischian, or lizard hipped, dinosaurs, one of the
bones pointed forward. In the hips of ornithischian, or bird-hipped, dinosaurs, all the bones
pointed backward. Ironically, scientists believe that birds evolved from lizard-hipped dinosaurs,
not bird-hipped dinosaurs.558) 1Freddie Mercury once had a two-week long party at Pike’s.
559) Martin Van Buren may have started a popular phrase560) Americans on average eat
acres of pizza every day.561) 25There are doctors in the U.S. called Dr. Doctor, and one called
Dr. Surgeon.562) For the first half of the 20th century, major league teams barred African-
Americans from participating in its baseball games. However, African-Americans formed
“Negro Leagues,” which had some of the greatest players of the century.563) A vulture named
the Lammergeyer will fly with bones high in the air and then drop them onto rocks. It will then
eat the smashed bones, like a circus sword swallower.564) South Koreans who live to be 60
years old are often thrown a lavish party called hwangap. It was started in the past when very
few people lived to that age. It is also a significant birthday because the traditional Korean
calendar is based on a 60-year cycle.565) A mole can dig a tunnel 300 feet (9m) long in just
one night.566) Odd Facts About Food567) In Iceland, prohibition of alcoholic beverages came
into effect in 1915.568) A red blood cell can circumnavigate your body in under seconds.569)



Technology is increasingly influencing literacy. Specifically, libraries are changing the usage
and accessibility of materials, newspapers are increasingly found online, and the number of
independent and small bookstores is decreasing.[24]570) There are approximately fifty Bibles
sold each minute across the world.571) Dentists have recommended that a toothbrush be kept
at least six feet away from a toilet to avoid airborne particles resulting from the flush.572) The
song of a European wren is made of more than 700 different notes a minute and can be heard
1,650 feet (500 m) away.573) By the age of 65 an average person will have seen 2,000,000
commercials.574) Restrooms in all bars and cafes are for customers only. Order an espresso
and only afterward head to the toilet!575) 1One of her jobs within the NAACP was as an
investigator and activist against sexual assaults on black women.576) 25At the height of its
power in 400 BC, the Greek city of Sparta had 25,000 citizens and 500,000 slaves.577)
Africans pioneered basic arithmetic 25,000 years ago. The Ishango bone is a tool handle with
notches carved into it found in the Ishango region of Zaïre (now called Congo) near Lake
Edward. The bone tool was originally thought to have been over 8,000 years old, but a more
sensitive recent dating has given dates of 25,000 years old. On the tool are 3 rows of notches.
Row shows three notches carved next to six, four carved next to eight, ten carved next to two
fives and finally a seven. The 3 and 6, and 8, and and 5, represent the process of doubling.
Row 2 shows eleven notches carved next to twenty-one notches, and nineteen notches carved
next to nine notches. This represents + , + , and Finally, Row 3 shows eleven notches, thirteen
notches, seventeen notches and nineteen notches. , 3, and are the prime numbers between
and 20.578) Cleaning lady at work not grossed out anymore by emptying your office
wastebasket.579) A female ferret will die if it goes into heat and cannot find a mate.580) Shark
Facts Sharks’ eyes are on the sides of their heads, so they have an amazingly wide sightline
spanning nearly 360 degrees. Their panoramic view of the undersea world is inhibited only by
two blind spots, one in front of the snout and the other directly behind the head.581) Americans
travel ,44,72,000 miles by air every day582) 8Obama parents met in Russian class583) Insulin,
a hormone produced by the pancreas was first isolated at the University of Toronto in 92-by Dr.
Frederick Banting and Charles Best.584) When a foot suddenly begins to kick, it is usually a
good indicator of discomfort. This is seen in people being interviewed as soon as a question is
asked that they don’t like.585) 8Each year, there are more than 40,000 toilet related injuries in
the United States.586) 7One in ten people live on an island.587) Mcdonald’s is the 90th largest
economy in the world, at $2billion in revenue. Counting $32 billion in revenue from franchise
stores, mcdonald’s is the 68th biggest economy, which is larger than Ecuador.588) On any
given day, sexual intercourse takes place 1million times on earth. Humans are a quickly
proliferating species, and with about 4% of the world’s population having sex on any given day,
it’s no wonder that birth rates continue to increase in many places all over the world.589) If one
places a tiny amount of liquor on a scorpion, it will instantly go mad and sting itself to
death.590) Dinosaurs lived on all the continents, including Antarctica.591) Smoking reduces
your night vision. Tweet this.592) 3There is an Angela Merkel, Germany’s Chancellor, Barbie
doll.593) The 537 Rotary districts are headed up by the district governor. Our District number
530 has 47 clubs and 2,500 members.594) 3/ October 2th, 999 was declared “The Day of Six
Billion” based on United Nations projections.595) Fellowship596) Charlie Brown's father was a
barber.597) Ostriches can run up to 70km/hr (40 mph) and can outpace most pursuers, such
as lions, leopards, and pumas.598) Content statistics599) Malaysia is reported to have more
than ,000 species of plants that have medicinal properties that are used for treating ailments
from headaches to malaria and cholera. The Bintangor trees (Callophylum lanigerum var.
Austrocoriaceum), found only on Sarawak, are believed to have properties that could help cure



the HIV virus, which causes AIDS.600) The effects of a spider bite vary according to several
factors, including the amount of venom injected and the size and age of the person who was
bitten. Children and elderly people are especially susceptible.601) You married me first before
the kids.602) 5Crassus died after the disastrous Battle of Carrhae in 53 BC603) Justin drove P-
Diddy’s white Lamborghini around LA to get some frozen yoghurt with Sean Kingston. – Omg,
Jel!604) The FBI’s Crime Classification Manual places serial killers into three categories:
organized, disorganized, and mixed (those who exhibit both organized and disorganized traits).
Organized serial killers are often socially adequate, may have a wife or children, and plan their
crimes methodically. Disorganized serial killers are far more impulsive and have fewer
friends.605) 2If you light a pig or cow, it drops a cooked porkchop or steak606) Goats are quite
agile creatures and in some cases they can jump over 5 feet.607) It is still debated whether
Einstein gave prior consent for his brain to be preserved608) 200-02: Richard D. King, Rotary
Club of Niles (Fremont) California, USA: Mankind is Our Business609) There are more than
million bricks in the Empire State Building.610) 1953-54: Cliff Dumm was president when the
Crescent City club was organized in 195The “New Member Assimilation Committee” was
formed and the invocation was introduced to regular meetings.611) Approximately 90% of
people who employ housekeepers and babysitters cheat on their taxes.612) It is not possible to
tickle yourself. Even the most ticklish among us do not have the ability to tickle ourselves. The
reason behind this is that your brain predicts the tickle from information it already has, like how
your fingers are moving. Because it knows and can feel where the tickle is coming from, your
brain doesn’t respond in the same way as it would if someone else was doing the tickling.613)
In York, it is perfectly legal to shoot a Scotsman with a bow and arrow (except on
Sundays)614) Mongolia is the world’s second-largest producer of Cashmere goat’s wool,
behind only China, with 20% of the world market.615) Elephants are the only animals that can't
jump.616) The average American/Canadian will eat about 19 pounds of cereal per year!617)
37The colors yellow, red, and orange are used in fast food restaurants because those are the
colors that stimulate hunger.618) Of the 196 countries in the world, mcdonald’s is in 1(61%) of
them.619) A bushel of clams typically weighs about 48-60 pounds.620) St Patrick Shamrock
Image621) 9They are naturally submissive to any creature with higher pack status – human or
canine622) The origin of the name “Andes” is uncertain. Some historians believe it comes from
the Quechua anti, meaning east, or anta, an Aymara-derived term that signifies “copper
colored.” Interestingly, the mountains don’t stop at the Pacific Coast—there is a trench 62 miles
(0 km) offshore that is as deep as the Andes are high.[20]623) 2Matter spiraling into a black
hole is torn apart and glows so brightly that it creates the brightest objects in the Universe –
quasars.624) 1After eating too much, your hearing is less sharp.625) PEZ candy even comes
in a Coffee flavor.626) Genital framing is a way men (typically) subconsciously assert their
dominance627) Iraq-coup-1941628) The 2,2-feet(646-m-) high Warsaw Radio Mast in
Konstantynów, Poland, was the world’s tallest structure until it was intentionally collapsed on
August 8, 99629) Underground is the only word in the English language that begins and ends
with the letters "und"630) Most of the world’s pineapples grow in Hawaii.631) Facial hair grows
faster than any other hair on the body. If you’ve ever had a covering of stubble on your face as
you’re clocking out at 5 o’clock you’re probably pretty familiar with this. In fact, if the average
man never shaved his beard it would grow to over 30 feet during his lifetime, longer than a killer
whale.632) Justin was signed to Island Records in 2008.633) Poet William Ernest Henley was
the inspiration for Long John Silver and the father of the girl who inspired the character Wendy
Darling.634) Jimmy Choo, the world-renowned shoe designer, was born in Penang, Malaysia,
in 96His creations were a favorite of the late Princess Diana. He was awarded an OBE from



Queen Elizabeth II in 2003635) Broke his brief retirement in 1973 and triumphantly returned to
the studio, stage and screen with the studio album and TV special Ol’ Blue Eyes Is Back.636)
The youngest president was Teddy Roosevelt who became president at age 42 when mckinley
(843-90was assassinated. JFK was the youngest president elected at the age of 43.637) The
quill pen is thought to have originated in Spain about 1,400 years ago.638) Approximately 38%
of all murders of women globally are committed by their intimate partners.639) According to a
group of revisionist scholars and literary figures known as “Anti-Stratfordians,” William
Shakespeare did not write his famous plays and sonnets at all, but his name was simply a nom
de plume. One of the wildest theories is that Sir Francis Bacon was the author. U.S.
congressman Ignatius Donnelly once proposed that the word “honorificabilitudninitatibus,”
which appears in Love’s Labour Lost, was actually an anagram for the Latin “Hi ludi F Baconis
nati tuti orbi,” or “These plays, F. Bacon’s offspring, are preserved for the world.”640) Edward
Everett, the main speaker at the Gettysburg dedication, spoke for 2 hours. President Abraham
Lincoln, who was invited almost as an afterthought, spoke for 2 minutes. His speech went
down in history.641) A civil servant, Su Song, built the first mechanical clock between 88 and
92 AD.642) The Foul Poles643) 7Nigeria Calabar, Cross River State, contain the world's
largest diversity of butterflies.644)Including the vast numbers of civilians, the death toll on the
Eastern Front was over 30,000,000.645) 51English is the second most spoken language
(Native speakers 5million) & the first is Chinese Mandarin (more then billion speakers).646)
Japanese macaques, or snow monkeys, are the fabled animals that “see no evil, hear no evil,
and speak no evil.” The macaques in northern Honshu live farther north than any other monkey
in the world.647) Mel Blanc (the voice of Bugs Bunny) was allergic to carrots.648) Some
places in the coastal desert of Peru are so dry, they have received just inch (3 cm) of rain in the
past 30 years.[19]649) Muslims do not describe Islam as a religion. Rather it is a deen, which
comes from the Arabic for “way of life.” Muslims believe that Islam is more than a religious belief
—it is a way of living in accordance with one’s religious faith.650) Everyday, more money is
printed for Monopoly sets than for the U.S. Tre a su ry .651) 7% of the world’s water is frozen
and therefore unusable.1652) The Iraqi desert is home to the dangerous saw-scale viper. Many
scientists consider it the most dangerous snake in the world. The viper is known to strike
without provocation and even chase its victims. Its bite often results in death.[19]653) 4There
are 318,979,564,000 possible combinations of the first four moves in Chess.654) The Miami
Dolphins' secret weapon is battling the odds.655) Deoxys was the first Pokemon to have its
own unique battle music in-game656) China’s Grand Canal is the world’s oldest and longest
canal at ,miles (,795 km) long with 2locks and around 60 bridges.657) Approximately 600,000
Jews served in the United States armed forces during WWII. More than 35,000 were killed,
wounded, captured, or missing. Approximately 8,000 died in combat. However, only two Jewish
soldiers were awarded the Medal of Honor in WWII.658) 5Bookshop customers are six times
more likely to buy romance or cookery titles when they can smell chocolate.659) 3Radio DJ
Lisa I’Anson was famously sacked from her Ibiza breakfast show after partying so hard at
Manumission that she failed to arrive at the studio in time.660) Tet Nguyen Dan (or simply Tet)
is the most important festival in Vietnam. It celebrates rebirth, and is an equivalent of the Lunar
New Year.661) 7Richard Nixon was interested in the mating habits of pandas.662) Awarded
the Lifetime Achievement Award by the NAACP in 1987, the oldest and largest civil rights
organisation in the U.S.A.663) Scientists have discovered that people with a higher IQ, have
more zinc and copper in their hair.664) The glue on Israeli postage is certified kosher.665) A
cat’s eyesight is both better and worse than humans. It is better because cats can see in much
dimmer light and they have a wider peripheral view. It’s worse because they don’t see color as



well as humans do. Scientists believe grass appears red to cats.666) 1Dusan Popov667) A
swimming pool naturally loses about ,000 gallons (3,78liters) a month to evaporation.668) The
two people which have the recipe for Coca-Cola are not permitted to travel in a vehicle together
incase of a crash.669) The “hang loose” sign (thumb and little finger extended) means, “stay
cool, relax” in Hawaii, “six” in Japan, and “would you like a drink?” In Mexico.670) 7Betty Boop
memorabilia is known as Boopabilia.671) Belgium legalised euthanasia in 2002, and gay
marriage in 2003.672) On an average, the human growth hormone, which is responsible for a
person growth is produced at the rate of 500 microgram per day at the age of twenty, 200
microgram per day at the age of forty and 25 microgram per day at the age of eighty.673) 3The
Leaning Tower of Pisa has never been straight.674) Bequest Society675) It costs the U.S. Mint
almost twice as much to mint each penny and nickel as the coins are actually worth. Taxpayers
lost over $0 million in 20just through the coins being made.676) Neurons continue to grow
throughout human life. For years scientists and doctors thought that brain and neural tissue
couldn’t grow or regenerate. While it doesn’t act in the same manner as tissues in many other
parts of the body, neurons can and do grow throughout your life, adding a whole new
dimension to the study of the brain and the illnesses that affect it.677) Ethiopia’s national
language is Amharic, but there are over 82 languages and 200 dialects, or variations, spoken
in the country.678) 5Bryant won 54 of 60 games in a five-year run from 197to 197His only SEC
loss in that period was the "Punt, Bama, Punt" defeat to Auburn.679) 1Golf Takes a Back
Seat680) The human body makes 2.5 million Red Blood Cells every second or about 200
billion Red Blood Cells every day.681) Children who are born to educated mothers are less
likely to be malnourished or stunted. Each additional year of maternal education decreases the
child mortality rate by 2%.682) Throwing rice at weddings symbolizes fertility, prosperity, and
bounty. In some countries, the bride might even carry or wear sheaves of grain. However, some
modern churches and wedding locations discourage rice throwing because of the pervasive,
yet mistaken, belief that rice can be fatal for birds who eat it.683) Data chalkboard image684)
4The most common Icelandic names are Jón and Anna.685) There are 293 ways to make
change for a dollar.686) The word “tattoo” derives from the Polynesian word “ta” (“to strike”),
which describes the sound of a tattooing spike being knocked on skin. The first recorded
references to the word “tattoo” is in the papers of Joseph Banks (743-82, a naturalist aboard
Captain Cook’s ship. Before Captain Cook brought the word to Europe, tattoos in the West
were known as “prics” or “marks.”687) The Civil War prison camp Elmira had two observation
towers constructed for onlookers. Citizens paid cents to look at the inmates. Concession stands
by the towers sold peanuts, cakes, and lemonade while the men inside starved.688)
Legendary Pokemon have been level 50 when found (Articuno, Zapdos, Moltres, Cresselia,
Mesprit, Uxie, Azelf, Raikou, Entei, Suicune)689) Male cats who have been fixed need fewer
calories to maintain their weight.690) Herbert Hoover was Stanford's football team manager. At
the first Stanford-Cal game in 892, he forgot to bring the ball.691) 3London was bombed for 57
consecutive nights from 7 September 1940.692) Babies are born with 300 bones, but by
adulthood the number is reduced to 20The reason for this is that many of the bones of children
are composed of smaller component bones that are not yet fused like those in the skull. This
makes it easier for the baby to pass through the birth canal. The bones harden and fuse as the
children grow.693) 23The name for Oz in the Wizard of Oz was thought up when the creator
Frank Baum looked at his filing cabinet and saw A-N and O-Z.694) 1He also suffered from
Ailurophobia, which is a fear of cats. Alexander the Great, Napoleon and Mussolini had the
same phobia.695) She doesn’t have to be the “perfect mom.” Every other mom has difficult
challenges, too. No, they don’t “have it all together”. They are figuring it out just like you. Stop



comparing yourself. You’re enough just the way you are.696) 31Blood is such a good stain that
Native Americans used it for paint.697) M&M's actually stands for "Mars & Murrie's," the last
names of the candy's founders.698) 3You can sleep during a thunderstorm, even during
daytime 699) 50. God and Jesus are the only characters to have had five fingers.700) If you
had enough water to fill one million goldfish bowls, you could fill an entire stadium.701)
Lobsters can swim forward and backward. When they're alarmed, they scoot away in reverse
by rapidly curling and uncurling their tails.702) 8Cab Calloway and his Orchestra appeared in
'Minnie The Moocher’ (932). Mr.Calloway himself appeared later in the cartoon as a dancing,
singing ghost walrus.703) 37Most of the villains in the bible have red hair.704) He went into
exile to save Carthage from harm, but was still being hounded when he poisoned himself
around 82 BC.705) Our first President was Ritchie Woods. Ritchie owned Woods Pharmacy on
the corner of Sixth and G St. In Eureka. Ritchie was very much a community service individual
and a native of Fields Landing.706) 6The IPCC predicts that a warmer planet will lead to more
extreme weather, including drought, flooding, storms, snow, and wildfires. But over the last
century, during which the IPCC claims the world experienced more rapid warming than any
time in the past two millennia, the world did not experience significantly greater trends in any of
these extreme weather events.707) There are 293 ways to make change for a dollar.708) Show
more 709) Dutch, on average are the tallest people710) Find out more711) 7Tony Conigliaro
homered in his first Fenway at bat on April 17, 1964.712) Scientists say the higher your I.Q. the
more you dream.713) Soviet-infantry-in-Stalingrad714) Having your lip be so raw from dipping
all day but knowing you need one more before bedtime. That last pain dip of the day.715) 29th
May is officially "Put a Pillow on Your Fridge Day".716) 6Bryant's famous remark in a
commercial for South Central Bell -"Have you called your mama today?" -was an ad-lib by
Bryant.717) Frank Brennan past president Eureka Rotary and past district governor 942–
943718) 6Stalin was only five feet, four inches tall.719) JFK died younger than any other U.S.
president to date720) The Japanese have such a low birth rate that there are more adult
diapers sold than baby diapers.721) The Vatican city registered 0 births in 1983722) 3Grim
punishments723) A flush toilet exists that dates back to 2000 BC. 724) The U.S. has the
highest dog population in the world.725) Brigham Young, a Mormon prophet, housed many of
his wives and children in a home called “The Lion House.”726) No other rods have been
invented other than the Old, Good and Super Rods.727) President Bill Clinton's cat, Socks,
was a media darling during the Clinton administration and was said to receive more letters than
the President himself.728) Liver cells take several years to replace themselves.729) I guess
what I wish for my wife is that she would build me more often through the things she said.
Telling me specifically things she loved about me. It means so much when I do hear those
things.730) It costs more to buy a new car today in the United States than it cost Christopher
Columbus to equip and undertake three voyages to and from the New World.731) If a pregnant
woman has organ damage, the baby in her womb sends stem cells to help repair the
organ.732) The palms of the hands and soles of the feet contain more sweat glands than other
parts of the body.733) The White House was designed by Irishman James Hoban who won a
competition in 792 which lead him to creating the building.734) The pet food company Ralston
Purina recently introduced, from its subsidiary Purina Philippines, power chicken feed designed
to help roosters build muscles for cockfighting, which is popular in many areas of the
world.735) John Wayne (Marion Robert Morrison) starred in WWII movies; however, due to a
football injury, he never actually served in the war.736) The air quality of Mumbai is so bad, it’s
equivalent to smoking 2½ packs of cigarettes a day.737) The width of your armspan stretched
out is the length of your whole body. While not exact down to the last millimeter, your armspan



is a pretty good estimator of your height.738) The Philippines has about 7,0 islands, of which
only about 460 are more than square mile in area.739) 95 Rotary Club of Eureka Founding
President740) Tea was discovered by the Chinese emperor Shennong when a tea leaf fell into
his boiling water.741) 5/ The Earth spins at 1,000 mph but it travels through space at an
incredible 67,000 mph.742) Quebec City, Canada, has about as much street crime as Disney
World.743) As in Judaism, circumcision for males is required in Islam according to both
tradition and Muhammad’s example. Symbolically, circumcision represents the religious
process of submission to God’s will and commands, and the submission of base passions to
the higher spiritual requirements of Islam.744) Massachusetts passed a law in 648 that allowed
a parent to put to death a stubborn or rebellious son. The law has been repealed by the
legislature.745) A lion can roar at the age of 2.746) We may not always like to talk about them,
but everyone has to deal with bodily functions on a daily basis. These are a few facts about the
involuntary and sometimes unpleasant actions of our bodies.747) Over 42,000 gallons of water
(enough to fill a 30×50 foot swimming pool) are needed to grow and prepare food for a typical
Thanksgiving dinner for eight.3748) Mr. Rogers was an ordained Presbyterian minister.749)
There are around 6,000 licensed lobstermen in Maine.750) 1Pearl Harbor was bombed on
Dec. 7, 194Bryant enlisted for the Navy the next day.751) After World War II, there was a huge
surge in recorded CO2 emissions752) Plantbitch:753) By 204, Google had indexed
30,000,000,000,000 pages of the internet754) 5Hunger Games author Suzanne Collins also
wrote for Clarissa Explains It All.755) A Giraffe has the same number of bones in its neck as a
man.756) 93-32: Harry Quill notes that attendance was the best ever at 95 percent– “No one
had enough money to leave town.”757) A zebra is white with black stripes.758) 2 There are
6,2registered sex offenders in the state of California alone.759) A person produces enough spit
in a lifetime to fill two swimming pools, roughly 25,000 quarts.760) 31entries in Webster’s 1996
dictionary were misspelled.761) A blue whales heart only beats nine times per minute.762)
Later in his life, for reasons unknown, Columbus wore a plain Franciscan habit everywhere he
went.763) The Ebook Tops is the world's largest river, 3,890 miles (6,259 km) long.764)
Meowing is a behavior that cats developed exclusively to communicate with people.765)
Benefactor, when you include the Endowment Fund as a beneficiary in your estate plans or
when you donate $1,000 or more to the fund outright. Benefactors receive a certificate and
insignia to wear with a Rotary or Paul Harris Fellow pin.766) Traditionalists believe that
Ethiopia’s Oromo religion, whose God is called Waka, is the oldest, monotheistic religion in the
world and that Moses borrowed the Ten Commandments from them.767) Hair grows the
fastest during the summer, sleep, or between the ages of to 24.768) A person can live without
food for about a month, but only about a week without water.769) In just 30 minutes, the
average person’s body produces enough heat to boil a /2 gallon of water.770) According to
Hebrew legend, Noah prayed to God for help protecting all the food he stored on the ark from
being eaten by rats. In reply, God made the lion sneeze, and out popped a cat.771) 31There
are about 7.7 million millionaires in the world (more than 1/00th of the population).772) Purple
being the color of lent, it is considered a color that brings bad luck. Avoid the darker purple
hues for evenings at the theatre, and it’s definitely a forbidden color at weddings!773) If the
population of China walked past you in single file, the line would never end because of the rate
of reproduction.774) A healthy (non-colorblind) human eye can distinguish between 500
shades of gray.775) Before the 19th century, the sultans of the Malay Peninsula would order
some executions to be carried out using the kris, a ceremonial dagger. The executioner would
stand with a long kris behind the condemned man. A small piece of cotton was placed on the
shoulder of the condemned man to stop the bleeding. The execution would hold the blade of



the kris perpendicularly and then drive it down through the collarbone into the condemned
man’s heart. Death was almost instantaneous. The cotton wool was held in place as the blade
was withdrawn.776) Not only do money engravers work with incredible precision, but they also
have to illustrate backwards. The design they cut into the plates is the mirror image of what it
will look like when it is printed. It takes 2-years of training to become an engraver.777) A
“quidnunc” is a person who is eager to know the latest news and gossip.778) 4425% of a
human's bones are in its feet.779) Greek researcher, Herodotus of Halicarnassus (c.480-c.429
BCE) is considered the world's first historian.780) 400-quarter pounders can be made from
cow.781) When a cat flops over and exposes his belly, it's not always an invitation for a belly
rub. A cat does this when he's relaxed and showing trust.782) 9Every community has it’s
downsides. Don’t leave it out of an emotional response.783) In 2003, China became the third
country in the world to successfully send a person to space.784) 8 Be prepared to brush your
German Shepherd and clean your house A LOT! The furminator brush is highly recommended
for heavy-shedders, as it gets down to the skin, whisking away all that excess hair.785) Airport
and rail stations have public restrooms, often with attendants who expect to be tipped. If
someone is guarding the door of the restroom, you’re expected to leave a few coins.786)
Mexican tamale called the Zacahuil is three feet long and weights about 150 pounds.787) The
world's biggest chocolate selling point is Brussels National Airport.788) The mask used by
Michael Myers in the original "Halloween" was a Captain Kirk mask painted white.789) 18A
rhinoceros horn is made of compacted hair.790) Most lipstick have fish scales791) Among the
subjects covered are implementation of the RI theme for the coming year as well as
information about the new and continuing programs of RI. Time is also devoted to a review of
district operations, planning club and district programs, and organizing other activities for the
year ahead. How to prepare a budget, goal-setting, time management and new ideas for club
meetings are just some of the useful skills that club presidents-elect learn when they attend
their district’s PETS. The training seminar is usually held in March and always at the
Doubletree in San Jose. For more information, www.farwestpets.org.792) Babies are born with
300 bones, but by adulthood the number is reduced to 20Some of the bones, like skull bones,
get fused into each other, bringing down the total number.793) Tim Berners-Lee invented the
World Wide Web in Switzerland in 989.794) The human heart creates enough pressure when it
pumps out to the body to squirt blood 30 feet.795) Chili sauce and hot spices were banned
from prison food in Peru in 973 on the grounds they might arouse sexual desires in the
inmates.796) 1Your heart beats 0,000 times per day, pumping 5.5 litres per minute, which adds
up to about 3 million litres of blood a year.797) 3Recall – Its easier to remember things with
your eyes closed.798) The expression "three dog night" originated with the Eskimos and
means a very cold night so cold that you have to bed down with three dogs to keep warm.799)
Everyday your heart creates enough energy to drive a truck for miles. In a lifetime, your heart
creates enough energy to drive that truck to the moon and back.800) An original ending for the
classic serial killer film Seven saw Detective Somerset (Morgan Freeman) shooting John Doe
(Kevin Spacey). This was followed with the cringeworthy kiss off line, “I’m retiring”. In a move
that may well re-establish your faith in a God the scene was storyboarded but never
filmed.801) 8Assuming you could walk to the sun it would take about 2000 years.802) Of the
six men who made up the Three Stooges, three of them were real brothers (Moe, Curly and
Shemp).803) The first lottery in history was organized in Belgium as a means to raise income
for the poor.804) 2By October 9, Churchill, aged 37, was appointed First Lord of the Admiralty
– a post under which he would continue to serve into the First World War. In this role, he would
use his influence to put a greater emphasis on using aeroplanes in military combat. He was



fascinated by aerial combat and even started taking flying lessons himself. He never gained his
pilot's licence after he was hurt in an aeroplane crash at Croydon aerodrome – and his wife
urged him to give up the hobby.805) 7In 20, youtube added “Promotes Terrorism” to the list of
reasons users can give when flagging content as inappropriate.806) It involved the communist
government of North Vietnam in alliance with the Viet Cong against the government of South
Vietnam with support from the Americans.807) "Burn" is the most heavy metal word in the
English language, and "particularly" is the least.808) Voodoo zombies, or zombies based in
Haitian lore, are created by evil priests called bokors for several reasons: cheap labor, revenge,
and power.809) A duck's quack doesn't echo, and no one knows why.810) Regiments of 3,000
infantry and 300 cavalry were called legions and their foundation was ascribed to Romulus
himself.811) The three things pregnant women dream most of during their first trimester are
frogs, worms and potted plants. Pregnancy hormones can cause mood swings, cravings and
many other unexpected changes. Oddly enough, hormones can often affect the types of
dreams women have and their vividness. The most common are these three types, but many
women also dream of water, giving birth or even have violent or sexually charged dreams.812)
Intimacy is a big key to my happiness and well being. She is the only person I can turn to for
intimacy and it hurts when it is not on her list of importance.813) “FEDERER” CAN BE TYPED
ENTIRELY WITH THE LEFT HAND.814) In the Tang dynasty, those with an education had to
greet and say goodbye to each other in poetic verse.815) TYPEWRITER is one of the longest
words that can be made using the letters on only one row of the keyboard.816) In 1888, an
estimated 300,000 mummified cats were found at Beni Hassan, Egypt. They were sold at
$18.43 per ton, and shipped to England to be ground up and used for fertilizer.817)
Approximately 44% of billionaires, 55.9% of Forbes’ most powerful women, and 85.2% of
Forbes’ most powerful men attended elite colleges.[24]818) The glue on Israeli postage is
certified kosher.819) Dr. Kellogg introduced Kellogg's Corn Flakes in hopes that it would reduce
masturbation. [link]820) Toronto has 30days of measurable sunshine. December has the fewest
days– only 19, while July and August have on average 30 days.821) Ronnie Lott had his left
pinky amputated after the 198season. It had been crushed during a tackle on running back
Timmy Newsome.822) Rotary grove prarrie creek823) Humpback whales create the loudest
sound of any living creature.824) Frédéric François Chopin (Fryderyk Franciszek Szopen), is
Poland’s most famous composer. Chopin was born in �¶VÆ� owa Wola, Poland, in 18In the
summer of 1830, he left Poland, never to return. He died in Paris in 1849 in his home at Place
Vendôme and is buried in Père-Lachaise Cemetery in Paris.[15]825) 25The tool doctors wrap
around a patient"s arm to measure blood pressure is called a sphygmomanometer.826)
1Millard Fillmore fulfilled every schoolboy's dream827) 3"Lucifer" and "." (full stop) are banned
baby names in New Zealand.828) Every day, to 20% of that day’s queries have never been
asked before829) Extrinsic ear muscles: This trio of muscles most likely made it possible for
prehominids to move their ears independently of their heads, as rabbits and dogs do. We still
have them, which is why most people can learn to wiggle their ears.830) Defeating the Elite 4
multiple times had no reward other than filling up your Hall of Fame until firered/leafgreen (via
stickers)831) The Japanese Kamikaze (“divine wind”) tactic was suggested on October 9, 944,
by Vice-Admiral Onishi in an attempt to balance the technological advantage of invading
American forces. Though the numbers are disputed, approximately 2,800 kamikaze pilots died.
They sunk 3U.S. ships, damaged 368, killed 4,900 sailors, and wounded 4,800.832) 1Fidgeting
is good for men's concentration but bad for women's.833) Those who own the DVD of
Dodgeball will be aware that the happy-go-lucky finale full of lesbians and treasure may well
have ended on more of a bleak note, simply cutting as Ben Stiller’s White Goodman connects



a ball right in Vince Vaughn’s oversized face.834) 2Hektor (later renamed Horand v. Grafeth)
was wolf-like in appearance, had a powerful physique and was highly intelligent.835) Nazi
Germany engaged in a rapid process of rearmament through the 1930s, forged alliances and
psychologically prepared the nation for war836) 8The world's top institution for undergraduates,
measured by Nobel prize winners per ,000 students, is the Ecole Normale Superieure in
Paris.837) 170. Los Angeles" full name is "El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reina de los
Angeles de Porciuncula". It can be abbreviated to 3.63% of its size: L.A.838) 2On Dec , 955,
she refused to give up her seat on a bus to a white man. She was arrested and fined, leading
to the Montgomery Bus Boycott.839) Tina Turner's real name is Annie Mae Bullock.840) Most
NASCAR teams use nitrogen in their tires instead of air.841) 5 Wind power is unlikely to be the
answer to our energy needs. The wind power industry argues that there are “no direct
subsidies” but it involves a total subsidy of as much as £60 per mwh which falls directly on
electricity consumers. This burden will grow in line with attempts to achieve Wind power
targets, according to a recent OFGEM report.842) 82.The glue on Israeli postage stamps is
certified kosher.843) No more panic attacks at airport metal detectors because you can’t
remember if you have a can in your coat844)If you yelled for 8 years, months and days you
would have produced enough sound energy to heat one cup of coffee.845) This was carried
out against a backdrop of international appeasement and is regarded by some as the start of
World War Two.846) An airplane in 963 traveled at 7274 kilometers per hour (faster than a
bullet from a rifle).847) Face creams have been made from everything from caviar to snail
slime, but a recent trend advertises a cream made from meteorites.848) Humans stand little
chance of surviving a shark attack. One of the most startling incidents of a shark attack
occurred in Tasmania, Australia, in 199Terri Cartwright died instantly when a 15-foot Great
White bit her in half as her horrified family watched from a boat. She was last seen in its mouth.
Part of her leg and a piece of her wet suit were later found.849) Not only human beings, but
also koalas have unique finger prints.850) Black students make up 18% of pre-K enrollment in
the U.S., but they make up 48% of preschoolers with multiple out-of-school suspensions.851) 6
It is untrue that a ball that gets stuck in the ladder is a ground-rule triple. It is ruled a ground-
rule double.852) 9The cast members currently receive just over $300,000 US per episode.853)
1The Universe is probably about billion years old, but the estimations vary.854) 5Fortune
cookies were actually invented in America, in 1918, by Charles Jung.855) Some lobstermen
bait their pots with artificial bait cakes. 856) 3He Wants You To Be His Muse857) The first
Mongolian postage stamps appeared in August 924.858) Vellichor is the strange wistfulness of
used bookstores.859) Johannes Peter "Honus" Wagner was an American baseball
shortstop860) 74/ Males produce one thousand sperm cells each second – 8million each
day.861) 4If a statue in the park of a person on a horse has both front legs in the air, the
person died in battle; if the horse has one front leg in the air, the person died as a result of
wounds received in battle; if the horse has all four legs on the ground, the person died of
natural causes.862) Every year 4 people in the UK die putting their trousers on.863) 6 The
GSD is ranked fourth overall in the “Best Nose” category losing out to the Beagle, Bassett
Hound and Bloodhound respectively.864) 3At the height of Rin Tin Tin's fame, a chef prepared
him a daily steak lunch. Classical musicians played to aid his digestion.865) Hot water can
freeze faster than cold water under some conditions (commonly known as the Mpemba
effect).866) Invited by President Richard Nixon to perform ‘My Kind Of Town’ at a Young Voters
Rally in Chicago in 972 – one of his only public performance during his ‘retirement’. 867) In 5 of
the world's doctors are Russian.868) Ethiopia was the first African nation to join the League of
Nations.869) The dot over the letter ‘I’ is called a tittle.870) The rare Shortarsed Puffin, which is



only half the size of a regular Puffin can only been found in Kolbeinsey, North Iceland.871) This
is essentially the same thing.872) Bruce Lee was so fast that they had to slow the film down so
you could see his moves.873) The smallest feline is a masterpiece.Leonardo da Vinci874) The
RCC of Cura Village in Nairobi, Kenya, provides education funding and equipment for a local
orphanage, providing a home for AIDS orphans. The RCC of Cura, near Nairobi, established a
home for children, some of them HIV positive, whose parents have died from AIDS. The home
has been able to take in more than twice the number of children it could originally support,
thanks to donations from International Rotary clubs, the Arya Vedic Interact Club, and local
organizations. Donations included food, educational materials, a water tank, and kitchen
appliances.875) Clans of long ago that wanted to get rid of unwanted people without killing
them used to burn their houses down -hence the expression "to get fired"876) Chancellor
Angela Merkel has a Barbie doll made after her.877) American Airlines saved $40,000 in
198by eliminating one olive from each salad served in first-class. [link]878) The eyes of a
donkey are positioned so that it can see all four feet at all times.879) The skin of the average
woman weighs 3 kilograms, while that of the average man weighs 5 kilograms880) Bahasa
Malay, the official language of Malaysia, has no written script of its own. Islamic missionaries
brought with them the Koran and a system of writing that could be used to transcribe Malay
quite accurately. This script is known as jawi and is still used for some religious and formal
purposes.881) Japan has the second lowest homicide rate in the world, but it also home to the
spooky “suicide forest” Aokigahara at the base of Mt. Fuji. It is the second most popular place
in the world for suicides after San Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge.882) No more weird
moments where you can’t spit…but need to, and at that moment someone needs to talk to you
so you tilt your head back a little so as not to “spill” your own spit while you try to talk.883) The
frilled shark, or eel shark, is called a “living fossil” because it is so much like some extinct
sharks that are found preserved in rocks. Parts of its skeleton resemble those of sharks that
became extinct 350 million years ago.884) Inside your belly button are thousands of bacteria
that form an ecosystem the size of an entire rainforest.885) Mexico City sinks about inches a
year886) Facial hair grows faster than any other hair on the body.887) Paul Simon, US Senator
(Illinois), USA888) Over three billion fortune cookies are made each year around the world,
and most of them are eaten in the United States889) There are two credit cards for every
person in the United States.890) The country with the largest number of WWII causalities was
Russia, with over 2million.891) Find out more (Financial Times)892) 2Seek out and learn to
accept critique on your images893) A lion’s roar can be heard from five miles away.894)
1945-46: In Howard Fisher’s year the weekly newsletter “The Club Bulletin” was named the
“Rotary Burl” (First edition April 5, 194and Ladies Day on Valentine’s Day was
inaugurated.895) 47Columbus brought cacao (chocolate) beans back to Spain on his fourth
voyage in 502.896) Jack Kerouac typed up his novel On the Road on one continuous roll of
paper that was 1feet long.897) An astounding number of people in Central Asia are estimated
to be the descendants of Genghis Khan. Geneticists have begun to trace a variant of the Y
chromosome transmitted only through the male line in the DNA of a huge number of Central
Asian males—estimated at million—who appear to share a common progenitor, dating back to
the th century.898) 4You Should Compliment Him More899) A crocodile cannot stick its tongue
out.900) Women blink about two times less often than men.901) 7‘The Year of the Six
Emperors’ was in 238 AD902) More people are allergic to cow's milk than any other food.903)
2Do something different to recover creativity904) It is broadly considered a mistake by the
Americans, and a tragedy that could have been avoided.905) 15The first neon sign was made
in 19for a Packard dealership.906) Magneton is made by three Magnemite, yet weighs times



more. Magnemite weighs 3.2 pounds, but Magneton weighs 32 pounds.907) We all have a past
and the German Shepherd is no exception. Let’s take a factual look at the Shepherd’s
roots.908) In 935, British engineer Robert Watson-Watt was working on a “death ray” that
would destroy enemy aircraft using radio waves. His “death ray” instead evolved into radar—or
“radio detection and ranging.”909) An adult human body contains approximately 0 trillion
cells.910) A “2 by 4" is really /2 by 3 /2.911) 1Nigeria is the seventh largest democracy in the
world.912) Adolf Hitler was a vegetarian, and had only ONE testicle.913) Experienced
nonverbal observers have noted how people who are lying often will not move their feet in an
interview or will interlock their feet to restrict movement. People tend to restrict both arm and
leg movement when lying.914) Harry’s birthday is July 3, 980. Rowling’s birthday is also July 3
—but in 966.915) The shortest performance to win an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor was
Anthony Quinn’s eight-minute tour de force as Gauguin in Lust for Life (1956). The shortest
performance to win an Oscar for Best Supporting Actress was Beatrice Straight’s minutes and
40 seconds performance in the 1976 film Network.[16]916) A person should never kick a dog
facing him or her. Some dogs can bite times before a human can respond.917) In an average
year, the Queen hosts more than 50,000 people at banquets, lunches, dinners, receptions and
garden parties at Buckingham Palace.918) No president of the United States was an only
child.919) Muslims do not believe in vicarious atonement but, rather, the law of personal
responsibility. In other words, Islam teaches that each person is responsible for his or her
actions. On Judgment Day, Muslims believe that everyone will be resurrected and will have to
answer to God for every word, thought, and deed.920) 29There are 4,80different spoken
languages in the world today.921) In Italy it is not socially acceptable to be drunk. People boast
about their alcohol resistance and no one would ever admit to be drunk.922) Dogs have a wet
nose to collect more of the tiny droplets of smelling chemicals in the air.923) 2Squirrels cannot
see the colour red.924) 7The standard prefix for 0 is hecto-.925) 6Justin Bieber and Will.i.am
used to live next door to each other.926) Beethoven dipped his head in cold water before he
composed.927) 1Irish traditional sports – Hurling and Gaelic Football have developed over
3000 years!928) This diagram shows the structure of the Milky Way galaxy, including its major
and minor spiral arms. Our solar system is in the Orion Spur (shown below the yellow bar that
marks the galaxy's center), a relatively short arm that contains some of the brightest stars in
our night sky.929) Mary Anning (1799-184was one of the most famous of all fossil hunters.
However, she was never taken as seriously as she should have been because she was a
woman from a poor background whereas most scientists were men from wealthy families.930)
Spain is one of the most decentralized democracies in Europe. Each of its regions manages its
own school, hospitals, and other public services.931) 2After filming X-Men: First Class in
London, jlaw had to fight to get the security deposit for her Notting Hill apartment back
because she had stained the bathtub blue from her makeup as the character Mystique.932)
The venom of the female black widow is times more powerful than the poison of a
rattlesnake.933) 6German is the official language in five countries: Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Luxembourg and Lichtenstein.934) WW II began on September 1, 1939 when
Hitler invaded Poland935) There are more than million bricks in the Empire State Building.936)
Saudi Arabia is a prohibition state, and it is not legal to drink alcohol in the kingdom. However,
amateur beer and wine making in Saudi Arabia is a minor industry among the many expats
living in the country, and a full range of spirits is available through the black market. Various
stills in the country also produce large quantities of hooch called sidiqui, which in Arabic means
“my little friend.”J937) The Beatty Papyrus, written around 50 B.C. and discovered at Thebes, is
the oldest dream dictionary existing today. It describes special dream-interpreting priests called



“Masters of the Secret Things” or “Learned Ones of the Magic Library.”938) 1There are 8
planets in our solar system. In order, from the closest to the Sun to the furthest, they are:939)
Approximately 600 lions are killed every year by tourists on trophy hunts. An estimated 60% of
these “trophies” are shipped to the U.S.940) Only 1% of the bacteria can result in the human
body becoming ill.941) The Muppet Movie (197was cut by New Zealand Censors on grounds
of gratuitous violence. Sweden banned E.T. (198for children under 1because it claimed the film
showed parents being hostile to their children.[16]942) There are about 500 genera and 3,000
different species of snakes. All of them are predators.943) The phrase "rule of thumb" is
derived from an old English law, which stated that you couldn't beat your wife with anything
wider than your thumb.944) 9Before Betty Boop was officially named Betty Boop she was
known as Nancy Lee (Barnacle Bill).945) Carl Sagan was a pot smoker946) You're born with
300 bones, but by the time you become an adult, you only have 206.947) 2Two per cent of
Anglican clergy are not sure whether God is "more than a human construct".948) 3Suffocating,
drowning, starving, falling, the void, poison, any harming potion, or post fire damage will not
hurt your armor949) Water expands by 9% when it freezes.8950) Men like to hear about your
feelings but can you not misconstrue what we say or complain when we have something to say.
We’re trying to communicate but we need you to listen too.951) During WWI, dogs were used
as messengers and carried orders to the front lines in capsules attached to their bodies. Dogs
were also used to lay down telegraph wires.952) 8The chapel at Detroit’s Woodlawn Cemetery
where she was interred was renamed Rosa L. Parks Freedom Chapel in her honor.953) The
current secretary general of the United Nations is Ban Ki-Moon. In 203, Forbes magazine listed
him 32nd on its list of most powerful people in the world.954) 7There will be days where you
cry as much as your baby. This is normal. There will also be days when you cry more than your
baby. This is also normal.955) 4Unlike tiny slimes, tiny magma cubes can hurt the player956)
Lipstick can be a girl's best friend957) 1Everyday, more money is printed for Monopoly sets
than for the U.S. Tre a su ry .958) Rotary four way test959) The Rotary Club of Nome, Alaska,
lies west of the club in Honolulu, Hawaii, and the Santiago, Chile, club is located east of the
Rotary Club of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.960) China was the first country in the world to use
an iron plow.961) Nearly 79% of Haiti’s people live in rural areas.962) The cat was
domesticated over 4,000 years ago. Today's house cats are descended from wildcats in Africa
and Europe.963) Heatran is the first (and currently only) legendary Pokemon that can either be
male or female.964) The human brain consists of approximately 0 billion neurons (which is as
many cells as there are stars in the Milky Way). Each neuron has somewhere between 1,000
and ,000 synapses, equaling about quadrillion synapses. If all the neurons in the human brain
were lined up, they would stretch 600 miles. As a comparison, an octopus has 300,000
neurons, a honeybee has 950,000, and a jellyfish has no brain at all.965) After James
Garfield’s 188assassination, a puffin served as US President for 1hrs until Chester Arthur
could be sworn in.966) 160 cars can drive side by side on it.967) Churchill, Manitoba sees one
of the largest annual polar bear migrations.968) Yellow was not the only game in which Jesse
and James appeared in. They Also appeared in Pokemon Puzzle League969) An ordinary TNT
bomb involves atomic reaction, and could be called an atomic bomb. What we call an A-bomb
involves nuclear reactions and should be called a nuclear bomb.970) In Tibet, polyandry, or a
woman with more than one husband, is not uncommon. For example, a herdsman will share
his wife with his brothers and half-brothers.971) Harry Potter serves as a type of “everyman,” a
powerful mythological archetype972) 2Squirrels can fall 0 feet without hurting themselves.973)
Pick a diet, any diet: What really matters is your ability to moderate your intake of food. Feel
free to use your favorite full-fat salad dressing, but your lettuce shouldn’t be swimming in it. You



can cut carbs, fats, or just calories in general.974) 3The rubble from bombed cities was used to
lay runways for the RAF across the south and east of England.975) National University of
Mexico was founded in 552 by Charles V of Spain and is the oldest university in North
America.976) 72 OF 0977) 4National attention off the field resurfaced when Bryant suspended
quarterback Joe Namath for his behavior. Bryant received criticism from some Alabama fans
for the first time.978) 7Provide for enough disc space, because it’s cheap and you will need
it.979) 4About 200,000,000 M&Ms are sold each day in the United States.980) Greece’s
currency, the drachma, was 2,650 years old and Europe’s oldest currency. The drachma was
replaced with the Euro in 2002.981) A single hair strand has a thickness of .02 – .04 mm.982)
Most sharks live in saltwater, so how do river sharks survive in freshwater? They take in extra
water and then urinate into the stream around them, at a rate over times faster than the
average saltwater shark!983) The cat lover is an ailurophile, while a cat hater is an
ailurophobe.984) Obama cursed and used tobama n-word in Obama audio book, “Dreams
From My fatobama r”985) It’s against the law to have a pet dog in Iceland.986) Five Avenues of
Service987) Mongol khöömii, or throat singing or overtone singing, involves producing two
simultaneous tones with the human voice.[23]988) All About…Hygiene989) OLYMPUS
DIGITAL CAMERA990) 5Most enderman sounds are people saying "Hi" or "What's up", that
are slowed down and reversed991) Kentucky's surprising state drink992) 6Problems ‘down
under’ are common993) 5The crown of the asteroid belt is Ceres, recently classified a dwarf
planet. Ceres has a radius of around 950km, and strong enough gravity that it pulled itself into
a roughly spherical shape, granting it the almost-planet title.994) Thieving behavior is not
uncommon among cats. They will often grab objects like stuffed animals, feather dusters, and
other things that remind them of prey.995) There are no rivers in Saudi Arabia.996) If you pluck
one hair, a new one will start growing from the follicle. 997) Almost every day a new Rotary
club is chartered in one of the more than 200 countries in which Rotary exists. This steady
growth in new clubs is extremely important in extending the worldwide programs and influence
of Rotary International.998) Mongolia is the largest landlocked country.999) In 603, Spanish
sailor Gabriel de Castilla (577-62 became the first man ever to see Antarctica.1000) 1976-77:
Dave Dillon not only helped stabilize the previous year but then took over for his own term. He
supervised the establishment of the Woolford Scholarship Fund (Dr Joe Woolford was a club
member who left a sum of money, the income from which was to be administered by the club in
providing scholarships to graduate students at Humboldt State.) The club worked closely with
the Euroa club in Australia.1001) More than 1,000 different languages are spoken on the
continent of Africa.1002)The attack on Pearl Harbor brought the United States into World War
II1003) Many animals killed for fur come from fur farms, where animals are kept in tiny cages
and are killed around 6 months old. Females might be kept longer. In nature, most animals
build burros and huddle together for warmth. On fur farms, they are left exposed to the cold to
encourage the thickest coats possible. If the animal freezes to death, its coat can still be
used.1004) Rotary formally considered the issue of racial restriction in membership and
determined that the organization could not allow racial restrictions to the organization’s growth.
In Rotary’s legislative deliberations in June 92, it was formally determined that racial
restrictions would not be permitted. Non-racialism was included in the terms of the standard
constitution in 9, required to be adopted by all member Clubs.1005) In order to be able to get
the said cappuccino, in many places you first have to pay for it so you can show the scontrino
(proof of payment) to the bartender.1006) The catfish has over 27000 taste buds (more than
any other animal)1007)Lswim1008)Launching of a German U-Boat during World War
21009)From the very young to the very old, aging is a necessary and unavoidable part of life.



Learn about the process with these interesting, if somewhat strange facts.1010) 5The
Pokemon Hitmonlee and Hitmonchan are based off of Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan.1011)
Selecting Representatives: Each Rotary district sends a representative to the Council.
Representatives deliberate and act upon all proposed enactments and resolutions. Enactments
seek to change Rotary’s constitutional documents, and resolutions express an opinion or make
a recommendation to the RI Board.1012) John Wayne and Chuck Norris are honorary Texas
Rangers. The Texas Rangers are the oldest law enforcement agency in North America with
statewide jurisdiction.1013) 19Two dogs were among the Titanic survivors.1014) 9For one day
in 1998, Topeka, Kansas, renamed itself "topikachu" to mark Pokemon's U.S. debut.1015) -
Amazing Facts About Diamonds1016) Contrary to common opinion, the “G” on the Green Bay
Packers helmet doesn’t stand for Green Bay. Rather, it stands for “Greatness.”[15]1017) Of the
3 million orphans worldwide, more live in Ethiopia than in any other country in the world1018)
The word “barbarian” comes from Greek barbaroi, which means people who don’t speak Greek
and therefore sound like they’re saying “bar-bar-bar-bar.”1019) In just seven years, a single pair
of cats and their offspring could produce a staggering total of 420,000 kittens.1020)About
200,000,000 M&Ms are sold each day in the United States.1021) A group of bats is called a
“colony.” A group of crows is called a “murder.” A group of ferrets is called a “business.” A group
of giraffes is called a “tower1022)The scientific name for brain freeze is sphenopalatine
ganglioneuralgia.1023) % of Americans actually believe that some parts of the moon are made
of cheese.1024) This military strategy was developed in Britain in the 920s.1025)3The 0
largest public pension funds alone have $2 trillion of unfunded liabilities, according to actuarial
firm Milliman.1026)Noise causes the pupils of your eyes to dilate. Even very small noises can
do this.1027) Venus and Uranus are the only planets that rotate opposite to the direction of
their orbit.1028)4Moose can eat over 0 pounds of plants each day.1029) 60. The Hays Office of
the Motion Picture Producer’s and Distributor’s Code, the forerunner of today's ratings system,
finally succeeded in raising Betty’s daring necklines and lowering her hemlines to near-
primness after 1935.1030) 9Justin Bieber has songs with over billion views, as of June 20no
other artist has more than two.1031) The first captive orca was collected for Marineland Pacific
in 196The animal lived for only day. She repeatedly smashed herself against the walls of her
tank until she died.1032) Justin has been a victim of cyber bullying.1033) 1There are more
possible iterations of a game of chess than there are atoms in the known universe.1034)
Wearing headphones for just an hour will increase the bacteria in your ear by 700 times.1035)
Fortune cookies were actually invented in America (not China), in 1918, by Charles Jung1036)
Shark Facts . Every once in a while, a female shark can reproduce without any contact from a
male, an act known as parthenogenesis. Scientists have only documented a couple of cases of
parthenogenesis, but some suspect that just about any female shark can get pregnant on her
own in the right circumstances.1037)Australian law imposes fines on those who do not vote
and do not wear seat belts.1038) The marriage rate in the United States has fallen to an all-
time low. Right now it is sitting at a yearly rate of 6.8 marriages per 00 people.1039)46Experts
insist that the average person falls in love seven times before marriage.1040) 3 We also
invented the ruler.1041) By the time they are 60 years old, most humans have lost half of their
taste buds.1042) On an average an adults heart pumps about 4,000 gallons of blood each
day.1043) Mental illness is more common than you think: The National Institute of Mental
Health reports that One in four adults-approximately 57.7 million Americans-experience a
mental health disorder in a given year.1044) In G/S, Full maps exist for the Cinnabar Island
Lab, indicating it was to be playable at Some point1045) 1964-65: Charles W. Pettengill, Rotary
Club of Greenwich, Connecticut, USA: Live Rotary1046) The longest battle of WWII was the



Battle of the Atlantic, which lasted from 939-945.1047) 99-92: Lane Strope, with 53 Mondays in
the year, presided with good humor at every one of the meetings. A special blood platelet
machine was provided for the Northern California Blood Bank.1048) The mosque that the
Prophet Muhammad built in Medina, Saudi Arabia, Al-Masjid al-Nabawi (also known as just the
Prophet’s Mosque) is considered to be the second most holy mosque by Muslims. It is also
where his tomb lies.1049) We are more likely to catch cold from a person by shaking his hand
than from his sneeze.1050) The world’s smallest spider is the size of a period.1051) January
2st is National New England Clam Chowder Day.1052)8You may crave very weird things1053)
History of Canada1054) In the U.S, Frisbees outsell footballs, baseballs and basketballs
combined. 1055)Lobstermen swear a lot! Nearly as much as truck drivers.1056)4 Every
minute, 200 million cells are broken down and rebuilt in your body1057) It began with the
deception of the Germans using plans devised by Major Jasper Maskelyne, a successful
magician in the 1930s.1058)A cat sees about six times better than a human at night because
of the tapetum lucidum , a layer of extra reflecting cells which absorb light.1059) Teens that are
in the to 9-year-old age bracket are 3 /2 times more likely than the general population “to be
the victims of rape, attempted rape or sexual assault.”1060) The more you change clothes
before you go out, the more impatient he gets. After the second one, he doesn’t care anymore.
Just pick one and let’s go!1061) 6The Nigerian city of Surame flourished in the sixteenth
century. Even in ruin it was an impressive sight, built on a horizontal vertical grid. A modern
scholar describes it thus: “The walls of Surame are about miles in circumference and include
many large bastions or walled suburbs running out at right angles to the main wall. The large
compound at Kanta is still visible in the centre, with ruins of many buildings, one of which is
said to have been two-storied. The striking feature of the walls and whole ruins is the extensive
use of stone and tsokuwa (laterite gravel) or very hard red building mud, evidently brought from
a distance. There is a big mound of this near the north gate about 8 feet in height. The walls
show regular courses of masonry to a height of feet and more in several places. The best
preserved portion is that known as sirati (the bridge) a little north of the eastern gate . . . The
main city walls here appear to have provided a very strongly guarded entrance about 30 feet
wide.”1062)The past-tense of the English word “dare” is “durst”1063) The most watched
television event in the United States is the Super Bowl.1064) It’s tempting to take a long nap to
catch up on sleep, but various studies show day time naps of more than to 30 minutes can
make you feel more tired. Keep naps short and sweet.1065)2She was fired from her
seamstress job because of her arrest.1066)Germany is Europe’s largest economy.1067) Here
are a few things you might not have known about all different parts of your
anatomy.1068)Visiting teams wear (at least mostly) gray uniforms so fans can easily
distinguish between the visiting team and the home team. The tradition dates back to the late
1800s when travelling teams did not have time to launder their uniforms and, consequently,
wore gray to hide the dirt.1069) Blue lobster, green lobster, yellow lobster1070)98% of all
murders and rapes are by a close family member or friend of the victim.1071) Spanish sailor
Juan Sebastián Elcano (476-52was the first man to circumnavigate the world.1072) In th-
century Cordoba, an Umayyad (Islamic dynasty) city in Spain with over 70 libraries, the palace
library alone had over 60,000 volumes, all written by hand. At the time, the best Latin library in
Europe had only 600 parchment books.1073)A “can of corn” is an easy fly ball. The term
comes from when old-time grocers used their aprons to catch cans knocked from a high
shelf.1074) 370% of videos are viewed on mobile devices.1075) The name Wendy was made
up for the book Peter Pan. There was never a recorded Wendy before it.1076) Sir Isaac
Newton was only years old when he discovered the law of universal gravitation.1077) 292Eye



Contact – If someone makes eye contact with you for 60% of a conversation they’re bored,
80% and they’re attracted to you and 0% of the time then they are threatening you.1078)
17Tigers have striped skin, not just striped fur.1079) According to Plato, dreams originate in
the organs of the belly. Plato describes the liver in particular as the biological seat of
dreams.1080)Packed with immigrating young men, the Romans needed female inhabitants and
kidnapped Sabine women, sparking a war that ended with a truce and the two sides joining
forces.1081) Hyundai KIA automotive group is South Korea’s largest automaker and the 2nd
largest in Asia. In 203, it ranked as the 5th largest automaker in the world, manufacturing some
7.5 million new cars and trucks. It is also a chaebol, a business dynasty or
conglomerate.1082)Bone is stronger than some steel. This doesn’t mean your bones can’t
break of course, as they are much less dense than steel. Bone has been found to have a
tensile strength of 20,000 psi while steel is much higher at 70,000 psi. Steel is much heavier
than bone, however, and pound for pound bone is the stronger material.1083) The very first
bomb dropped by the Allies on Berlin in World War II killed the only elephant in the Berlin
Zoo.1084) The tiniest cat on record is Mr. Pebbles, a 2-year-old cat that weighed 3 lbs (3 k) and
was 6.inches (5.5 cm) high.1085)The Raramuri people of Northern Mexico make their sleeping
arrangements so that they can wake during the night to discuss their dreams with one
another.1086)7The first kamikaze attacks occurred on 25 October 94against the American
fleet at Luzon as the fighting intensified in the Philippines.1087) 8The Russians made a movie
version of The Hobbit in 198and it’s available on youtube.1088)6Ben & Jerry originally
considered getting into the bagel business, but the equipment was too expensive.1089) 3The
Saturday Evening Post published a story in 963 accusing Bryant and Georgia athletics director
Wally Butts of having fixed the 962 Alabama-Georgia game. Butts won a lawsuit against the
magazine, and Bryant settled for $360,000. The cases helped put the magazine out of
business.1090)Everyone has a completely unique smell (except for twins).1091) We have all
have unseen, and harmless, microscopic creatures living in our eyelashes. Tweet this.1092)
The Bylaws of Rotary International require a training seminar for the incoming club presidents
of the district. This twoor three-day Presidents-Elect rotary petstraining Seminar, commonly
referred to by its acronym, PETS, is a motivational and leadership training session designed to
prepare the future club presidents for the office they will assume on July1093)1Nigeria ranks
among the countries with the largest petroleum reserves.1094) On average, cats spend 2/3 of
every day sleeping. That means a nine-year-old cat has been awake for only three years of its
life.1095) Peanuts are one of the ingredients of dynamite. 1096) 1Winnie the Pooh lives in the
Hundred Acre Woods.1097) Most shark attacks occur less than 0 feet from the shore. Shark
attacks happen all over the world, but mainly around popular beaches in North America
(especially Florida and Hawaii), Australia, and South Africa.1098) Nearly 3,000 people died in
the terrorist attacks of September , 200About the same number of men died in the first minutes
at Grant’s assault at Cold Harbor on June 3, 864.1099) Beach sand legs1100) In larger cities
and metropolitan areas stores are open on Saturday but closed on Sunday, and another half
day of the week. In touristic resorts stores are open Sunday but closed one other day of the
week.1101) It is impossible to sneeze with your eyes open.1102) Giovanni can actually be
battled in HGSS, but is currently unaccessable without hacking. He will probably be in an
upcoming event1103) Proportional to their size, cats have the largest eyes of all
mammals.1104) Australia is the world’s largest iron ore exporter and the largest producer of
bauxite and alumina. It also has the world’s largest deposits of silver, zinc, zircon and easily
extracted uranium (over 40% of the world’s resources). It also has about % of the world’s gold
resources.1105) I wish wives knew how to communicate directly. If you’re unhappy with



something I’m doingtell me! Don’t tell your sister, mom, or friend.1106) The mouse-eared bat
has a heartbeat as low as beats a minute during hibernation, compared to 880 when it is
active.1107) During Columbus’ time, most people believed that the world was formed mainly of
one giant landmass consisting of Europe, Asia, and Africa—mainly because these are the only
continents mentioned in the Bible. These were surrounded by one enormous body of water
they called the Ocean Sea.1108) 4Lincoln was the first president to be assassinated.1109)
Almonds are members of the peach family.1110) On July 20th 202, two Gaelic football teams
took the field devoid of Irishmen. Galicia beat Brittany on a scoreline of 5-8 to 3-The Breton
outfit led at half-time but the Galician manager Carlos Seca gave what was, by all accounts, an
inspirational half-time team talk and the home side powered onto victory. Read about the
match here.1111) Eighty percent of Haitians live under the poverty line and 54% live in abject
poverty. The average per capita income in Haiti is $480 a year, compared to $33,550 in the
United States.1112) Mongolia’s national drink, fermented mare’s milk, is called airag—or
kumiss, in other parts of Central Asia.1113) Hyenas regularly eat the faeces of other
animals.1114) 2The first job Jennifer booked was a promo ad for MTV’s reality show My Super
Sweet Thankfully, Ms. Lawrence is nothing like this in real life. She’s just really good at her
job.1115) 2At the same time, the Luftwaffe’s could deploy 29 fighter aircraft, 998 bombers,
26dive-bombers, 5reconnaissance planes and 80 coastal aircraft.1116) Sailfish can leap out of
the water and into the air at a speed of 50 miles (8km) per hour.1117) The publishers of Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows spent millions of dollars on security to prevent plot details from
leaking. Bookstores were legally forbidden to open boxes that held the books until midnight.
Despite the security, there were several leaks, including photos of every single page appearing
on illegal file sharing sites1118) ABOUT POSTPARTUM RECOVERY:1119) An eighteenth-
century German named Matthew Birchinger, known as "the little man of Nuremberg," played
four musical instruments including the bagpipes, was an expert calligrapher, and was the most
famous stage magician of his day. He performed tricks with the cup and balls that have never
been explained. Yet Birchinger had no hands, legs, or thighs, and was less than 29 inches
tall.1120) 6Rip Van Winkle slept 0 years.1121) The human brain does not stop maturing until a
person's late 40s. The prefrontal cortex, the part of the brain that makes us human, develops in
early childhood, is rearranged in late adolescence, and keeps developing for decades
afterwards.1122) Everyone’s brain starts out as female. The brain of males begins to become
masculinized around eight weeks after conception by the male hormone testosterone.1123) A
normal human being can survive days without eating but can survive only 2 days without
drinking.1124) 973-74: Jack Morton (present in his regular bow tie) presided over the
celebration of the club’s 50th anniversary. Charlie Strope was chairman of the three meeting
celebration and the featured speaker was R.I. Director John Dalton. Secretary Chal Crichton
retired after 32 years in office and was duly recognized. The office was assumed by his son
Bob who would serve for years. The club was recognized for its support of the Rotary
Foundation.1125) Looking for a better bank? This is Money's five of the best current
accounts1126) Crassus1127) 2He was the first president with a beard.1128) The First great
civilization in Mexico were the Olmecs (00-300 B.C) who established many cities along the
eastern coast of Mexico,sculpted the famous Colossal Heads,and worshipped a
mysterious,unnamed God that was part human and part jaguar.1129) 3 A housefly hums in the
key of F.1130) To aid this process be sure to eat foods rich in iron, such as lean red meat,
green veggies and fortified cereals.1131) 8For a monthly subscription fee, youtube Red offers
ad-free streaming of all videos and access to exclusive original content.1132) There is
evidence that Resveratrol, which is found in red wine, may be a powerful skin cancer fighting



ingredient.1133) Today, fewer than 200 people in Japan can claim both parents with exclusively
Ainu, perhaps the original human inhabitants of Japan, descent. The Ainu do not possess the
Y chromosome typically found in the rest of the Japanese population.1134) Less likely to be
thought of as someone who might marry their own cousin.1135) Ronald mcdonald is "Donald
mcdonald™" in Japan because it makes pronunciation easier for the Japanese. In Singapore
he's known as "Uncle mcdonald".1136) It’s a sad fact that heart disease is the number one
killer in the United States; what most people don’t realize is how preventable it is. Learn these
facts, then do your part to protect your heart.1137) A dog’s shoulder blades are unattached to
the rest of the skeleton to allow greater flexibility for running.1138) 4The arty charcoal pic of
Kate Winslet’s boobs in Titanic? Drawn by one James Cameron.1139) 1Colorado has the
highest mean altitude of all the states. 1140) A cold (-25C) and wintry night in Ottawa1141)
8The inventor of the Waffle Iron did not like waffles.1142) According to a study conducted by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately two-thirds of all Americans in
the to 24-year-old age bracket have engaged in oral sex.1143) 4“In may ways, Betty Boop was
the first truly feminine animated character”' says Charles Solomon in 'Enchanted Drawing: The
History of Animation'.1144) James Monroe (1758-183once chased his Secretary of State from
the White House with a pair of fire tongs.1145) 1Some Rotary Firsts:1146) Utah resident David
Whipple forgot about a paper-wrapped mcdonald’s hamburger in his coat pocket that he
bought in 199When he found the burger years later, it had hardly decomposed.1147) A snail
can sleep for three years.1148) “For sure, they don’t teach you this in history class, but in
colonial times, the person who got left in the stocks overnight was nothing less than fair game
for everybody to nail. Men or women, anybody bent over had no way of knowing who was
doing the ram job, and this was the real reason you never wanted to end up here unless you
had a family member or a friend who’d stand with you the whole time. To protect you. To watch
your ass, for real.”1149) Tobogganing was a sport invented in Switzerland in the late 9th
century. The first toboggan run was created in 88by a group of vacationers from England. In 9,
the Winter Olympics were held in St. Moritz, and the toboggan run was one of the events.1150)
Cats sleep up to eighteen hours a day, but never quite as deep as humans. Instead, they fall
asleep quickly and wake up intermittently to check to see if their environment is still safe.1151)
434Psychology – The word psychology comes from the Greek word psyche meaning ‘breath,
spirit, soul’ and the logia meaning ‘study of.’1152) Lennart Nilsson, photographer,
Sweden1153) 30Four different people played the part of Darth Vader (body, face, voice, and
breathing).1154) In Japan, it is acceptable to take a nap, called inemuri, on the job—it is
viewed as evidence of exhaustion from working very hard.[15]1155) Asian hair grows the
fastest and has the best elasticity.1156) It is thought that the gate to a house facing south
brings good luck.1157) You know how you can tell someone you love them? Well if only my
wife knew how much I TRULY love her.1158) A full bladder is roughly the size of a soft ball. No
wonder you have to run to bathroom when you feel the call of the wild. The average bladder
holds about 400-800 cc of fluid but most people will feel the urge to go long before that at 250
to 300 cc.1159) As of January , 2004, the population of the United States increases by one
person every seconds. There is a birth every eight seconds, an immigrant is added every 25
seconds, and a death every seconds.1160) 1Men are 6 times more likely to be struck by
lightning than women.1161) Astronauts are not allowed to eat beans before they go into space
because passing wind in a spacesuit damages them.1162) Islam is the name of the religion. A
person who practices Islam is known as a Muslim. The adjective “Islamic” usually refers to
objects and places, not people. The term “Mohammedanism” is an outdated term for the faith
and is usually considered insulting.1163) Sperm containing the XY chromosomes to become a



male can swim faster but not for as long as the female xx chromosomes.1164) In order to know
how much testosterone a man has, compare the length of his ring finger to his index finger.
The longer the ring finger is in comparison to the index finger, the more testosterone in his
body.1165) 8Among Patrick Bateman’s neighbours in the novel of American Psycho is one
Tom Cruise (see also 6)1166) Of all the facial expressions, the smile may be the most
deceptive. There are around different smiles, but only one, the Duchenne smile, reflects
genuine happiness.1167) No more spilling /2 a can in your lap while driving, and driving the
rest of the way home with your ass 2 3 above the seat to keep from staining your pants.1168)
1Chinese white dolphins, which live off southern China, are often pink.1169) Babe Ruth was
listed as "incorrigible" at a Catholic reform school1170) Mcdonald’s mcdlt had such wide
backlash over its Styrofoam packaging that it later pulled the burger. The sandwich came in two
Styrofoam containers. One contained the lettuce and tomato, and the other the burger. The aim
was to keep the veggies cold and the burger hot.1171) 2Male dogs will raise their legs while
urinating to aim higher on a tree or lamppost because they want to leave a message that they
are tall and intimidating. Some wild dogs in Africa try to run up tree trunks while they are
urinating to appear to be very large1172) Humans can make do longer without food than sleep.
While you might feel better prepared to stay up all night partying than to give up eating, that
feeling will be relatively short lived. Provided there is water, the average human could survive a
month to two months without food depending on their body fat and other factors. Sleep
deprived people, however, start experiencing radical personality and psychological changes
after only a few sleepless days. The longest recorded time anyone has ever gone without sleep
is 1days, at the end of which the experimenter was awake, but stumbled over words,
hallucinated and frequently forgot what he was doing.1173) 4540 billion songs are downloaded
illegally every year, that's some 90% of all music downloads.1174) Ian Fleming was
Christopher Lee’s step-cousin.1175) 1If the human eye was a digital camera, it would have
57megapixels. In comparison, the Mamiya DSLR was the highest megapixel count camera I
could find at 80 megapixels, retailing at a whopping $34,000.1176) When she married Prince
William at age 29, Catherine Middleton became the oldest spinster ever to marry a future
British king. She and Prince William are also distantly related (2th cousins).[23]1177) The first
nude scene in a major motion picture was of swimmer and actress Annette Kellerman
(1887-197in A Daughter of the Gods (1916).[16]1178) Dresden bombing1179) Like the two
rival Italian powers, the Romans first used these combats as private funeral celebrations.1180)
Going forward, the Gates Foundation will match two-to-one, up to US$35 million per year,
every dollar Rotary commits to reduce the funding shortfall for polio eradication through 20If
fully realized, the value of this new partnership with Rotary is more than $500 million. In this
way, your contributions to polio will work twice as hard.1181) Worldwide, there are
approximately 0 million acts of sexual intercourse each day1182) Marrying younger than age
25 dramatically raises the divorce risk. Also, the divorce risk is higher when the woman is much
older than the man, though the reverse isn’t as strong a factor.1183) Every year, $5 billion is
spent on pet food. This is four times the amount spent on baby food.1184) 1The White House
was created by an Irishman.1185) All About…Your Heart1186) Tired puppies get cranky just
like little kids. If you have a fussy puppy, try nap time.1187) There are five recognized species
of flying snakes. Growing up to feet, some types can glide up to 330 feet through the air.
[18]1188) These life-sized sculptures are made of cardboard1189) In DP, if you evolve your
starter before catching anything, you can't continue. Since it counts as a new Pokemon, it
thinks you have the Dex1190) Clearly anyone will try it.1191) 7A company in Taiwan makes
dinnerware out of wheat, so you can eat your plate!1192) Salamence is actually lighter than its



pre-evolution Shelgon, weighing 6.2 lbs compared to Shelgon's 243.6 lbs1193) 8There arent
actually stories in ’Short Films About Springfield’, several stories had to be cut due to time
constraints.1194) Donald Duck comics were banned from Finland because he doesn't wear
pants!1195) 9Grovel is an adorable trick taught by using the aid of a low-slung table or chair
and the “crawl” position.1196) 8Nigerian Wole Soyinka is the first African Nobel Laureate1197)
He was great in every facet of the game.1198) Find out more (Time Out)1199) Things can get
pretty rowdy.1200)Scooters, bicycles and motorcycles share the road with cars, and they will
zip by on your left and right in a one-lane road!1201) 800px-Alaric_entering_Athens1202)Frank
Borman, astronaut, USA1203) The Australian Alps, or Snowy Mountains, receive more snow
than Switzerland.1204) Stadium2's Lt. Surge had a Surfing Raichu with Reversal. That's
impossible to get because Reversal is a GSC egg move and Surf is Yellow only1205)If you
wear contact lenses, they may no longer fit as increased blood flow and water retention can
change your eye shape.1206)2The first engines put into Fords? They were made by Dodge…
1207) To completely regrow a human fingernail or toenail, all the way from base to tip, takes
about 6 months.1208)Poland’s Henryk Sienkiewicz, author of Quo Vadis and winner of the
Nobel Prize for Literature, is buried in Warsaw’s St. John’s Cathedral, which also happens to
bear the dedication “Decapitation of the head of St. John.”1209) 1Pogonophobia – Fear of
beards1210) Women’s hearts beat faster than men’s.1211) The surprising contents of
gunpowder1212) Tattoo artist Vinnie Myers creates 3D nipple tattoos for breast cancer
survivors.1213) Cats have better memories than dogs. Tests conducted by the University of
Michigan concluded that while a dogs memory lasts no more than minutes, a cat's can last as
long as hours exceeding even that of monkeys and orangutans.1214) October is Vocational
Service Month. During this period, clubs highlight the importance of the business and
professional life of each Rotarian. Special activities promote the vocational avenue of
service.1215) Male dogs will raise their legs while urinating to aim higher on a tree or lamppost
because they want to leave a message that they are tall and intimidating. Some wild dogs in
Africa try to run up tree trunks while they are urinating to appear to be very large.1216) 8Over
00 birds a year die from smashing into windows.1217) Progesterone is nature’s sedative. It
gives you a natural lethargy to make sure you do nothing strenuous that may affect the
developing foetus.1218) 19Impotence is grounds for divorce in states in the US.1219)
According to his Pokedex entry, Machamp can through 1,000 punches in two seconds, yet is in
the bottom 50% on speed numbers.1220)The cure-all medicine for the Civil War was calomel,
a mercury mixture of chalk, honey and sometimes licorice. It was used to treat everything from
syphilis to headaches. When one Union army doctor, William Hammond, noted that mercury
was poisonous, he was dismissed as a quack and removed from his post.1221) The world
record for spitting a watermelon seed is 65 feet inches.1222)In the eighteenth century, Haitians
developed elaborate tables of genetic descent, dividing mulattos into over a hundred shades of
black and white. These ranged from the Sacatra which were seven-eighths black, to the several
varieties of Sangmeles, which are only one-sixteenth black. Technically, a mulatto is someone
who is half black and half white.1223)During summer, the sun does not set in Antarctica, which
actually means it receives much sunlight than the equator during that period of time.1224)
Nearly 40,000 Soviet civilians lost their lives during the Battle of Stalingrad1225)A cockroach
will live for weeks without its head before it starves to death1226)87.The “L.L.” in L.L. Bean
stands for Leon Leonwood.1227) While in Japan, tjustin first phrase Justin learnt was “Can I
have your phone number?” And tjustinn ‘I love you’.1228)If the names of the Civil War dead
were organized similar to the names on the Vietnam Memorial wall, the Civil War memorial
would be over times longer.1229) Like rock climbers, many spiders are attached to a line of silk



in case they fall. They can also run up it if they need to escape.1230) The U.S. Bureau of
Engraving and Printing (BEP) estimates that it would take 4,000 double folds (forward and then
backward) before a bill will tear.1231) One of the indigenous fruits found in Malaysia is the
pomelo (Citrus maxima), which is the largest citrus fruit in the world. It can reach the size of a
small football and weighs from 2.2–6.7 lbs. (–3 kg).1232)4You could fit either the Great
Pyramid at Giza or the Statue of Liberty inside the Millennium Dome, now known as the O2
Arena, the largest structure of its kind in the world. 1233) At one time, in Russia, there was a
random tax for wearing a beard.1234) Find out more (New Yorker)1235)Make sure to inform
our attendance secretary that you have made up a meeting; it helps your attendance and the
club’s overall attendance.1236)Half of all bank robberies take place on a Friday.1237) Because
the Catholic church had forbid human autopsies for centuries, animal experimentation would
become a major research tool of modern medicine during the Enlightenment. Belgian physician
Andreas Vesalius (54-56argued that animal vivisection was essential to the study of anatomy.
Descartes argued that animals were mechanical things like clocks and could not feel pain.
These arguments helped make animal vivisection more socially acceptable.1238)Only one
person in two billion will live to be 1or older.1239) Unicorn is the official animal of
Scotland.1240) 6 The number of Americans with no religious affiliation has grown by 2percent
over the past five years.1241) It is illegal in California to lick toads. Apparently, some people
were licking toads to get high. Unfortunately, some people were being harmed by the toads’
poison.1242) While awake, a human brain can generate enough energy to power a light bulb
(between -watts).1243) Two kinds of jumping spiders have been found at 23,000 feet. At this
height, no plants grow, but plant material blows up from lower elevations, which is enough to
feed the tiny creatures.1244) I am not a very good conversationalist. It always seems that I say
the wrong things or that every word is being analyzed. I then feel pressured to choose my
words wisely so they can’t be interpreted in any other way. I’m trying. But I feel like I can’t
win.1245) There are approximately 0 million acts of sexual intercourse each day.1246) Snakes
can be grouped into two sections: primitive snakes and true (typical) snakes. Primitive snakes—
such as blind snakes, worm snakes, and thread snakes—represent the earliest forms of
snakes. True snakes, such as rat snakes and king snakes, are more evolved and more
active.1247)It is unknown if odd perfect numbers exist1248) From 940-945, the U.S. defense
budget increased form $9 billion to $59.8 billion.1249)Please Note; names are in alphabetical
order, and this list is not exhaustive. Unfortunately we were unable to find the early history from
19to 1930.1250)What is the difference between a taxidermist and a tax collector? The
taxidermist takes only your skin.Mark Twain1251) A lion's roar can be heard from five miles
away.1252)The outer castle wall of the Moorish palace Alhambra (literally “the red one”) at
Granada is one of Spain’s architectural masterpieces. Alhambra was the seat of Muslim rulers
from the th century to the end of the 15th century. The Alhambra is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site and has inspired many stories and songs.1253)In one year, the average American
residence uses over 0,000 gallons (indoors and outside).11254) When the Russian Bolsheviks
overthrew the provisional government and stormed the Winter Palace in 19their revolution was
halted for a few days. The reason was because the Bolsheviks got ridiculously drunk in the
Winter Palace after finding the wine stores.1255)25Dalmatians are completely white at
birth.1256)At the base of each lion’s whisker is a black spot. The patterns these spots make
are unique to each lion, similar to a human’s fingerprint. Scientists are able to tell lions apart by
looking at these patterns.1257) A Germanic tribal alliance, led by a Roman-educated Roman
citizen, Arminius, utterly destroyed three legions. Such was the shock of the defeat that the
Romans retired the numbers of two of the destroyed legions and drew the Empire’s north-



eastern frontier at the Rhine. The battle was an important event in German nationalism until
World War II.1258)San Jose was the original capital of California 1259) 4A grasshopper can
leap times the length of its own body.1260)16A used aluminum can is recycled and back on the
grocery shelf as a new can, in as little as 60 days. That's closed loop recycling at its
finest.1261) About million people visit the Great Wall of China every year.1262)70. Scientific
Discovery – In 1909, a scientist by the name of Thomas H. Morgan discovered that
chromosomes contained inherited information.1263)4The best way to prevent your
headphones from tangling in your bag is to join the ends together.1264) 180. The average
chocolate bar has 8 insects" legs melted into it.1265)STRANGE GEOGRAPHIES1266)A
number of basic beliefs in the Black Muslim movement (which was in response to what was
viewed as the “white supremacy” of Christianity) differ significantly from mainstream Islam,
which teaches equality among all the races.1267) Paraskevidekatriaphobia means fear of
Friday the th, which occurs one to three times a year.1268)1In Roman times, mastiffs donned
light armor and were sent after mounted knights1269) The middle layers of space suits are
blown up like a balloon to press against the astronaut's body. Without this pressure, the
astronaut's body would boil!1270) Go. Is the shortest complete sentence in the English
language.1271) James Garfield could write Latin with one hand and Greek with the other hand
simultaneously.1272) On a Canadian two-dollar bill, the American flag is flying over the
Parliament Building.1273) The green traffic light in Japan is called ao shing�ÒÀ or
“blue.”1274)7Bryant was honored with a U.S. postage stamp in 1997.1275) 9Of the 34,000
species of spiders, only 27 species are known to have caused human fatalities.1276) 3The
book, ‘Betty Boop's Sunday Page: The Complete Color Comics, 1934-1936' chronicles her
short time on the funny pages.1277) Jiltedlibrary:1278) All puffins are allergic to peanuts.1279)
7There’s a year age gap between Sam Neill and Laura Dern in Jurassic Park, with Laura aged
only 26 during filming.1280)7Baseball-Nomics1281) The Chinese developed a theory of three
levels of heaven, which are Heaven, Earth, and man.1282)2South Africa was included in the
BRICS as it made for a better acronym than Nigeria.1283)Thanks, Virginia!1284) Human hair
is virtually indestructible. Aside from it’s flammability, human hair decays at such a slow rate
that it is practically non-disintegrative. If you’ve ever wondered how your how clogs up your
pipes so quick consider this: hair cannot be destroyed by cold, change of climate, water, or
other natural forces and it is resistant to many kinds of acids and corrosive
chemicals.1285)When his head and seal were presented to Caesar, the last standing member
of the triumvirate is said to have wept. He had the conspirators executed.1286)If everyone in
the US used just one less gallon of water per shower every day, we could save some 8billion
gallons of water per year.301287) The katydid bug hears through holes in its hind legs!
1288)8The main industry in Iceland is fishing and fish processing.1289) 6River Benue and
River Niger are the largest rivers in Nigeria.1290) The trench network of World War I stretched
approximately 25,000 miles (40,200 km) from the English Channel to Switzerland. The area
was known as the Western Front. British poet Siegfried Sassoon wrote, “When all is done and
said, the war was mainly a matter of holes and ditches.”1291) 8Lava pools are more common
in taiga and snowy biomes1292) Texas has yet to learn submission to any oppression, come
from what source it may. Sam Houston1293) Residents of Houston, Texas lead the U.S. in
eating out approximately 4.6 times per week.1294)Hummingbirds are the smallest birds so tiny
that one of their enemies is an insect, the praying mantis.1295) Columbus is considered one of
the best “dead reckoning” sailors who ever walked the planet.1296) The mcdonald’s mcwrap
has 2ingredients, including trans fats, chemicals on the FDA watch list, and more.[27]1297) A
dime has 1ridges around the edge. A quarter has 9.1298) 1Babies are born with blue eyes



more than any other color. The melanin in their eyes needs time to be fully deposited or to be
darkened by ultraviolet light to reveal the baby's true eye color.1299) Europe's first skyscraper
("Torengebouw") was built in Antwerp in 9.1300) Glyndon “Sign” Smith, philanthropists, 69
years Rotary perfect attendance1301) Peru has over 1,800 species of bird, and over 50% of
the migrating birds in the Americas fly over Peru at some point each year.[17]1302) No more
embarassment when a client get’s it your car to go to lunch, and you forgot to hide you spit
(see through) bottle that is 2/3rd’s full.1303) The ace of all fighter aces of all nations is German
fighter pilot Erich Hartmann (“the Blond Knight”) with 352 “kills.”1304) 7She was the first
woman and the second black person to lie in state in the Capitol.1305) African American
soldiers were allowed to join the Union Army in 1863, but they were paid lower wages than
white soldiers and were charged rent for their clothing. Some black Union soldiers refused their
salary for months as protest. In September 1864, they finally received equal pay.1306) The
oldest condoms ever found date back to the 1640s (they were found in a cesspit at Dudley
Castle), and were made from animal and fish intestines.1307)Emily Brontë once had to put out
her brother, Branwell, when he set fire to his bedclothes.1308) Puffins can live up to 3years of
age, although this is difficult to prove due to their similar appearance and devious
nature.1309)33Each second the Sun loses million tons of material.1310) Lobsters shed their
shells, or molt.1311) 2Identify a fake: The second hand on an authentic Rolex watch doesn't
tick, it moves smoothly.1312) A large chunk of the 3D Pokemon models in Battle Revolution
were actually reused from previous games on both the N64 and Gamecube.1313) The U.S.
has the highest dog population in the world. France has the second highest.1314) 1Sadness
causes more road accidents than tiredness.1315) The Armenian genocide. It was a fucking
genocide it happened only an estimated 0,000 people were left in Armenia. The word genocide
was created just to describe the massacare that the Armenians faced yet still some people say
that it never happened and as an Armenian fuck you.1316) Find out more (New York
Times)1317) Twitter Ads info and privacy1318) The inner ear is no larger than a pencil eraser
in circumference.1319) Recorded ‘Somethin’ Stupid’ with daughter Nancy in 1967 which spent
four weeks at on the U.S. Billboard Hot1320) 3Facial hair grows faster than any other hair on
the body. This is true for men as well as 50 Really Weird Facts About Your Bodywomen.1321)
3A murder suspect was convicted after the broken-off leg of a grasshopper in his pants cuff
turned out to be a perfect match for an insect found near the victim's body.1322)2Arabic
numerals are not really Arabic; they were created in India.1323) 6Female dogs are only ready
to mate – “in heat” – twice a year for a total of roughly days1324) One in seven workers in
Boston, Massachusetts walks to work.1325)2Endermen will become passive again if touching
water1326)3Nigeria Nollywood film industry is the second biggest film industry in the world
after Hollywood.1327) The pancreas produces Insulin.1328)In August 1997, a model of the
Malaysian flag was completed out of ,430 floppy disks.1329) 5The number of workers aged 55
and up is about to surpass the number of workers aged 2to 3for the first time ever.1330) Arms
akimbo with thumbs forward represents a more inquisitive, less authoritarian position than
arms akimbo with thumbs backward.1331) Dueling is legal in Paraguay as long as both parties
are registered blood donors.1332) Why they’re so smart. Inventions and contributions to the
world of arts:1333) 23The microwave was invented after a researcher walked by a radar tube
and a chocolate bar melted in his pocket.1334) China is also called the Flowery Kingdom, and
many of the country’s flowers and fruits, such as the orchid and orange, are now being grown
all over the world.1335) The praying mantis is the only insect that can turn its head1336) 61,
Betty Boop's only color cartoon was Poor Cinderella (1934).1337)No, I can’t read your mind.
Just tell me what you want.1338) The Swiss alpenhorn was originally used as a call to battle or



warning of fire in the high mountain districts of Switzerland. When the wind is right, it can
apparently be heard for up to eight miles away. It originated in northern Asia and was brought
to Europe by nomadic tribes. It was first used to play tunes at the end of the 8th century.
[29]1339)He was a big animal lover, but he wouldn’t hunt or fish. If he were alive today, Lincoln
would be running an animal shelter.1340) Shark attacks occur around California because U.S.
government protection of sea mammals, like seals, sea lions and sea otters, has increased
their populations off the West Coast. There’s more food for sharks there, and humans just get
in the way.1341) A sticky issue1342) British singer Katie Melua went to a doctor after she
heard a “shuffling” in her ear. The doctor discovered that a jumping spider was living in her. She
believes the spider climbed into earbud earphones she had used on a flight the previous
week.1343) No more attending an out of town conference and looking for a “friend” who has
that same looking circle, (dip can), in his pocket.1344) In a test performed by Canadian
scientists, using various different styles of music, it was determined that chickens lay the most
eggs when pop music was played.1345) The enzyme in the stomach that breaks down alcohol
is produced less in men than women.1346) His first child, Nancy, was born in 19Frank has 3
children – Nancy Sinatra, Frank Sinatra Jr., and Tina Sinatra.1347) The most extensive screen
tests in the history of motion pictures were held for the role of Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the
Wind. MGM shot 9,000 feet of black-and-white test film and another ,000 feet of color film with
60 actresses.[16]1348) Richard E. Byrd, admiral and arctic explorer, USA1349) 9In 6AD, the
Nubians sent a gift of a giraffe to the Persians.1350) 5… which they need because their
eyesight is not as keen as a human’s.1351) Has sufficient mass to assume a nearly round
shape.1352)Contrary to what men and women are led to believe, the size of a man’s penis fully
erect is not really that important. Besides, the average length of an erect penis is 5.6
inches.1353) Ben & Jerry learned how to make ice cream by taking a $5 correspondence
course offered by Penn State. (They decided to split one course.)1354) Most household dust is
made of dead skin cells.1355) Turkeys and chickens are exempt from federal humane
slaughter laws, but they make up more than 90% of animals slaughtered each year in America.
Because they are exempt, it is not required to stun them before they are shackled on a moving
rail to have their throats slit. Some are still alive when they are submerged in the scalding tank.
Those that are still alive are called “redskins.” Over 180 million chickens each year suffer
through a botched death in the slaughterhouse.1356) Severed ties with The Sands and moved
to Caesars Palace in 1968.1357)9Obama promised micobama lle Obama would quit smoking
before running for president. Obama didn’t1358)George Washington had bank1359)Beetles
taste like apples, wasps like pine nuts, and worms like fried bacon.1360) The Nazis murdered
approximately million people, nearly million of those being Jews killed in the Holocaust (“whole
burnt”).1361) 29Lightning does not always create thunder. In April 885, five lightning bolts
struck the Washington Monument during a thunderstorm, yet no thunder was heard.1362)It's
not uncommon to see cats in food stores in big cities as a form of free-and adorable -pest
control.1363) In 1955, the New York State Labor Department ruled that "there is nothing
inherently repulsive about a Van Dyke beard."1364) Jennifer Lawrence told Dayo Okeniyi that
his fly was down while filming the scene where Thresh saves Katness from Clove.1365) The
cornea is the transparent covering of the iris and pupil. Tweet this.1366)2In central Nigeria,
West Africa’s oldest civilisation flourished between 00 BC and 300 BC. Discovered in 9, the
ancient culture was called the Nok Civilisation, named after the village in which the early
artefacts were discovered. Two modern scholars, declare that “[a]fter calibration, the period of
Nok art spans from 00 BC until 300 BC”. The site itself is much older going back as early as
4580 or 4290 BC.1367)2The opposite of black holes are estimated to be white holes which



spray out matter and light like fountains.1368)There is a seven letter word in the English
language that contains ten words without rearranging any of its letters, "therein": the, there, he,
in, rein, her, here, ere, therein, herein.1369)Although our nose and ears keep growing
throughout our lives, our eyes remain the same size from birth. Tweet this.1370)Dragonflies are
one of the fastest insects, flying 50 to 60 mph.1371) Fighting is the only type that has never
been paired with Flying.1372) 3Weird Science Facts1373)Triskaidekaphobia means fear of the
number1374) The word “shark” may conjure up images of great whites and hammerheads,
there are at least 500 shark species (perhaps even more) roaming the world’s oceans today.
They vary in size and even shape, but they all tend to share similar body characteristics like
large livers, flexible cartilaginous skeletons and enhanced sensory systems.1375)The Miami
Dolphins are the only NFL team in history to complete an undefeated playing season, in
972.1376)Dentists have recommended that a toothbrush be kept at least six feet away from a
toilet to avoid airborne particles resulting from the flush.1377) 18Fireflies are also known as
Lightning Bugs.1378)All great things happen by accident.1379) The east coast of Canada was
settled by Vikings in approximately 00 AD. It’s definitely worth a visit to L’Anse aux
Meadows.1380) 4In some countries small businesses have been able to deposit cash at atms
since 982.1381) The maximum amount of points you can receive in Pokemon Snap is
17,378,0001382)The oldest piece of paper in the world was found in China. Chinese paper
was so long lasting that it was sometimes used for clothing and even as body armor.1383) See
the resemblance?1384) The Border Collie, Poodle and Golden Retriever are considered the
world's smartest dog breeds.1385)Some scientists believe that Tyrannosaurus rex may have
been able to run as fast as mph ( km/h). Other scientists believe it could not run at all because
it was so big.1386)In golf, a ‘Bo Derek’ is a score of .1387)3750% of female polar bears also
have a penis.1388)Lake Taupo was the source of the world’s largest known volcanic eruption in
the last 70,000 years. It is estimated that its violent birth spewed 15,000 times the volume of
material ejected when Mount Saint Helens in Washington State erupted in 1980.
[16]1389)There is a life-size android version of the SF writer Philip K. Dick, built in 2005 by
David Hanson. It has been christened ‘Robo-Dick’.1390)57/ The fastest speed a falling
raindrop can hit you is 18mph.1391) The Ebook Tops River is the longest river in the world. It
rises high in the Peruvian Andes at Nevado Mismi and ends in the Atlantic Ocean over 3,278
miles (6,000 km) from its source. At its mouth, it is a massive 8miles (300 km) wide. The mighty
river was named by Spanish explorer Francisco de Orellana during his epic voyage in
542.1392) Men can read smaller print then women can; women can hear better.1393)Carl-
Wilhelm Stenhammar (2005–2006)1394) One of strange Antarctica facts is that a glacier
named “Blood Fall” regularly pours out the red liquid, which makes it look like ice is
bleeding.1395)Malaysia boasts being the home of the world’s tallest tropical tree, the Tualang,
which has a base diameter of over feet (3 m) and reaches heights of around 262 feet (80
m).1396)There are over 58 million dogs in the US.1397) 8percent of the total population
resides in cities.1398)You may have carpal tunnel syndrome. The carpal tunnel is a little tunnel
that runs from the bottom of your wrist to your lower palm. It can be put under pressure by
swelling in your hand due to fluid build-up. It’s usually not severe, and it doesn’t last long.1399)
Malaysia’s Kuala Kangsar district office is the home of the last surviving rubber tree from the
original batch brought by Englishman H.N. Ridley from London’s Kew Gardens in 1877.1400)
Fact 36: Pollution in China can change the weather in United States.1401) 1986-87: M.A.T.
Caparas, Rotary Club of Manila, Philippines: Rotary Brings Hope1402) Find out more
(Economist)1403) 20-2: Kalyan Banerjee, Rotary Club of Vapi, Gujarat, India: Reach Within to
Embrace Humanity1404) 7Bill Murray as Batman? Almost. Until Tim Burton came on board



Murray was top of the list. Perhaps when the inevitable re-reboot transpires Bill will get another
shot.1405) Chamerlain-war-dec1406) Walt Disney's family dog -named Sunnee -was the
inspiration behind "Lady and the Tramp."1407) Switzerland is the only country with a square
flag.1408) At the behest of the Nazi regime, book-burning campaigns took place in Berlin and
other German cities between March and June 1933, with senior academics and university
students incinerating books deemed to contain “un-German” ideas. Authors targeted by the
book-burning campaign included Jack London, H.G. Wells, Thomas Mann, Sigmund Freud,
and Albert Einstein. A century before Hitler, the German poet Heinrich Heine
(1797-185predicted: “Where one burns books, one will, in the end, burn people.”1409) 1Take
part in a photography community1410) Mario, of Super Mario Bros. Fame, appeared in the
198arcade game, Donkey Kong. His original name was Jumpman, but was changed to Mario to
honor the Nintendo of America's landlord, Mario Segali.1411) 5OF 01412) In a lifetime, your
brain's long-term memory can hold as many as quadrillion (million billion) separate bits of
information.1413) 8Lee Harvey Oswald still has an overdue library book from Dallas public
library.1414) The Greek flag was officially adopted by the First National Assembly at Epidaurus
on January, 81415) 6The childish snickering during The Usual Suspects iconic line-up was
genuine, caused by Benicio Del Toro’s persistent flatulence.1416) Hedenophobic means fear of
pleasure.1417) There is no mention of Adam and Eve eating an apple in the Bible.1418)
Johnny Cash's "A Boy Named Sue" was penned by beloved children's author Shel
Silverstein.1419) 6Bumblebee Guy’s real name is Pedro.1420) Peanuts are one of the
ingredients of dynamite.1421) 80. The earliest dog fossil dates back to nearly ,000 B.C.1422)
Mcdonald’s makes burgers like Ford makes cars: with an assembly line method.1423) In the
Philippine jungle, the yo-yo was first used as a weapon.1424) 2There are over 60 beer gardens
just in Munich!1425) 80% means all of one something.1426) 8/ At over 2000 kilometres long
The Great Barrier Reef is the largest living structure on Earth.1427)Swinging the bat wasn't
quite as easy for the high-flying legend.1428) Christopher Columbus lived during the Age of
Discovery, a time between the 15th and 16th centuries when several European nations went
exploring to search for wealth and lands.1429)1Ibiza is the second largest Balearic
Island.1430) Some states allow commercial fisherman to use as many as 800 lobster
pots.1431) A serial killer is someone who has murdered three or more people over a period of
more than a month, with a cooling-off period between murders. The motive is usually based on
psychological (often sexual) gratification, though the motives may also include anger, thrill,
money, and attention seeking.1432) Nevada is the driest state in the U.S.. Each year it
averages 7.5 inches (cm) of rain.1433) The earliest recorded images of lions are found in the
Chauvet Cave in southern France dating back 32,000 years.1434) Fact 7: According to the
multinational Arctic Climate Impact Assessment report compiled between 2000 and 2004, the
average temperature in Alaska, Western Canada and Russia have risen at twice the global
average.1435) 6Hillary Clinton hasn't driven a car since 1996.1436) Tachophobia is the fear of
speed.1437) There are approximately 96,000 km of blood vessels in the human body.1438) A
$60 million treasure of gold plundered by Coronado is believed to be buried on an 80-acre
pasture at the Sems Ranch near Clyde, Texas.1439) Harvey G. Harper Rotary
Scholarship1440) A video from the Department of Defense showed that fully conscious pigs
were used to test the effectiveness of various Taser devices. On the tapes, pigs collapsed and
convulsed or tried to run. Their mouths are wide open, shrieking. Though none of the pigs died
during the experiment, they were all euthanized after. 1441) Puffins come in four types –
Atlantic, Horned, Tufted and Urban.1442) 5Every Sunday at Benniras’ beach, you can see
dozens of drummers performing as the sun goes down.1443) Colorado has almost as many



dead towns (about 50 as live ones (65. Mining booms and busts left the mountains littered with
more than 300 ghost towns that fascinate locals and tourists. The eastern plains and western
canyon lands are also haunted by more than 200 ghost towns.1444) Highly trainable dog
breeds like Golden Retrievers, Labrador Retrievers, German Shepherds and Collies are more
kid-friendly than some other breeds.1445) A "2 by 4" is really /2 by 3 /2.1446) 6 In England, the
Speaker of the House is not allowed to speak.1447) While designs that apparently represent
tattoos are seen on paintings of both men and women in Egyptian art and statues, all the
tattooed Egyptian mummies discovered to date are female. Egyptologists believe that these
designs are symbols of fertility and rejuvenation.1448) 150. You can’t hum while holding your
nose closed.1449) The human feet perspire half a pint of fluid a day1450) The 962 British epic
adventure film Lawrence of Arabia tells the story of Englishman T.E. Lawrence, who famously
roamed the deserts with the Hashemites and succumbed to the fascination of the Arabian
deserts. The Hashemites later fled to Jordan with the rise of the Al Sauds and are the ruling
family there to this day.1451) 5Group jogging is a crime in Burundi.1452) 17Cat owners are
30% less likely to suffer a heart attack.1453) During WWII, hamburgers in the U.S. were
dubbed “Liberty Steaks” to avoid the German-sounding name.1454) Refilling a half-liter water
bottle 1,740 times with tap water is the equivalent cost of a 99 cent water bottle at a
convenience store.151455) Cat breeders are called "catteries."1456) On average, cats spend
2/3 of every day sleeping. That means a nine-year-old cat has been awake for only three years
of its life.1457)3Saw was filmed in days1458) 6The Olympic was the sister ship of the Titanic,
and she provided twenty-five years of service.1459)5On Facebook, over 150 years of youtube
video are watched every day.1460) 5Sir Bradley Wiggins is a fan of the Archers.1461)
Borborygmi is the noise or sound which our stomach makes when we are hungry.1462) The
first modern Olympic Games were held in Athens, Greece in 189There were 31male but no
female competitors.1463) The plastic things on the end of shoelaces are called aglets.1464)
Facts About Cats Who Made History1465) About 2/3 of the world’s lowest literate adults are
women.1466) The yellow pattern on A Croconaw was flipped horizontally between the second
and third Generation of games.1467)26"Lassie" was played by a group of male dogs; the main
one was named Pal.1468) Edward VIII, Duke of Windsor, England1469)Before he died,
Columbus began requesting a new sort of voyage: a Christian crusade to Jerusalem to rescue
it from the Muslims.1470) Some baby giraffes are more than six feet tall at birth.1471) 9After
the death of Libius Severusin in 465 AD, the Western Empire had no emperor for two
years1472)No more spitting out your chew in the urinal at work, and have it land on the urinal
cake so it won’t flush down.1473) Approximately 80% of Super Bowl tickets go to corporate
sponsors.1474) On average, 0 people choke to death on ball-point pens every year. 1475)Body
Fat Facts:1476)3 About percent of all abortions in the United States each year are performed
on teenagers.1477) For every pound of fat gained, you add seven miles of new blood
vessels.1478)4Nigeria fought civil war two years after her Independence.1479) The brain is
much more active at night than during the day.1480) 3In Raiders of the Lost Ark, when Indy
shoots the Arab swordsman, he was originally meant to fight him, but Harrison Ford was too ill
to fight ‘properly.’1481) The United States has five percent of the world's population, but twenty-
five percent of the world's prison population.1482) 5It took Leonardo Da Vinci years to paint
Mona Lisa. He never signed or dated the painting. Leonardo and Mona had identical bone
structures according to the painting. X-ray images have shown that there are 3 other versions
under the original.1483) The CN Tower in Toronto was the world’s tallest free standing
structure until 2007.1484) In the 1880s, Anthony Comstock went around collecting people’s
dildos and other sex toys. He is like the Anti-Santa… in every way.1485) India’s name is



derived from the “Indus” river.1486) The catcher has one of the most difficult jobs in baseball.
Even with the extra padding in a glove, catchers often develop circulatory problems in their
hand from catching so many powerful pitches. Catchers often also suffer from torn
meniscus.1487)The largest movie theatre in the world, Radio City Music Hall in New York,
opened in 932 and it seats almost 6,000 people.1488) A cat has 230 bones in its body. A
human has 20A cat has no collarbone, so it can fit through any opening the size of its
head.1489)The longest snake ever recorded is the reticulated python. It can reach over 33 feet
long, which is big enough to swallow a pig, a deer, or even a person.1490) Prince Charles &
Prince William always travel in separate planes in case there is a crash, one needs to
survive.1491) 1His cat was named Tabby.1492)It looks like at the time of his death, Tyler was
quite unpopular. His 862 New York Time's obituary stated Tyler was "the most unpopular public
man that had ever held any office in the United States."1493) The pyramid on the Great Seal is
unfinished and the U.S. government hasn’t explained why. Some people think it represents that
America is always growing.1494) General Dwight D. Eisenhower1495)In Western culture, the
the dragon is considered an evil creature, while in Chinese mythology, it is the first among the
four greatest creatures, along with the phoenix, tiger, and It is commonly associated with the
emperor.1496)The Largest Galaxy In the Known Universe: IC 11497) Peru has some of the
best surfing in the world. Chicama and Pacasmayo both claim the world’s longest ridable wave
(5 miles/2.2 km long).1498)2The name of the fictional nation, Panem, is derived from “Panem
et Circenses,” or “Bread and Circuses,” which refers to the later days of the Roman Empire
when the government kept the people satisfied by providing violent entertainment instead of
carrying out public services.1499) Puffins feel themselves to be socially superior to less
colourful birds, but go to pieces in the presence of parrots.1500) The first contraceptive was
crocodile dung used by the ancient Egyptians.1501) John Lennon’s first girlfriend was named
Thelma Pickles.1502)Jupiter’s Great Red Spot is a cyclone that’s presently about 2 times as
big as Earth. As recently as 979, it was twice Earth’s diameter as illustrated here.1503) Your
body contains enough iron to make a spike strong enough to hold your weight.1504)
Netherlands is the only country with a national dog. 1505)One of the reasons marijuana is
illegal today is because cotton growers in the 1930s lobbied against hemp farmers they saw it
as competition.1506)Puffins were all about Iceland before it was cool; they are the real
hipsters.1507) In 2003, members of the Jesus Non-Denominational Church in Greenville,
Michigan, publicly demonstrated their concern over what they perceived to be evil in the Harry
Potter books by gathering around a bonfire and burning Rowling’s books. In the Middle Ages,
when books were rare, burning them was a radical statement.1508)Waking up in the morning
and finding your can of dip dumped on the floor. You left it out the night before in the TV room
and your kids decided to play with it the next morning.1509) Some people are wired to have
more sex than others. Scientists are not entirely sure why this is, but it is true in both males and
females. Some will want more, while others will want less; it just depends on how their brain is
wired.1510) The world's population is approximately 6.53 billion (2006), India & China
represent 36.92% of the world's populations.1511) 8Rotary Friendship Exchange1512) 80.
Monomotapa had a social welfare system. Antonio Bocarro, a Portuguese contemporary,
informs us that the Emperor: “shows great charity to the blind and maimed, for these are called
the king’s poor, and have land and revenues for their subsistence, and when they wish to pass
through the kingdoms, wherever they come food and drinks are given to them at the public cost
as long as they remain there, and when they leave that place to go to another they are
provided with what is necessary for their journey, and a guide, and some one to carry their
wallet to the next village. In every place where they come there is the same obligation.”1513)



2There are 5 temples in Kyoto, Japan that have blood stained ceilings. The ceilings are made
from the floorboards of a castle where warriors killed themselves after a long hold-off against
an army. To this day, you can still see the outlines and footprints.1514) 8Your eyesight may
change during pregnancy1515) 43Charlie Chaplin once won third prize in a Charlie Chaplin
look-alike contest.1516) Upper deck seats were not added to Fenway until 946.1517) On
December 8, 1941, Britain and the U.S. declared war on Japan. On December , Germany
declared war on the U.S. The U.S. is the only nation Germany formally declared war on.1518)
A big-league player can hit a 90-mph pitch with more than 8,000 pounds during the millisecond
that the bat is in contact with the baseball. The ball leaves the bat at a speed of 1mph.1519)
Wouldn't you want to gnaw on these?1520)There are more than fifty different kinds of
kangaroos.1521) 2The Ribbon Worm will eat itself if it can’t find food.1522)In a single day, the
million Civil War horses would have peed enough urine to fill more than standard swimming
pools.1523)Will it build GOODWILL and BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?1524) The average human
head weighs about 8 pounds.1525)It would have taken 2.5 million seagulls to lift James's giant
peach into the air, not the 50that Roald Dahl suggested.1526)Spain’s national sport is fútbol, or
soccer.1527) A chameleon's tongue is twice the length of its body.1528)The best age to bring a
puppy home is 8 to weeks.1529) Peruvian-born Mario Testino’s photographs of Princess
Diana, taken shortly before her death in 1997, were used as her official “portrait” by
newspapers and magazines throughout the world to commemorate her life.[15]1530) 6Max
Fleischer, Betty Boop's creator, was born In Vienna in 1889 and died in1531) About % of a
Greek worker’s pay is taken for taxes and another % for national health care. The government
provides free hospitals and other medical services.1532)Corrupt_T:1533) Camels have three
eyelids to protect themselves from blowing sand.1534) The weight of skin in a human adult is 8
to pounds.1535) The U.S. city with the highest rate of lightning strikes per capita is Clearwater,
Florida.1536) Of all the wars in recent memory, it was World War II that truly threatened our
very existence as a nation and as a culturally diverse, free society. Now with some 1,000 World
War II veterans dying each day, our time to express our heartfelt thanks to these brave men
and women is running out. It is also beginning to run out for those who served in the Korean
War. North Coast Honor Flight is doing whatever it takes to fulfill the dreams of our veterans.
Most importantly, our heroes travel absolutely free.1537)Canada has ten provinces and three
territories.1538)If you plant an apple seed, it is almost guaranteed to grow a tree of a different
type of apple.1539)Most lipstick contains fish scales!1540) There are no clocks in Las Vegas
gambling casinos.1541) Luther H. Hodges, state governor, secretary of commerce, USA1542)
The Texas state capitol building—completed on May 16, 1888—is the largest capitol of all state
capitols in the nation in terms of gross square footage. It is second in total size only to the
National Capital in D.C. Additionally, the capitol dome in Austin is feet higher than the dome on
the U.S. capitol. Texas has the second tallest state capitol building, after Louisiana.1543)
9MICKEY MANTLE WAS ORIGINALLY A SHORTSTOP BUT AFTER MAKING 2 ERRORS IN
HIS LAST TWO SEASONS IN THE MINORS, HE WAS MOVED TO THE OUTFIELD.1544)
The recipe to the sensitivity of the clitoris is its 8,000 nerve fibers, which is twice as many as
contained in the penis. As such, it is this area that most helps a woman reach orgasm.1545)
The first swivel-up lipstick in a tube appeared in 923.1546) There is an official ‘The world is flat’
club in America with 2members that really believes such.1547)5The area behind Neptune is
called the Kuiper belt. It is a disc shaped region of comets, asteroids and dwarf planets,
including Pluto. There are estimated thousands of bodies larger than 0 km and trillions of
comets. Even the big bodies are not typical asteroids, but frozen liquids and gasses such as
methane, ammonia and water.1548) The word “buck” as a reference to money dates back to



days before paper when Americans traded animal and elk bucks for goods and
services.1549)Almonds are a member of the peach family.1550)3In 1907, an ad campaign for
Kellogg's Corn Flakes offered a free box of cereal to any woman who would wink at her
grocer.1551) You’ll find over 35,000 hotel rooms in Toronto.1552)The original story from "Tales
of 0Arabian Nights" begins, "Aladdin was a little Chinese boy."1553) The Canadian flag with a
red maple leaf1554) In Hitchcock’s The Birds (1963), live trained birds were thrown at actress
Tippi Hedren (1930-). For part of the sequence, some birds were tied to her with nylon threads
so they wouldn’t fly away. Shooting would stop every few minutes so blood could be painted on
her skin and her clothing could be torn.1555)Messages from the human brain travel along
nerves at up to 200 miles an hour (3km/h).1556)Hockey and lacrosse are Canada’s national
sports.1557) The biggest hunter was the Spinosaurus (“spine lizard”). It was up to 49 feet (m)
long.1558)$260 billion is the estimated annual economic loss from poor water and sanitation in
developing countries.71559) 1In the 1970s, Mattel sold a doll called "Growing Up Skipper." Her
breasts grew when her arm was turned.1560)5Josh Hutcherson was scared to death of the
wicked witch of the west in ‘The Wizard Of Oz’ and even had nighmares about her!1561) 7The
‘Big O’ is actually possible… during childbirth1562)Duke University and University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, US1563) 2Breathtaking scenery and world-class skiing make Colorado
a prime tourist destination. The main tourist attractions in the state include Rocky Mountain
National Park, Curecanti National Recreation Area, Mesa Verde National Park, the Great Sand
Dunes and Dinosaur National Monuments, Colorado National Monument, and the Black
Canyon of the Gunnison National Monument.1564) After leaving Harrow in 1893 with average
academic results, Churchill applied to attend the Royal Military College, in Sandhurst. But the
future military commander struggled with the entrance exam – taking THREE attempts before
eventually passing in 1893.1565)5The international telephone dialing code for Antarctica is
672.1566)Illumise and Volbeat can be found all day in Diamond and Pearl, unlike real fireflies
who are nocturnal1567) Belgians are credited with inventing oil painting in the mid-1700’s, with
Jan van Eyck believed a major pioneer.1568)Shakespeare invented the word “assassination”
and “bump”.1569) 3Great structures were an important means of stating Roman power1570)
4Jupiter is the biggest planet in our system, over 300 times bigger than Earth. It is so big that it
is sometimes considered a failed star.1571) It is also home to Golden Lancehead. Its venom is
capable of melting human flesh.1572) Donkeys kill more people annually than planes
crash.1573)9If the Earth were the size of a quarter, the Sun would be as large as a 9 foot ball
and would be located a football field distance from the Earth.1574)A passionate kiss causes
the same chemical reactions in the brain that skydiving and firing a gun do.1575) 6There are
293 ways to make change for a dollar.1576) 39/ Giraffes often sleep for only minutes in any
hours. They may sleep up to 2 hours (in spurts – not all at once), but this is rare. They never lie
down.1577) 6Apple launched a clothing line in 198It was described as a “train wreck” by
others.1578) Months that begin on a Sunday will always have a "Friday the th."1579) 4Dirk
Diggler’s penis in Boogie Nights measured inches, half an inch more than its inspiration, John
Holmes. Michael Fassbender’s wang has yet to be measured. Except, presumably, by Michael
Fassbender.1580)Though tattooing is prohibited in prisons, prisoners still manage to make
tattoo machines out of electric shavers, needles, and guitar strings and ink reservoirs from the
barrels of ballpoint pens. The marijuana leaf, the number , the th letter of the alphabet (M for
marijuana) are popular as are birds (freedom or power), skulls, and other symbols of death,
spiders, roses, snakes, and religious images. Teardrops at the corners of the eyes represent
time spent in prison, murders committed, or deaths of fellow gang members. 1581)
Calpurnia1582)To deter pirating, the Goblet of Fire film reels were code named "Happy



Days."1583)Seeing something like this is a good reminder that someday, i might be able to talk
to her.1584) JORDAN SPIETH WON $61,86LESS AT THE MASTERS THAN ARNOLD
PALMER WON IN HIS ENTIRE CAREER.1585)Only .percent of a lobster's eggs will live more
than six weeks.1586)An ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain.1587) Since the Pyrenees
Mountains were such a significant barrier in the north, and Spain is just 9 miles from Morocco
in the south, Spain shares much of its early history with Africa.1588)Garfield Arthur “Gar”
Wood, speedboat racer, inventor, USA1589) Perhaps the only Quechua word to make it into
the English lexicon is charqui (dried llama meat), which became “jerky.”1590) It is believed that
the Swiss musical form of yodeling began during the early Stone Age and has a long tradition
outside of Switzerland as well. In Switzerland, it is said to have developed from a form of long-
distance communication and cow-calls.[18]1591) Women in Iraq traditionally had more
freedom than in other countries in the region. However, since the Gulf War, their situation has
become increasingly worse. Religious groups try to force women to cover up and threaten
women wearing Western-style clothes. Additionally, increasing numbers of Iraqi women are
being sold into sex slavery due to the waning economy.1592) In Southeast Asia, small club-
footed bats roost inside bamboo stalks. To reach their home, the bats squeeze into an opening
as small as 0.4 inches—about the width of a fingernail.1593)See this video of size
comparison:1594)49Tasmania is said to have the cleanest air in the world.1595) Large bodies
of water often symbolize the unconscious, so dreams of drowning may indicate being
overwhelmed by unconscious, repressed issues. Drowning can also symbolize that the
dreamer is entering a new stage of development and that the old self is “dying.”1596) 19The
first US Patent was for manufacturing potassium carbonate (used in glass and gunpowder). It
was issued to Samuel Hopkins on July 31, 1970.1597) Lightning strikes about 6,000 times per
minute on this planet.1598) 3There have been six Roman Catholic Popes during the Queen's
reign (Pius XII, John XXIII, Paul VI, John Paul I, John Paul II and Benedict XVI).1599)
Dalmatians and Peter Pan are the only two Disney cartoon features with both parents that are
present and do not die throughout the movie.1600) Take a bath: Body odor comes from a
second kind of sweat— a fatty secretion produced by the apocrine sweat glands. The odor is
caused by bacteria on the skin eating and digesting those fatty compounds.1601) 2Cows can
sleep standing up, but they can only dream lying down.1602)6Michael Mann of Penn State
University has actually shown that the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age did in fact
exist, which contrasts with his earlier work which produced the “hockey stick graph” which
showed a constant temperature over the past thousand years or so followed by a recent
dramatic upturn.1603) More people are afraid of spiders than death. Amazingly, few people are
afraid of Champagne corks even though you are more likely to be killed by one than by a
spider.1604) Upright, stiff, rapid tail movement is not wagging or "friendly" but indicates a dog
who's rather excited and focused.1605)Over 95% of Saudi Arabia is desert or semi-
desert1606)4There is a symphonic Finnish prog-rock concept album about Scrooge
mcduck.1607) The six official languages of the U.N. are: English, French, Arabic, Chinese,
Russian and Spanish.1608)Did you knowan ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain1609)
1Experiments show that male rhesus macaque monkeys will pay to look at pictures of female
rhesus macaques' bottoms.1610) In addition, each town will honor its patron with an additional
day off.1611) I wish she knew how much I worry about our future and my ability to provide for
her the life I know she deserves.1612) Annual Rotary Themes1613) 1And every single one of
those 7 octillion atoms is billions of years old.1614) The average human produces about three
to eight ounces of feces a day.1615) Starved-japan1616) 4The average length of a Best
Picture Academy Award-winning film is two hours and minutes.1617) 4If You Make Him Watch



A Chick Flick, At Least Give Him A Blowjob Afterwards1618) 48Bruce Lee was so fast that they
actually had to slow the film down so you could see his moves.1619) 2Calvin Klein's Obsession
for Men is used by researchers to attract animals to cameras in the wilderness.1620)Dolphins
sleep with one eye open. Tweet this.1621) Worked as a delivery boy at the Jersey Observer
newspaper and later as a riveter at the Tiejent & Lang shipyard.1622)In China and Japan, bats
are symbols of happiness. In Chinese, the words for “bat” and “good fortune” are both
pronounced “fu.”1623)William Burke and William Hare are the world’s most notorious body
snatchers. Over a 2-month period during 827–8, they murdered over a dozen people in
Edinburgh, Scotland, and sold their corpses to a local anatomy school desperate for fresh
bodies to dissect.1624) After the destruction of the La Navidad garrison, Columbus created a
new colony named Isabella (after the queen) 75 miles away. Over the next three years, it would
be the center of the most horrific destruction and bloodshed the land had ever
seen.1625)When we see an image, the human eye captures the inverted image of it. It is the
brains interpretation that makes us to see the upside down captured image in to a normal erect
image.1626)Tattooing was introduced at Auschwitz in the autumn of 94and at Birkenau the
next March. These two camps were the only two camps to tattoo prisoners. Prisoners were
tattooed on the chest and, more commonly, on the arms. Only those fit to work were
tattooed.1627) In 87, Harvard established one of the first vivisection laboratories in the
country.1628)William C. Coleman, founder Coleman Co. (camping equipment, e.g., lanterns,
stoves, and coolers)1629) Auckland, New Zealand, is called the “city of sails.” It has the highest
boat ownership per capita in the world. On the last Monday of January, the Auckland
Anniversary Regatta takes place. With more than 1,000 entries, it is the world’s biggest one-
day yachting event.1630) 50. X-rays were discovered in 189by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen.1631)
Only seven items on the mcdonald’s menu contain no sugar.1632)Franklin Roosevelt spent
$15,000 for a destroyer to pick up his Scottie in the Aleutian Islands1633) Ethiopia is
considered the originator of honey wine, or t’ej, which the rest of the world knows as
mead.1634) The highest temperatures ever recorded were 41C (5F) from July 7-in 1936.1635)
4Antarctica is the only land on our planet that is not owned by any country.1636)Maine is the
only state whose name is just one syllable.1637)The "caduceus" the classical medical symbol
of two serpents wrapped around a staff comes from an ancient Greek legend in which snakes
revealed the practice of medicine to human beings. 1638)4Nigeria first coup was in January
1966.1639)Humans have shed around 40 pounds of skin in their lifetime.1640) 30Unlike the
Earth, the Sun is completely gaseous, there is no solid surface on the Sun.1641) Interesting
Facts about Chinese Inventions and Discoveries:1642) The brain takes the longest of any
organ to develop and goes through more changes than any other organ.1643) No more bottles
or cans with brown stains running down the sides.1644) 6The world’s first airline was founded
on in 1909, in Frankfurt. It is called DELAG, expanding as Deutsche Luftschiffahrts-
Aktiengesellschaft which translates to German Airship Transport Corporation.1645) 55/ More
germs are transferred shaking hands than kissing.1646) 9Obama worked as a summer
associate at tobama Sidley Austin law firm in Chicago1647)It is rare for serial killers to prey on
people from another race. Consequently, because most serial killers are white, so are most of
their victims (89%).1648) It is said that Winston Churchill was the only person whom Field
Marshal Montgomery would allow to smoke in his presence1649)Prisoners
called Sonderkommando were forced to bury corpses or burn them in ovens. Fewer than of the
thousands of Sonderkommando survived, though buried and hidden accounts of some were
found later at camps.1650)8A dog’s heart beats up to 1times per minute, or 50% faster than
the average human heartbeat of 80 times per minute1651) Hummingbirds have the ability to fly



backwards.1652)Only about 40% of school-aged children attend school regularly.1653) A
single bat can eat more than 600 bugs in one hour, which is like a person eating pizzas a
night.1654) The average person's left hand does 56% of the typing.1655)Caffeine is on the
International Olympic Committee list of prohibited substances1656)1Thu Phap calligraphy
involves “blowing beauty into every single character.”1657) 5Most dust particles in your house
are made from dead skin.1658)80. Her fame was such that ESPN noted her death on the
"Bottom Line," its on-screen sports ticker, on all of its networks.1659) 2This was the second
time Parks had encountered the bus driver, James Blake. In 943, he ordered her to leave the
bus and re-enter through the rear door, as was the law. When Parks exited the bus, Blake
drove off and left her in the rain. 1660)Bees have five eyes.1661) Find out
more1662)4Skeletons and zombies on soul sand won't burn in the day1663)Christopher
Columbus made four trips across the Atlantic Ocean from Spain, in the years 492, 493, 498,
and 50His goal: to find a direct water route west from Europe to Asia. He never found the route.
He did find America—specifically, the Caribbean Islands, South America, and Central
America.1664) Lions do not live in the jungle, even though they have been dubbed "King of the
Jungle"1665)Baby robins eat feet of earthworms every day1666)8Your doctor's political
preferences can influence the treatment they recommend.1667) Wyoming was the first state to
give women the right to vote in 1869.1668)1947-48: During Harold Adams’ year singing
became a regular part of the program. A quartet made up of Walt Thoresen, Walt Dolfini, Herb
Kramer and Ray Watkins sang such favorites as “When the Bell in the Lighthouse rings Ding-
Dong”1669) Rotarian Hank Pierson’s father and Rotarian Greg Pierson’s grandfather Ernest
Pierson owned that land. Rather than ask them for the land, the school district took it by
eminent domain. It was a very sore subject with Mr. Pierson. That alone could have killed this
project, but both Hank and Greg were very supportive, and in the end Greg’s contribution was
huge.1670) Collective nouns for adult cats include "clowder," "clutter," "glaring," and
"pounce."1671) Outdoor play is a critical and natural part of child development1672) 20The
human heart creates enough pressure in the bloodstream to squirt blood 30 feet.1673)Richard
Milhous Nixon (19-199was the first president to visit all 50 states and the first to visit China. He
is the only president to resign.1674)7The world's fastest man is Tim Montgomery who ran 0
meters in 9.78 seconds.1675) The government of Hungary printed the highest denomination
ever created in 194It printed a bank note worth 0 quintillion pengoes. A hundred quintillion
looks like this: 0,000,000,000,000,000,000.1676) 90. Tourism brings such a boost to the local
economy that unemployment is at just 4.2% – compared to the Spanish national average of
4%. Not bad!1677) There are up to 60 million feral cats in the United States alone.1678) A
parasitic fungus turns ants into zombies1679) 36 billion steps of DNA are contained in a single
cell. 1680)There were always 56 curls in Shirley Temple's hair.1681) The first Rotary club in
South America was chartered in Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1918.1682)In 1969, Apollo
1commander Neil Armstrong called Houston, Texas, from the moon. The first word spoken on
the moon in 1969 was “Houston.”1683)On November , 1918, Poland declared itself a republic,
independent of Russia. Poles have celebrated their Independence Day as a national holiday on
November th since 193However, public celebration of the holiday was forbidden from 1939–
1989, while Poland was under a Communist government. Since the collapse of that
government, Independence Day has become the most important Polish national holiday.
[15]1684) Facts-about-China1685)According to the Greek myth, the name Europe came from
the Phoenician princess Europa who was seduced by Zeus, when he disguised himself as a
bull and then took her to Crete.1686)30Hummingbirds can"t walk.1687) Kittens in the same
litter can have more than one father. This is because the female cat releases multiple eggs



over the course of a few days when she is in heat.1688)Queen Elizabeth II holds the record for
appearing on more currency than any other person. Her portrait has appeared on the currency
of more than 30 different countries.1689) Orangutan, or “man of the forest” in Malay, is humans’
closest relative and Asia’s only great ape. Orangutans can be found only in the wild in Borneo
and Sumatra.1690) He drifted into sports reporting and then was asked to fill in on a late-night
phone in programme. After that everything changed.1691) Elephants are one of the few
mammals that cannot jump.1692) The February of 186is the only month in recorded history not
to have a full moon.1693)Is in orbit around the Sun.1694)Poland has 20,562 square miles
(32,255 kmof area, which makes the country slightly smaller than New Mexico.1695) Canadian
researchers have found that Einstein's brain was 15% wider than normal.1696) Super Bowl
weekend is the second-biggest grilling weekend of the year. July 4th is the first.1697)
Buttermilk does not contain any butter1698) Some of the funniest tattoo misspellings include
“Beautiful Tradgedy”, “Tradgey/Comedy”, “Fuck the Systsem”, “Chi-tonw”, “I’m Awsome”,
“Sweet Pee”, “Tomarrow Never Knows”, “Leave a coment below”, “Your Next”, “Exreme”, and
“Eat & Drink Today Fore We Die Tomorrow."1699) Do you know someone who is looking to
make a significant impact on the world by promoting tolerance and cooperation? Each year
Rotary funds some of the world’s most dedicated and brightest professionals to study at our
Rotary Peace Centers. These fellows are committed to the advancement of peace, and often
go on to serve as leaders in national governments, ngos, the military, law enforcement, and
international organizations such as the United Nations and World Bank. Each year, Rotary
selects individuals from around the world to receive fully funded academic fellowships at one of
our peace centers:1700)Pregnancy improves your metabolism to compensate for your weight
gain.1701) Sir Sigmund Sternberg, businessman and philanthropist, England1702) When the
Titanic sank, people were on it. Only 70survived.1703)3A female mosquito can live up to 0
days.1704) 5Half of all bank robberies take place on a Friday.1705) Every time you lick a stamp
you consume 1/of a calorie.1706) Mart1707) It's been said that players with brown eyes are
better hitters than those with blue eyes.1708) 1The film’s costume designers made a minimum
of 1,800 elaborate costumes for the citizens of the Capitol.1709) 2Britannia was first used by
Elizabeth when she embarked from Tobruk, Libya, with the Duke of Edinburgh on May , 954,
for the final stage of their Commonwealth tour returning to the Pool of London. The last time
Elizabeth was onboard for an official visit was on Aug. 9, 997, for a visit to Arran,
Scotland.1710) Some sharks can bite hard enough to cut through a thick piece of steel. Like
lions and other predators, sharks usually kill only when they are hungry, which isn’t very often.
Some sharks can live a year without eating, living off the oil they stored in their bodies.1711)
Rowling said her favorite beast in the series is the phoenix, a mythical sacred bird who ignites
into flames when it reaches 500 or 1,000 years old only to emerge from the flames as a new
and young phoenix.1712) The Talmud is very strict about banning extramarital sex—but also
enforcing marital sex. The Talmud even lays out a timetable for how often husbands should
“rejoice” their wives. For men of independent means, every day; for laborers, twice a week; for
ass-drivers, once a week; for camel-drivers, once in 30 days; and for sailors, once in six
months.1713) The humble origins of the smiley face1714) Six cities in Canada have a
population of over million: Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton and Ottawa.1715)
The Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) is home to the world’s largest parking lot.
The Rick Husband Amarillo International Airport has the third largest runway in the world and
is the alternate landing site for the space shuttle. Texas has more airports than any other state
in the country.1716) 2Chewing gum while you cut an onion will help keep you from
crying.1717) Sixty percent of the human body nerve ends in the forehead and the hands.1718)



50. Obama keeps on Obama desk a carving of a wooden hand holding an egg, a Kenyan
symbol for tobama fragility of life1719) 3The cast had a swear jar, and whenever an older cast
member would swear in front of a younger star, they had to put money in the jar.1720) Peanuts
are one of the ingredients of dynamite.1721) The world’s most northerly sand dunes are in
Athabasca Provincial Park in northwest Saskatchewan. They are 30 metres high.1722) Some
Wookie suits were made from human hair.1723) The plague that existed in England (medieval
times) still exists today. The chance of getting the plague is close to none. The last time a
person died from the plague was in 2005.1724)Nigeria is also among the top five countries in
the world with unexplored natural gas reserves.1725) Sports command the biggest television
audiences, led by the summer Olympics, World Cup Football and Formula One racing.1726) In
God, We Trust was placed on all U.S. bills during the Cold War as a way to express the United
States' anti-communist beliefs1727) Iraqis are considered Caucasian1728) 1The leg bones of
a bat are so thin that no bat can walk.1729) 7Caligula (ruled 37 –4AD) is generally accepted as
Rome’s worst emperor1730)8The number of Catholics in the country is under 2% of the
population.1731) Malian sailors got to America in 1AD, 18years before Columbus. An Egyptian
scholar, Ibn Fadl Al-Umari, published on this sometime around 4In the tenth chapter of his
book, there is an account of two large maritime voyages ordered by the predecessor of Mansa
Musa, a king who inherited the Malian throne in 1This mariner king is not named by Al-Umari,
but modern writers identify him as Mansa Abubakari II.1732) 7Her funeral service was seven
hours long and was held on November 2, 2005, at the Greater Grace Temple Church in
Detroit.1733)The caterpillars of some Snout Moths (Pyralididae) live in or on water-
plants.1734) In the morning, a person is about 8 millimetres taller than in the
evening.1735)About 500 movies are made in the US and 800 in India annually.1736)In B/R/Y,
Pokemon did not heal when placed in the PC unlike in all the other games.1737) No piece of
paper can be folded in half more than eight times by human hands.1738)Beer is officially
considered a food in Bavaria.1739) Harrison had a pet billy goat at the White House.1740) A
representative from Oklahoma, Linda Larsen attempted to lower the divorce rate by proposing
a law that would require the following before a marriage license would be issued: neither party
should snore, at least one meal a week should be prepared by the non-primary cook,
toothpaste should be squeezed from the bottom of the tube, pantyhose shouldn’t be left
hanging in the shower, and the toilet seat should always be down when not being used.1741) 2
The human brain can hold more information than the biggest Encyclopaedia1742)23 The
colour red doesn't really make bulls angry; they are color-blind.1743) When asked to decode a
silent movie, 87% of women in a study were able to guess what was happening, but men could
guess correctly just 42% of the time. Homosexual men and men in highly emotional jobs
(nursing, teaching, and acting) did nearly as well as women.1744) A male duck is called a
drake, a female is called a duck. Babies are called ducklings.1745)The tattoo policy of the US
Marine Corps is 32 pages long.1746)The oldest cat on record was Crème Puff from Austin,
Texas, who lived from 96to August 6, 2005, three days after her 38th birthday. A cat typically
can live up to years, which is equivalent to about 9human years.1747) 2The Battle of Abritus in
25AD saw two Roman Emperors killed1748)Zombie powder allegedly used in Haitian
zombification is made from poisons taken from animals, such as the spiky puffer fish, the hyla
tree frog, and the cane toad. In addition, the powders contain human remains as well as some
hallucinogens.1749) One of the more exotic Malaysian features of upriver sexuality on Borneo
is the palang (“penis pin”). The men entertain their women by drilling a hole in their organs, into
which they insert a range of items, aimed at attracting and satisfying their partners. Objects
ranging from pigs’ bristles and bamboo shavings to pieces of metal, seeds, and broken glass



have been used. It is said many Dayak men even have the tattoo man drill a hole through their
penises.1750) You Should Never Flirt With His Friend1751) The thumbnail grows the slowest,
the middle nail the fastest, nearly 4 times faster than toenails.1752) She told the Drevlyans that
she had accepted a suitor and organized a party in a bath house. After the guests arrived, the
doors were barred shut and the bath house was burned down. 1753)2Bart’s locker combination
is 36-24-26.1754)All of the clocks in the movie ‘Pulp Fiction’ are stuck at 4:20.1755) 6Obama
wears Hart Schaffner Marx suits1756) The original Pokemon prototype was built on A NES.
This was done due to the NES having similar physical power to A game Boy.1757) A Parthian
warrior1758) King Harold II of England had several tattoos. His tattoos were used to identify his
body after the Battle of Hastings in 66.1759) One in every five people in the world is Chinese.
China’s population is estimated to reach a whopping ,338,62,968 by July 200China’s
population is four times that of the United States.1760) In the 1980 2s, attempts were made to
farm Puffins, but they proved too hard to herd, despite the use of specialist dogs.1761) Find
out more (Financial Times)1762) 5Pulp members Jarvis Cocker and Steve Mackey and
Radiohead’s Jonny Greenwood and Phil Selway were four of The Weird Sisters in Harry Potter
and the Goblet of Fire. Jason Buckle (All Seeing I) and Steven Claydon (Add n to (x))
completed the line up.1763)Don’t compare me to your friends’ husbands. 1764)2people die in
the U.S. every year from dog bites1765) A human sneeze creates a blast of air that can be
moving more than 0 miles per hour.1766) Ireland, Denmark, and other EU nations have started
to tax cattle owners on cow flatulence. The tax is $per cow in Ireland and $1per cow in
Denmark. They hope to curb greenhouse gases, of which cows are responsible for 18%.1767)
Spain and Portugal provide most of the world’s cork. Cork trees flourish in the dry Meseta
region in Spain.1768) Justin’s Twitter account is worth over $9,000,000. – O m g1769) While
general vocabulary and knowledge about the world often stays sharp through one’s 70s,
memory for names begins to decline as early as age 3The ability to recognize faces and find
one’s car has already begun to wane by the 20s. However, research shows that brain
stimulation not only stops cells from shrinking, but it can also increase brain cell and dendrite
branching.1770) In Chinese, the KFC slogan “finger lickin’ good” comes out as “eat your fingers
off”.1771) 5Crassus was legendarily wealthy1772) In Mongolia, there are times more horses
than humans, and sheep outnumber humans 35 to [20]1773) Thomas Ahearn invented the
electric cooking range in 882.1774) The IRS estimates that in 2007, Americans who didn’t pay
their taxes collectively owed more than $345 billion in taxes.1775) Lobster meat is a great
source of protein, providing grams of protein per cup.1776) 18Dueling is legal in Paraguay as
long as both parties are registered blood donors.1777) The aroma of wine can arouse both
men and women. The scents of many wines are believed to replicate human pheromones, the
chemical substances that cause behavioral responses in humans.1778) The oldest, continually
operating school in the world is the University of Karueein, founded in A.D. 859 in Fez,
Morocco. Originally a mosque, it was founded by a woman, Fatima al-Fihri. The oldest
university is usually considered to be Nalanda University in India, founded in the 5th century
A.D.1779) 2Their cuisine is well known for its balance of the five Asian elements; spicy, sour,
bitter, salty and sweet.1780) Cleveland was named Fitness Magazine's least-healthiest
President due to the fact that he loved drinking beer, cigar smoking and weighed 250
pounds.1781) 4Don’t wake your sleeping baby unless you absolutely have too. Feeding
schedules, shmeeding schedules. Let the baby sleep. (You’re welcome.)1782) Every continent
begins and ends in the same letter.1783)Researchers note that not only are standard slaughter
practices unethical, there are often reports of intentional abuse of animals by workers. For
example, at the Pilgrim’s Pride slaughterhouse, which supplies KFC restaurants, a videotape



shows workers kicking and stomping on chickens and smashing them against walls.
Employees also ripped birds’ beaks off, twisted their heads off, and broke them in half—while
the birds were still alive.1784)In America, 40% of the births come from unmarried
women.1785) Lowest temperature ever recorded in Oklahoma was -2degrees in Vinita on Feb.
3, 905, and in Watts on Jan. 8, 930.1786) Rubber bands last longer when refrigerated.1787)
Endangered snakes include the San Francisco garter snake, eastern indigo snake, the king
cobra, and Dumeril’s boa.[16]1788) Peru is the world’s largest exporter of asparagus, with over
7,000 metric tons in 2021789) Pikachu is in all six regional Pokedexes, Despite the fact that it
is only known to be native to Kanto.1790) The first of Heracles' twelve labours, set by King
Eurystheus (his cousin) was to slay the Nemean lion1791) "U.S. oil production grew more in
20than in any year in the history of the domestic industry, which began in 859," writes Tom
Fowler of The Wall Street Journal.1792) Fact 2: Emissions like carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide
and other greenhouses gases will remain in the atmosphere for many years making impossible
to eliminate global warming for several decades.1793) Thus, we will not say that Greeks fight
like heroes, but that heroes fight like Greeks.Winston Churchill1794) WHEN 7-UNDERDOG
CASSISUS CLAY (WHO WOULD CHANGE HIS NAME TO MUHAMMAD ALI DAYS LATER)
DEFEATED SONNY LISTON IN MIAMI BEACH IN 1964, THE 16,000-SEAT ARENA WAS
HALF-EMPTY.1795) Julius Nepos still claimed to be Western Roman Emperor until 480
AD1796) 1A Surprising Effect1797) 2Under extreme high pressure, diamonds can be made
from peanut butter. – Source1798) 8Bimbo's voice varied from cartoon to cartoon. For the most
part, his voice was deeper, more human than the squeaky Mickey Mouse.1799) ONLY THREE
ACTIVE PLAYERS ARE IN THE TOP 50 ON THE ALL-TIME MLB HOME RUN LIST, YET 27
OF THE TOP 50 HAVE PLAYED IN THE PAST YEARS.1800)Diabetes is a silent epidemic and
according to WHO there are 246 million people in the world living with diabetes. This is almost
6% of the world's adult population. 1801) Insuring Tradition1802)In the years after the Civil
War, the national divorce rate increased 150%.1803) 5According to OED, Cornish and Welsh
have had less influence on the English language than Hawaiian, Swahili or Zulu.1804) 3Dog’s
nose prints are as unique as a human’s finger prints and can be used to accurately identify
them1805)Internal Organs1806)In Quitman, Georgia, chickens may not cross the road.1807)
2If you fell into a black hole, you would stretch like spaghetti.1808)
Donaudampfschifffahrtselektrizitätenhauptbetriebswerkbauunterbeamtengesellschaft is the
longest word to be published. It is 79 letters long.1809) Evangelical Lutheran Church is the
state church of Iceland.1810) 8Autopsies and caesarean operations were routinely and
effectively carried out by surgeons in pre-colonial Uganda. The surgeons routinely used
antiseptics, anaesthetics and cautery iron. Commenting on a Ugandan caesarean operation
that appeared in the Edinburgh Medical Journal in 1884, one author wrote: “The whole conduct
of the operation . . . Suggests a skilled long-practiced surgical team at work conducting a well-
tried and familiar operation with smooth efficiency.”1811) There are more plastic flamingos in
the U.S that there are real ones.1812) For every five German soldiers who died in WWII, four
of them died on the Eastern Front.1813) 5In 56 BC the three met to renew their by then fragile
alliance1814) Smelling bananas and/or green apples (smelling, not eating) can help you lose
weight.1815) Find out more (Guardian)1816) In “Silence of the Lambs”, Hannibal Lector
(Anthony Hopkins) never blinks.1817) Throwing a baseball significantly faster than 0 mph is
nearly impossible. Speeds over that would create too much torque in a pitcher’s arm, leading to
snapped tendons and ligaments.1818) Saudi Arabia remains an absolute monarchy and has
the last significant monarchy in the world. The country has been ruled by the Al Saud family
since its inception as a nation on September 23, 932.1819) Justin doesn’t have a formspring



account.1820)8Don’t think about what others may say about your image. If you like it, it’s worth
publishing.1821) The composer of Sieg Heil actually attended Harvard1822)Andorra, a tiny
country between France & Spain, has the longest average lifespan: 83.49
years.1823)16Rubber bands last longer when refrigerated.1824) Cartooning in Japan began in
the 2th century, and today more paper is used for comics than for toilet paper in that
country.1825)We husbands like to engage in your activities but y’all should make an effort to
like our activities too.1826)The brain is much more active at night than during the day. Logically,
you would think that all the moving around, complicated calculations and tasks and general
interaction we do on a daily basis during our working hours would take a lot more brain power
than, say, lying in bed. Turns out, the opposite is true. When you turn off your brain turns on.
Scientists don’t yet know why this is but you can thank the hard work of your brain while you
sleep for all those pleasant dreams.1827) Friedrich von Schiller kept rotten apples in his desk.
He claimed that he needed the scent of their decay to help him write.1828)Surfers are more
likely to die from drowning than from a shark attack, but it is true that great whites can be
confused and intrigued by the shape of a surfboard. From beneath the surface, a great white
might mistake the board’s outline for that of a seal, walrus or sea lion.1829) I wish my wife truly
understood that sometimes I actually have nothing going on in my head.1830) The first cat in
space was a French cat named Felicette (a.k.a. “Astrocat”) In 1963, France blasted the cat into
outer space. Electrodes implanted in her brains sent neurological signals back to Earth. She
survived the trip.1831) The earliest copies of the Koran were not written in Arabic but in a
heavy script known as Kufic. Around A.D. 00, Kufic was replaced by Nashki, a lighter cursive
script joining letters together and still used in Saudi Arabia today. The Arabic alphabet probably
came into existence around the 4th century and had letters—consonants and six
vowels.1832)All public schools in Saudi Arabia are religious, and the state mandates daily
study of the Koran beginning in first grade and taking up roughly half the school day. At
elementary school level, religious studies average a total of 9 periods a week while math,
science, geography, history, and physical education combined average only periods a
week.1833) 1The chances of their book sequels ‘Catching Fire’ and ‘Mocking jay’ being
converted into films depended on the money the first movie made. Due to the success of the
first movie, ‘Catching Fire’ is now being produced.1834) District grants are grants that enable
clubs and districts to address immediate needs in their communities and abroad.1835)The
lightest cat on record is a blue point Himalayan called Tinker Toy, who weighed pound, ounces
(6g). Tinker Toy was 2.7inches (7 cm) tall and 7.inches (cm) long. 1836)Nutmeg is extremely
poisonous if injected intravenously.1837)Fingernails contain keratin and they seem to be
strongest component in the human body.1838)A shark is the only fish that can blink with both
eyes.1839)9"I tell young players who want to be coaches, who think they can put up with all the
headaches and heartaches: Can you live without it? If you can live without it, don't get in
it."1840) Rape is reported every six minutes in the U.S.1841) 90 percent of Instagram users
are younger than 351842) Fingernails grow nearly 4 times faster than toenails. If you notice
that you’re trimming your fingernails much more frequently than your toenails you’re not just
imagining it. The nails that get the most exposure and are used most frequently grow the
fastest. On average, nails on both the toes and fingers grow about one-tenth of an inch each
month.1843) Isaac Asimov is the only author to have a book in every Dewey-decimal
category.1844) Paul \1845) Thanks, Virginia!1846) The life expectancy for the Belgian
population is anywhere between 78-8years of age. 1847)Inn the great fire of 1666, half of
London was burnt down but only six people were injured.1848) Princess Olga1849)Fourth-
graders at mckinley Elementary School in Norman have spent the last few weeks learning



about Oklahoma. Librarian Jamie Johnson led the project with help from the fourth-grade
teachers, Dr. Cindy Taylor and Teresa Birden. These are some of the things they
found:1850)Three hundred million cells die in the human body every minute. While that sounds
like a lot, it’s really just a small fraction of the cells that are in the human body. Estimates have
placed the total number of cells in the body at -50 trillion so you can afford to lose a few
hundred million without a hitch.1851) 7Hamsters run up to 8 miles at night on a
wheel.1852)The best-value consumer purchase in terms of the price and usage is an electric
kettle.1853)Level 5: $250,000 to $499,0001854) Mcguinness has been a cricket fan since the
early 1970s and, according to UK Labour politician Peter Hain, is able to 'recite match statistics
and comment expertly' on the sport.1855)9Iceland’s revenue from whale watching exceeds any
income from whaling.1856)3Chocolate can kill dogs; it directly affects their heart and nervous
system.1857) 3The Nine Dynastic Urns symbolize sovereignty and are each named after an
Emperor.1858)3Current dimensions: Left Field: 3feet; Left-Center Field: 379 feet; Center Field:
390 feet; Deep Center Field: 4feet; Deep Right Field: 380 feet; Right Field : 302 feet1859)
Banging your head against a wall uses 150 calories a hour1860)There are two credit cards for
every person in the United States.1861) 5The Queen has met at Buckingham Palace the first
man in space, Russian major Yuri Gagarin; the first woman in space, Russian cosmonaut
Valentina Tereshkova; and the first men on the moon, American astronauts Neil Armstrong and
Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin, as well as their Apollo 1colleague Michael Collins.1862)The federal form
40 was introduced in 19and was required of U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents with a
net income of $3,000 or more for the taxable year. It consisted of just three pages.1863)Julius
Caesar banged Marcus Brutus’ mom. I think that is hilarious.1864) Windmills always turn
counter clockwise, except for the windmills in Ireland.1865)Cats have up to 0 different
vocalizations -dogs only have .1866)The sentence ‘the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog’ uses every letter in the English language.1867) 8"He wasn't just a coach. He was the
coach." -USC coach John mckay1868)Because metal was scarce, the Oscars given out during
World War II were made of wood.1869) 1The mortar used to bind the Great Wall’s stones was
made with sticky rice!1870) Hope this guy isn't in Topeka! It's illegal in Kansas to catch fish
with your bare hands.1871) Rowling claims that her wizarding world is purely imaginary and
she doesn’t believe in the kind of magic found in her books.[15]1872) 8QR codes have been
popping up in cemeteries. When you scan a code on a gravestone, you can read an obituary
and see photos of the deceased.1873)2Odd Facts About Your Body1874)In 2states, Wal-Mart
is the single largest employer.1875) While it is commonly thought that the ancient Egyptians
were the first to domesticate cats, the oldest known pet cat was recently found in a 9,500-year-
old grave on the Mediterranean island of Cyprus. This grave predates early Egyptian art
depicting cats by 4,000 years or more.1876) Construction on Saudi Arabia’s Kingdom Tower
began in 20The new, tallest building in the world will stand 3,0 feet (km) high and will dwarf the
Burj Khalifa hotel in Dubai by 600 feet (83 meters).1877) He might never ask for it, but he
wants it. And odds are, most, if not all of his former girlfriends wouldn’t let him. Let him have it
at least once, maybe on his birthday. It’ll be a bonding experience.1878) Your heart beats over
0,000 times a day.1879) It's a felony to rob someone else's lobster pots.1880)Began the
Diamond Jubilee World Tour in December 1990 to mark his 75th birthday.1881) 4‘Rubber
Duckie’ by Ernie on Sesame Street won a Grammy nomination in 1970. And reached 6 on the
charts.1882)The longest US highway is route 6 starting in Cape Cod, Massachusetts going
through 1states, and ending in Bishop, California.1883)80. Obama favorite book is “Moby-Dick”
by Obama rman Melville1884) All South Korean roofs are curved at the ends giving the
appearance of a smile.1885)According to The Huffington Post, cats typically sleep for to hours



a day.1886)8During your lifetime, you will produce enough saliva to fill two swimming
pools.1887) The view of downtown Toronto from Toronto Island1888)3She has given out
approximately 90,000 Christmas puddings to staff, continuing the custom of King George V
and King George VI. In addition, the Queen gives her entire staff gifts at Christmastime.1889)
Besides American lobsters, people also enjoy European lobsters, Spiny lobsters, scampi, and
crayfish.1890) The kidneys filter your blood up to 300 times per day.1891) 4On a pilgrimage to
Mecca in AD, a Malian ruler, Mansa Musa, brought so much money with him that his visit
resulted in the collapse of gold prices in Egypt and Arabia. It took twelve years for the
economies of the region to normalise.1892) Lions hunt mostly at night and have about a 50%
success rate.1893)6During the Coolidge presidency, the First Family had a pet raccoon named
Rebecca who liked to play in the White House bathtub.1894)There are thirty five dialects of the
German language.1895) 2Notch almost called Minecraft ‘Cavegame’ ( that wouldn't be
fun)1896) Erotica is sexually oriented material that is not considered "pornographic" to the
viewer.1897) A 3th-century Islamic writer described the circulation of blood some 400 years
before this was “discovered” in Europe.1898) Unlike fish, sharks do not have a swim bladder to
keep them afloat—for this, sharks instead have a large oil-filled liver. Sharks that spend a lot of
time on the surface, such as whale and basking sharks, have a massive liver.1899) The
biggest member of the cat family is the male lion, which weighs 5 pounds (240
kilograms).1900)During Biblical times, shoes were seen as a badge of authority because they
lifted a person off the ground, differentiating them from barefoot slaves and serfs. They were
used to seal a bargain and fathers would give his son-in-law a pair on the wedding day as
symbol of transferring authority.1901) Hogwarts was founded 1,000 years ago by Godric
Gryffindor (fire/lion), Salazar Slytherin (water/serpent), Helga Hufflepuff (earth/badger), and
Rowena Ravenclaw (air/raven). Its crest includes each of the animal representations of the four
founders.1902) As a teenager, Columbus started working on trade ships that passed through
his hometown1903)8Chimpanzees use tools more than any other animal except man.1904) A
rhinoceros horn is made of compacted hair.1905) Hippos are more dangerous than lions1906)
The majority of serial killer arrests are done by patrol officers doing their everyday duties and
unrelated to the ongoing serial murder investigation. For example, Larry Yeler was arrested
during a traffic stop for a parking violation and Ted Bundy was arrested during a traffic stop for
a stolen car.1907) Pinterest statistics1908) Asteroids can vary in size from a few meters to
hundreds of kilometers.1909) Mongolian warlord Genghis Khan was voted one of Time
magazine’s “25 Most Important Political Icons of All Time” in 20[29]1910) The space between
the eyebrows is called the "glabella," which is derived from the Latin word glabellus, meaning
smooth.1911) The phrase “to pay through the nose” has its roots from the Danes in Ireland.
The Danes would slit the noses of the Irish who would not pay a Danish poll tax.1912)
Tanzania has the largest population of lions in Africa.1913) Earwax production is necessary for
good ear health. While many people find earwax to be disgusting, it’s actually a very important
part of your ear’s defense system. It protects the delicate inner ear from bacteria, fungus, dirt
and even insects. It also cleans and lubricates the ear canal.1914) 17The tooth is the only part
of the human body that can't repair itself.1915) The youngest soldier in the Civil War was a 9-
year-old boy from Mississippi. The oldest was an 80-year-old from Iowa. More than ,000
soldiers serving in the Union Army were under years old.1916) 2The "Arsenal" letters outside
the football club's stadium are an anti-attack measure.1917) Don’t upset the puffins. The
seabird mafia has a long memory and an even longer arm. Well, not an arm, a wing.1918) The
ant always falls over on its right side when intoxicated.1919) Funny Facts1920) Of the nearly
200,000 African Americans who fought for the North, more than 0,000 were runaway slaves.



The number of African Americans who enlisted in the Union Army was larger than the number
of soldiers in the entire Confederate Army in the final months of the war. Twenty-five African
American soldiers were awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. Approximately 35,000 of
the nearly 200,000 died during the war.1921) 6The Queen has attended 56 royal Maundy
services (religious services on the day preceding Good Friday to honor the service of elderly
people in their communities and the church) in 43 cathedrals during her reign. A total of
6,7people have received Maundy money, coins minted especially for the occasion, in
recognition of their service. Elizabeth has missed only four services — two for official tours and
two for the births of Prince Andrew and Prince Edward.1922) Rats multiply so quickly that in
months, two rats could have over million descendants.1923) Sometimes, life is hard. Work can
be hard. Responsibilities can be hard. But when you know that your wife is on your team, it
makes a world of difference. Thanks for being so supportive!1924)1The Queen and her
husband, the Duke of Edinburgh, introduced small, informal luncheon parties at Buckingham
Palace to meet distinguished people from all professions, trades and vocations. The first was
held on May , 1956, and the tradition continues to this day. There are usually six to eight guests
and two members of the royal household in attendance.1925) The American Humane
Association (AHA) objected to the scene in the Shawshank Redemption (99where the
character Brooks feeds his crow a maggot. The AHA stated it was cruel to the maggot, and it
required that the crow be fed a maggot that had died from natural causes.1926) A 20Gallup
poll reveals that 59% of those asked said “medical testing” on animals is morally acceptable.
Thirty-four percent said it was morally wrong. Another 4% said it depends on the
situation.1927) Pogonophobia is the fear of beards.1928) A human head remains conscious for
about to seconds after it is been decapitated. While it might be gross to think about, the blood
in the head may be enough to keep someone alive and conscious for a few seconds after the
head has been separated from the body, though reports as to the accuracy of this are widely
varying.1929) After a Rotarian has indicated an intention to be a candidate for one of the
elective Rotary offices, he or she must refrain from speaking engagements, appearances or
publicity that could reasonably be construed as furthering his or her candidacy. The only
information that may be sent to clubs relating to candidates for an elective position is that
officially distributed by the general secretary of RI. A Rotarian who becomes a candidate for an
elective position, such as district governor or RI director, must avoid any action that would be
interpreted as giving him or her an unfair advantage over other candidates. In Rotary it is
believed that a Rotarian’s record of service and qualifications for office stand on their own and
do not require publicity or special promotion.1930)Uranus and Neptune may literally rain
diamonds, which then pile up miles-thick and those aren’t the only diamonds being produced in
space. – Source1931) 4Never judge your baby’s clothes by the numbers on the tag. If you think
that cutest-ever outfit for your baby is too big to pull out, do it anyway. It’s easier than you know
to miss the “right size” window.1932) 89.The longest recorded flight of a chicken is thirteen
seconds.1933)38The most dangerous animal in the world is the common housefly. Because of
their habits of visiting animal waste, they transmit more diseases than any other animal.1934)
Fact 7: Approximately 46% of the lakes in America are extremely polluted and hence risky for
swimming, fishing and aquatic life.1935)From 1979-1985, G.E. Smith (of G.E. Smith and the
Saturday Night Live Band) was the lead guitarist for Hall & Oates.1936)Gottlieb Daimler and
Karl Benz created the first motor-driven vehicles1937) Anacondas mate in a huge “breeding
ball.” The ball consists of female and nearly males. They stay in a “mating ball” for up to a
month.[17]1938)7It takes more calories to eat a piece of celery than the celery has in it to
begin with.1939) 2The average fox weighs pounds.1940) All 4 proffesors are named after



trees. Oak, Elm, Birch, & Rowan1941) 66 OF 01942)Betty Boop's Hollywood Mystery (198a
second animated musical special, was televised by CBS in 1989.1943) Sex is biochemically no
different from eating large quantities of chocolate.1944) The first CD pressed in the US was
Bruce Springsteen's "Born in the USA."1945)Made his movie debut in the musical ‘Higher and
Higher’ in 1943.1946)Find out more1947) One of Iraq’s distinctive plants is licorice, which has
been used for thousands of years for its health effects. Warriors in ancient armies found that
chewing it kept them from getting thirsty.[16]1948)2440 people are sent to the hospital for dog
bites every minute.1949) Quahogs are a species of clam.1950) 5Still Legends1951) 5She has
made a Christmas broadcast to the Commonwealth every year of her reign except 1969, when
a repeat of the film Royal Family was shown and a written message from the Queen issued. In
1953, she made her first Christmas broadcast from overseas, broadcasting live from New
Zealand. Her first televised broadcast was in 1957, made live. Her first prerecorded broadcast
took place in 1960, allowing transmission around the world.1952) When three-letter airport
codes became standard, airports that had been using two letters simply added an
X.1953)Commercially caught fish can take hours or even days to die. Hundreds of millions of
fish are caught on long lines every year. Once hooked, instead of being dragged on board, they
are left alive, struggling at the end of hooks until the trip is finished and the lines are pulled
aboard.1954)The name for Oz in the ‘Wizard of Oz’ was thought up when the creator, Frank
Baum, looked at his filing cabinet and saw A-N, and O-Z, hence ‘Oz’.1955) 150. Ancient
Egyptian priests would pluck every hair from their bodies.1956) Edward Carson played a game
called 'hurley' which resembled hockey and was imported from English public schools.1957)
4King Guijian1958) There are 2.3 billion active social media users1959) Before he was
president, Lincoln was a licensed bartender1960) The District Governors, who have been
extensively trained at the worldwide International Assembly, provide the “quality control” for the
34,500 plus Rotary clubs of the world. They are responsible for maintaining high performance
within the clubs of their district.1961) Fact 27: In India, the Ganges water is gradually becoming
septic, especially due to dumping of half burnt dead bodies and enshrouded babies.1962) In
India, it is considered a form of protection and luck to be symbolically married to a
tree.1963)Coconuts kill about 150 people each year. That’s more than sharks.1964)An iceberg
produces more heat than a lit match.1965) None of Cascoon's sprites show it with two eyes,
despite that it's been well-established it has two.1966) I wish my wife knew more patience. I’m
trying. 1967) Obesity is the top health problem among dogs.1968) 4Each of the outer planets
has rings around it, but only the Saturn’s’ are visible to us from Earth. These rings are
composed of small chunks of ice and rock, and they are surprisingly thin (less than a kilometer
thick).1969) Part 3: FOOD AND DRINKS1970) The Nullarbor Plain of Australia covers 0,000
square miles (160,900 km) without a tree.1971) The placement of a donkey’s eyes in its heads
enables it to see all four feet at all times.1972) 8Obama has said many of Obama friends in
Indonesia were “street urchins”1973) 5The cast weren’t allowed to take home mementos from
set.1974) The three largest, Rome, Alexandria (in Egypt) and Antioch (in modern Syria), were
each twice as large as the largest European cities at the start of the 17th century.1975) You
use 200 muscles to take one step.1976) 24Dog nose prints are as unique as human finger
prints and can be used to identify them.1977) “The most merciful thing that a family does to
one of its infant members is to kill it.”1978) 4 Nazi Germany and World War II in Europe1979)
2A note from the Titanic assistant ship's surgeon Dr John Simpson is also on display.1980)
During his entire life, Vincent Van Gogh sold exactly one painting, “Red Vineyard at
Arles”.1981) That the first American past time was incredibly violent wrestling. There were only
two chances to ever lose as the victor would take the loser’s eye as a trophy.1982) Spiders



have blue blood. In humans, oxygen is bound to hemoglobin, a molecule that contains iron and
gives blood its red color. In spiders, oxygen is bound to hemocyanin, a molecule that contains
copper rather than iron.1983)Tasmania is one of the world’s major suppliers of licit opiate
products1984)The Fieldfare bird's feces can kill an enemy bird1985) Modern Mexicans are a
unique blend of many ancient civilization and the Olmex, Zapotec, Toltec, Maya, Aztec, African,
French and Spanish.1986) Hundreds of animals were used by the U.S. military during the 2003
invasion of Iraq, including chickens, dogs, dolphins, and pigeons. Activists argued that the
military wasted animals needlessly when sophisticated technology could have been used
instead.1987) The only shellfish purification plant in MA is on Plum Island in Newburyport and
processes about 560 bushels of clams a week.1988) 6The smallest recorded exoplanet is
twice the size of the Moon, while the most massive has almost 30 times the mass of Jupiter.
This gas giant is so big that is uncertain whether it’s a planet, or a brown dwarf (the smallest
type of a star).1989) I hate war as only a soldier who has lived it can, only as one who has
seen its brutality, its futility, its stupidity.General Dwight D. Eisenhower1990) A rainbow can be
seen only in the morning or late afternoon. It can occur only when the sun is 40 degrees or
less above the horizon.1991) In the summer of 955 she attended the Highlander Folk School,
an education center for activism in workers' rights and racial equality in Monteagle,
Tennessee.1992) Fathers tend to determine the height of their child, mothers their
weight.1993) The now iconic "We Can Do It" poster was initially not intended for public display,
and only a small number of people saw it when it was first published in 194It only gained
popularity in the 1980s when the feminist movement appropriated the image.1994) May 1st,
Labor Day1995) No exactly a “no more” but, having to wonder about if the little skin flap thinger
in your lower lip, will it grow back or not?1996) Ko Hirasawa, anatomist and president of Kyoto
University, Japan1997) In 2009, there were around 9 million dairy cows in the U.S. Each cow
produced more than 20,000 pounds of milk. The combination of factory farming, high-tech
breeding, and modern medicine has led to an increase of milk per cow over time.1998) There
are an estimated 8million fake Facebook profiles1999) You sit on the biggest muscle in your
body, the gluteus maximus a.k.a. The butt.2000) A fully loaded supertanker traveling at normal
speed takes at least twenty minutes to stop.2001)58/ A healthy person has 6,000 million,
million, million haemoglobin molecules.2002) 3Drying fruit depletes it of 30-80% of its vitamin
and antioxidant content2003) 1For a long time the little, distant Pluto was listed as a planet, but
it has its own classification now: a dwarf planet.2004) "Jay" used to be slang for "foolish
person." So when a pedestrian ignored street signs, he was referred to as a "jaywalker."2005)
The vast majority of Muslims do not speak Arabic as their native tongue. Most Muslims are not
Arab.2006) 3Alabama-Georgia in 1960 was the first live sports telecast for Roone Arledge, who
became a legendary television programming pioneer for ABC and helped make legends out of
college coaches.2007) The Hyoid bone, in your throat is the only bone in your body which not
attached to other bones.2008) 2Frank Wathernam was the last prisoner to leave Alcatraz
prison on March 2, 963.2009) Most of the world's pineapples grow in Hawaii.2010)As an
orgasm becomes imminent in a woman, the vagina decreases in size by as much as 30%. This
contraction is most likely to help increase the sensitivity felt by the woman as she climaxes into
the orgasm.2011) People race boats with dragon designs at a Chinese festival in the
spring.2012)In Europe during the Middle Ages, the lord of the manor had a legal right to spend
the first night with any non-noble bride on his land (“le droit du seigneur” or “right of the
lord”).2013) Nigeria's colonial master is Britain.2014) Banging your head against a wall burns
150 calories an hour.2015)6Never shoot a person who doesn’t want to be photographed – ask
permission2016)Dinosaurs dominated Earth for over 6million years. Humans have been



around for only 2 million years.2017) 968-69: Charlie Strope chartered the Rotary club of
Southwest Eureka.With 53 Mondays and only one holiday, he had 52 meetings. A lumber
seminar brought visitors from as far away as Germany. It was mentioned in the Rotarian
Magazine. There was an old-timers day, a children’s day and a well remembered Stag
Night.2018)D/P was the first Generation that you could catch Porygon in the wild.2019) 60.
THE NIGHT BEFORE THE MIRACLE ON ICE, AMERICAN GOALIE JIM CRAIG PLAYED
THE VIDEO GAME CENTIPEDE WITH SOVIET STAR SERGEI MAKAROV AT THE OLYMPIC
VILLAGE.2020) German Shepherds @shepherdsdaily2021)Researchers believe the word
“tabby” comes from Attabiyah, a neighborhood in Baghdad, Iraq. Tabbies got their name
because their striped coats resembled the famous wavy patterns in the silk produced in this
city.2022) 9Bats always turn left when exiting a cave.2023) 3Swearing – When you’re hurt
cursing helps to reduce pain.2024) 7CUBS UBER-PROSPECT KRIS BRYANT, WHO WAS
CALLED TO THE MAJORS WITH MUCH FANFARE THIS MONTH, IS MONTHS OLDER
THAN BRYCE HARPER.2025) 9The Simpsons Shorts were edited out of The Tracey Ullman
Show in the UK, as there were feelings they wouldn’t translate to British audiences.2026)
Although there are about 400 different types of sharks, fewer than 20% of them are larger than
adult humans.2027) Most bats are brown and black, but a few are colorful shades of orange or
red.2028) The largest snake fossil ever found is the Titanoboa. It lived over 60 million years
ago and reached over 50 feet (meters) long. It weighed more than people and ate crocodiles
and giant tortoises.2029) Every person, including identical twins, has a unique eye & tongue
print along with their finger print.2030) The name of China’s capital has changed over the
centuries. At one time or another it has been known as Yanjing, Dadu, and Beiping. Peking or
“Beijing means “Northern Capital.” Beijing is the officially sanctioned pinyin spelling based on
the Mandarin dialect. Beijing is the second largest city after Shanghai.2031) In 1977, Alan
Jones had a surprise win at the Austrian Grand Prix. Unfortunately, they didn't have the
Australian national anthem so instead a local drunk played "Happy Birthday to You" on a
trumpet.2032) Ferguson was the first female Governor of Texas2033) Senses2034) By 2025
half the world’s people will live in countries with high water stress.92035) Shark Facts Not all
sharks are easily identifiable as predators, especially the cookiecutter shark, which can
camouflage itself. The shark’s underside glows, with the exception of a small strip on its neck
that looks like a much smaller fish. Predators mistake this strip for a snack, and the
cookiecutter takes a bite of their flesh before swimming away.2036) Justin’d ratjustinr travel by
bus than airplane – Justin claims Justin’s ‘obsessed’ with Justinbus!2037) 1Bikinis and
tampons invented by men.2038) With extra blood and relaxed arteries during pregnancy, the
heart beats more often but does not have to work as hard with each beat.2039) Justin likes
French, English and Australian accents. – Justiny! Justin! We’re English!2040) 93.The
characters Bert and Ernie on Sesame Street were named after Bert the cop and Ernie the taxi
driver in Frank Capra’s “Its A Wonderful Life”.2041) The common idea that only % of the brain
is used it not true as it is impossible to determine the actual percentage because of the
complexity of the brain.2042) Find out more2043) Clams are classified as a mollusk.2044)
While Einstein’s brain weighed ,230 grams, which is within normal human range, the brain had
no parietal operculum in either hemisphere and had an enlarged Sylvan fissure. Certain parts
of his brain also had more glial cells in relation to neurons.2045) If a human's brain worked like
a digital video recorder in a television, it would be able to hold three million hours of TV shows,
which is equivalent to letting the TV run continuously for more than 300 years.2046) 2Her
refusal to relinquish her seat came nine months after teenager Claudette Colvin was arrested
for the very same thing.2047) 15The "$" sign was designed in 1788 by Oliver Pollock.2048) In



1985, Prince Sultan bin Salman became the first Saudi, first Arab, and first Muslim to travel in
space when he rode aboard the U.S. space shuttle Discovery.2049) 7Enderman will become
passive again if it touches water2050) Soccer is the most popular sport in Iraq. Iraqis also
enjoy basketball, boxing, weight lifting, horseback riding, and horse races.2051)Less than 4%
of the world’s population has natural red hair.2052) What to do if you see Bigfoot2053) An
unmarried person is called a "Big Baby" in Korean slang2054) 20If you yelled for 8 years
months and days, you would have produced enough sound energy to heat one cup of coffee. If
you fart consistently for years and 9 months, enough gas is produced to create the energy of
an atomic bomb.2055) Shivering is a way of trying to keep our body warm. 2056) The average
person is about a quarter of an inch taller at night.2057) Muslims believe Jesus Christ was a
precursor to Mohammad2058) A clam can live until about 35 years if not eaten.2059) 3Dan
Aykroyd’s first script for Ghostbusters was set in the future and Ghostbusters were completely
normal, like paramedics and firemen.2060) The Hayes family spent every night at the White
House singing gospel hymns.2061)Labour brought on by hormones2062) While it is called
Oktoberfest, it actually starts in Steptember.2063) The first Hollywood stunt man was ex-U.S.
cavalryman Frank Hanaway who was cast in The Great Train Robbery (190for his ability to fall
off a horse without hurting himself.[16]2064) Pwal2065) 3Every shooting situation is different
than you expect2066) In R/B/Y and G/S/C, besides rivals, Gym Leaders, and the E4, the only
trainer with 6 Pokemon is a fisherman with all Magikarps.2067) If you plant an apple seed, it is
almost guaranteed to grow a tree of a different type of apple.2068) 17Shark corneas are being
used in human eye transplants.2069) Hey, if it’s worth it, then just dig your heels in and fight to
your dying breath. But sometimes, he just wants his opinion validated and you don’t have to
contradict him just because you see things differently.2070) Koalas never drink water. They get
fluids from the eucalyptus leaves they eat.2071) An ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain.2072)
8Roman games, called ludi, were probably instituted as an annual event in 36BC2073)
Buchanan was the only president never to marry.2074) 48 An Arabica coffee tree can produce
up to pounds of coffee a year, depending on soil and climate.2075) The human brain uses the
same amount of energy as a -watt light bulb2076) Endermite suffocate in soul sand2077) Men
love to be very important to and wooed by their wives. Men don’t want to be the pursuer and
initiators all of the time.2078) The world’s largest building, the Kuala Lumpur Tower in Malaysia,
houses a mcdonald’s restaurant.2079) A cat’s hearing is better than a dog’s. And a cat can
hear high-frequency sounds up to two octaves higher than a human.2080) 7The first phase of
the EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), which ran from 200to 2007 was a failure. Huge
over-allocation of permits to pollute led to a collapse in the price of carbon from €33 to just
€0.per tonne meaning the system did not reduce emissions at all.2081)George Washington
never lived in the White House. The capital was actually located in Philadelphia and other cities
when Washington was president. He is also the only president who didn’t represent a political
party.2082) Canada is an Indian word meaning "Big Village"2083) Half of the children in Haiti
are unvaccinated, and just 40% of the population has access to basic health care.2084) Minus
40 degrees Celsius is exactly the same as minus 40 degrees Fa hrenheit.2085) The same skin
cells that make up a human vagina are the same type of cells that are in a human mouth.2086)
Taxes can be either direct or indirect. A direct tax is a tax paid directly to the government, such
as income, Social Security, sales, property, and excise. An indirect tax is one that is passed on
to another person or group. For example, the cost of fuel includes a tax that consumers pay. In
other words, instead of oil companies paying that tax, they pass it on to consumers.2087) Jan
Masaryk, foreign minister, Czechoslovakia (RC Prague) 2088) An average human eats 8
spiders in their lifetime at night.2089) Your brain has a huge appetite: Though it makes up only



2 percent of our total body weight, the brain demands percent of the body’s oxygen and
calories.2090) 6The Lebowski-inspired Church of the Latter-Day Dude says it has ordained
over 0,000 Dudeist priests.2091) The movies Zombie Strippers (200and Zombies, Zombies,
Zombies (200are ranked as some the very worst zombie movies of all time.2092) 3The best
layer to mine for diamonds is level 22093) Cameos and In-Jokes2094) Elizabeth Banks, who
played District escort Effie Trinket, said the worst part of her costume was the lengthy
bejeweled nails because she couldn’t unbutton herself or even go to the bathroom without
assistance.2095) Bats always turn left when exiting a cave2096) Michael Jordan makes more
money from Nike annually than all of the Nike factory workers in Malaysia combined.2097) He
was a sick man. He took jewish kids and did experiments on them. He tried finding ways to turn
their eyes blue. He had sewn 2 twins together by the length of their spines, the mother later
killed them because they were nonstop screaming in agony. He even took a baseball bat to a
childs leg and right when the broken bone was about to heal he broke it again. He did this a ton
of times to see if the leg would just give up on healing.. The list goes on. This guy was
nuts.2098) The human body consists of over 600 muscles.2099) According to USDA
inspectors, chickens that pass inspection for human consumption include those stained with
feces, those visibly dripping with pus, and those that contain precancerous tumors.
Government inspectors have less than 2 seconds to examine each chicken on the production
line.2100)4In the Grand Canyon, the US postal service delivers mail by mule.2101) In tropical
regions, net-throwing spiders make a small silken web that they throw over their prey.2102)Find
out more2103) 42In 946, the New York Yankees became the first baseball team to travel by
plane.2104) Toxic house plants poison more children than household chemicals do.2105)The
first song played on Armed Forces Radio during operation Desert Shield was "Rock the
Casba" by the Clash. [link]2106)1A female ferret will die if it goes into heat and cannot find a
mate.2107) 70. Bryant suffered a heart attack on Jan. 26, 983, and died at the age of
69.2108)50. You move faster underwater if the water is encased in something2109) Hints don’t
work well with us. Be direct!2110) 3Darth Vader only has minutes of screen time in the original
Star Wars.2111) Before 2003, the Baghdad Zoo was the largest zoo in the Middle East and
was home to more than 600 animals. However, after the invasion of Iraq, the zoo sustained
considerable damage, and looters stole many animals leaving only 50 animals.2112) 1In 1944
she briefly worked at Maxwell Air Force Base, her first experience with integrated
services.2113) One in about eight million people has progeria, a disease that causes people to
grow faster than they age.2114) Grady County was named for Henry Grady, Atlanta
Constitution editor.2115) Africa is the 2nd largest continent that is larger than Mexico, China,
India, USA and many areas of Europe.2116) Babies are always born with blue eyes.2117) In
England, the Speaker of the House is not allowed to speak.2118) 972-73: Roy D. Hickman,
Rotary Club of Birmingham, Alabama, USA: Let’s Take a New Look – And Act2119) For many
sailers, New Zealand is the "promised land"2120)18/ ——2121) Saudi Arabia takes witchcraft
so seriously that the country has banned the Harry Potter books, and the government has set
up an Anti-Witchcraft Action Unit, which is under the Committee for the Promotion of Virtue
and Prevention of Vice (CPV), or Saudi Arabia’s religious police. The unit is charged with
apprehending sorcerers and reversing the harmful effects of their spells.2122)Only female
mosquitoes bite.2123)8John Wayne coined the phrase "the Big C" to avoid naming
cancer.2124) Many famous people and politicians visited the Great Wall of China including
Barak Obama, George W. Bush and many more.2125)Babies are always born with blue eyes.
The color of your eyes depends on the genes you get from your parents, but at birth most
babies appear to have blue eyes. The reason behind this is the pigment melanin. The melanin



in a newborn’s eyes often needs time after birth to be fully deposited or to be darkened by
exposure to ultraviolet light, later revealing the baby’s true eye color.2126)Tunis-surrender2127)
7Tingling fingers?2128)Zombies represent all that is dark and base about the human condition.
The fear of zombies often stems from real human fears regarding unfamiliar or chaotic forces in
the world.2129) In ancient Rome, when a man testified in court he would swear on his
testicles.2130) Ask your local hotel for outlets stores. Outlet stores will have items priced at a
more discounted rate.2131) Beat that, Michael Phelps.2132)4Prime Minister Churchill visited
the White House just before Christmas in 94The secretive 24-day visit made quite an impact
on staff – who had to adjust to the 67-year-olds eccentricities. Chief Usher J.B. West recalled,
"We got used to his 'jumpsuit,' the extraordinary one-piece uniform he wore every day, but the
servants never quite got over seeing him naked in his room when they'd go up to serve brandy.
It was the jumpsuit or nothing. In his room, Mr. Churchill wore no clothes at all most of the time
during the day."2133) Tipping is not required. Service staff gets paid as high as entry level
engineers do. In particular, tipping people you personally know is considered offensive. In
general, the attitude toward tipping is that you can’t buy a person off, so be mindful if you
decide to tip.2134) Our blood is on a 60,000-mile journey per day.2135)Sponsor a New
Member2136)I’ll let you sit on all those numbers for a while.2137) The most dangerous food is
wedding cake. James Thurber2138)In the eighteenth century, St. Dominique (Haiti) was the
richest colony in the French Empire and was known as the “Pearl of the Antilles.” It grew rich
mainly through the importation of slaves and through devastating environmental degradation.
Haiti is currently one of the poorest countries in the Western Hemisphere.2139) There are
more than 0 different viruses which cause a cold.2140) Cheddar is the most popular cheese in
Canada. On average Canadians consume 23.4 pounds per person annually.2141) 3William
Faulkner refused a dinner invitation from JFK's White House. "Why that’s a hundred miles
away," he said. "That’s a long way to go just to eat."2142) When Bez temporarily left the Happy
Mondays, a Puffin took his place, until Shaun Ryder eventually found out.2143) 90. Sudan in
the ninth century AD had housing complexes with bath rooms and piped water. An
archaeologist wrote that Old Dongola, the capital of Makuria, had: “a[n] . . . Eighth to . . . Ninth
century housing complex. The houses discovered here differ in their hitherto unencountered
spatial layout as well as their functional programme (water supply installation, bathroom with
heating system) and interiors decorated with murals.”2144) Latex gloves were developed in
Australia in 1945.2145) There are three million atms in the world. By 20it is predicted there will
be four million.2146) The four-eyed fish can see both above and below water at the same time.
Tweet this.2147)37About 55% of all movies are rated R.2148) The hypermart outside of
Garland Texas has 58 check-outs.2149)6One in fourteen women in America is a natural
blonde. Only one in sixteen men is.2150)In 94, a private earned $2a month. In 942, a private
earned $50 a month.2151) Greek emperor Theophilus took revenge on two monks who had
publicly criticized him by having 1verses of obscene iambic pentameter tattooed on their
foreheads.2152)The food you eat will travel slowly through the intestines, to allow for better
absorption. This can result in drier stools and constipation.2153)Most cats had short hair until
about 0 years ago, when it became fashionable to own cats and experiment with
breeding.2154) Woodcocks and many ducks have their eyes placed at the sides of their heads
so that they have a 360-degree field of vision.2155)During the Cold War, the USSR mapped
the entire world to precise detail. The U.S State Department still uses the maps today due to
their accuracy2156)8Whilst CO2 levels have indeed changed for various reasons, human and
otherwise, just as they have throughout history, the CO2 content of the atmosphere has
increased since the beginning of the industrial revolution, and the growth rate has now been



constant for the past 2years.2157) The current cost of treating diabetes and its complications
in the world is estimated at USD 25-375 billion.2158)The word “dinosaur” was coined by British
paleontologist Richard Owen in 84It is Greek, meaning “terrible lizard.” Rather than implying
that dinosaurs were fearsome, Owen used the term to refer to their majesty and size.2159)
There are only four words in the English language that end in "-dous": tremendous,
horrendous, stupendous, and hazardous.2160)6:25 PM Apr 26, 2032161) Poutine2162)Rape
in Haiti has long been a problem and is often used as a political weapon. After the
20earthquake, some men handing out coupons for food distribution would demand sexual
favors.2163)Dogs have three eyelids, including one to keep their eyes moist and
protected.2164) An owl can see a mouse moving from over 50ft away by a light no brighter
than candlelight.2165)7Medieval French cookery book Le Viandier de Taillevent contains a
recipe for plucking and basting a live chicken, which is then rocked to sleep and placed on a
platter beside two roasted chickens.2166)Released his first commercial recordings in 1939
with Harry James – ‘From The Bottom Of My Heart’ & ‘Melancholy Mood’. Harry wanted to
change Sinatra’s name to Frankie Satin. Frank refused.2167) Most men have erections every
hour to hour and a half during sleep. Most people’s bodies and minds are much more active
when they’re sleeping than they think. The combination of blood circulation and testosterone
production can cause erections during sleep and they’re often a normal and necessary part of
REM sleep.2168)Worker ants may live seven years and the queen may live as long as
years.2169) 1The tallest sand dune in America is in Great Sand Dunes National Monument
outside of Alamosa. This bizarre 46,000-acre landscape of 700-foot sand peaks was the
creation of ocean waters and wind more than one million years ago.2170) The egg came
first.2171) The word "queue" is the only word in the English language that is still pronounced
the same way when the last four letters are removed.2172) A person growth like being tall or
short is not determined only by the genes. Growth hormone also is responsible for it.2173) I
wish she would understand that sometimes I like to just relax and be left alone after a long day
at work. I’m not trying to be lazy.2174)Women blink nearly twice as much as men.2175) At
least 15,000,000 people around the world are born on the same day as you.2176) 17 Dogs
have a wet nose to collect more of the tiny droplets of smelling chemicals in the air.2177) The
word cashpoint was introduced in 972 by Lloyds Bank, which registered it as a trademark in
986.2178) Most astronauts become two inches taller in space.2179) Approximately 47 percent
of the women that get an abortion each year in the United States have also had a previous
abortion.2180)Sex and Reproduction2181) 23The oldest recorded elephant lived for 82
years.2182)Most species of shark can be found in open water, allowing them plenty of space to
swim and fish to eat. However, the goblin shark lives along outer continental shelves and
underwater mountain ranges. Their dwellings are too deep for humans, so we don’t know much
about them.2183)Your body gives off enough heat in 30 minutes to bring half a gallon of water
to a boil. If you’ve seen the Matrix you are aware of the energy potentially generated by the
human body. Our bodies expend a large amount of calories keeping us at a steady 98.degrees,
enough to boil water or even cook pasta.2184) 65 First Names or Nicknames2185)If you are
an average American in your whole life you will spend an average of 6 months waiting at a red
light.2186)3By the age of 60, most people will have lost about half their taste buds.2187)
Malaysia has nine distinct royal families, or hereditary state rulers, the highest number in the
world. The Malaysian king (Yang di-Pertuan Agong) is elected from these for a 5-year term as
ceremonial head of state.2188)The ashes of a cremated person average about 9 pounds. A big
part of what gives the human body weight is the water trapped in our cells. Once cremated,
that water and a majority of our tissues are destroyed, leaving little behind.2189) Russia and



the Red Army were accused of several war crimes, including systematic mass rape (over 2
million German women aged 3-70 were allegedly raped by the Red Army) and genocide.2190)
2In the U.S, Frisbees outsell footballs, baseballs and basketballs combined.2191) 3The first
British air raid on a concentrated civilian population was over Mannheim on December
1940.2192) 4 According to a recent Pew Research Center survey, 60 percent of all Americans
believe that “humans and other living things have evolved over time”, while only 33 percent of
respondents rejected this statement.2193) About 0 years ago, 40% of American infants did not
crawl. Instead, they crabbed on their backs, hitched, or log rolled to avoid tripping on the long
gowns that babies wore during that era.2194)4The Three Wise Monkeys have names: Mizaru
(See no evil), Mikazaru (Hear no evil), and2195) Mcdonald’s opened a Big Mac Museum
Restaurant in western Pennsylvania on August , 2007, to celebrate the sandwich’s 40th
anniversary. The museum houses the world’s largest Big Mac statue, at feet tall and feet wide.
[23]2196) The original title of the first book was Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone and
appeared on books in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and other territories. It was
changed to Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone by the American publisher because
“Sorcerer’s” seemed more exciting. Rowling later said she would have fought this decision had
she been in a better position.2197) Harrison was the first president to have electricity in the
White House but was so terrified of getting electrocuted that he would never turn on the
switches himself.2198) Over 90% of diseases are caused or complicated by stress.2199)
Puffins mate for life. Unless a hotter, more attractive puffin comes along.2200) 8Keep in mind
that immunizations are harder for mama than for baby.2201)Molotov-signing2202) Clondalkin
born Neil O'Donoghue had the job that Ronan O'Gara claimed to be getting.2203) In 1871,
Mark Twain invented one of the first bra straps.2204) You sneeze at the speed of 0 miles per
hour or more.2205) Easter Monday2206) Plato thought that individuals guilty of sacrilege
should be forcibly tattooed and banished from the Republic.2207) There are nearly 46 miles of
nerves in an adult’s body.2208) Among the Iban community on Malaysia’s Sarawak province,
before a newborn baby is named, they are affectionately called ulat (“worm”), irrespective of
their gender. When the baby is named, they must be named after a deceased relative, for fear
that using a living relative’s name might shorten the baby’s life. When the parents have chosen
a few names, rice balls are made, each representing a name. The first rice ball pecked at by a
manok tawai (fighting cock) determines the child’s name.2209) Spiny lobsters can be found on
rocky reefs.2210)86.The katydid bug hears through holes in its hind legs.2211) Tse-tung
(900million+), and The Lord of the Rings (0million+)2212)23entries in Webster"s 996 dictionary
were misspelled.2213)Switzerland is one of only two countries that have a square flag; the
other is the Vatican2214) 29A Viking tribe once raided England because they had run out of
beer.2215)4The biggest moon that is orbiting Saturn is Titan. It is the only natural satellite that
has dense atmosphere, mostly composed of nitrogen. Due to its low surface temperature of 94
K ("�79.2 °C), it has lakes of methane, which makes it the only celestial body that we know of
that has surface liquid, besides the Earth.2216)Scientists have counted over 500 different liver
functions. You may not think much about your liver except after a long night of drinking, but the
liver is one of the body’s hardest working, largest and busiest organs. Some of the functions
your liver performs are: production of bile, decomposition of red blood cells, plasma protein
synthesis, and detoxification.2217) You can't kill yourself by holding your breath2218)As taboo
as it may be in some places, sex is an important part of human life as a facet of relationships
and the means to reproduce. Here are a few things you might not have known.2219)
Evaluation and Parameterization of Stability and Safety Performance Characteristics of Two
and Three Wheeled Vehicular Toys for Riding. Title of a $230,000 research project proposed by



the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, to study the various ways children fall off
bicycles.2220) Birds that are raised for meat and eggs (poultry) are the largest source of
protein eaten by humans.2221)1Watching action films makes you eat more.2222) The current
price for a bushel of clams is between $90-$160 (the size of the bushel depends on how big
the clams are).2223) Q. What is the only food that doesn't spoil?2224) Image via Wikimedia
Commons2225) 80. On April 30, 952 in his final game before joining the Marines to serve in
Korea, Williams hit his 324th career home run in his final at-bat. Many thought it would be the
final at-bat of his career.2226) Tapeworms range in size from about 0.04 inch to more than 50
feet in length.2227) 3In the average person's life they will drink enough milk to fill 0
bathtubs.2228) 87/ The largest desert in the world, the Sahara, is 3,500,000 square
miles.2229) Historically speaking2230) Some species of jumping spiders can see light
spectrums that humans cannot. Some can see both UVA and UVB light.2231)During WWII, the
acronym BAM stood for “Broad-Assed Marines,” or women soldiers in the U.S. Marine Corp.
The women, however, called the men hams, for “Hairy-Assed Marines.”2232) The longest word
that has one syllable in the English language is ‘screeched’.2233) 27When giraffes age, their
fur darkens.2234) 4TEENAGER MICHAEL CHANG HIT AN UNDERHAND SERVE TO
DEFEAT WORLD NO. IVAN LENDL EN ROUTE TO HIS SHOCKING 1989 FRENCH OPEN
TITLE.2235) Newfoundland didn’t become a province until 1949.2236) Alfred Hitchcock’s,
Psycho (196 was the first American film ever to show a flushing toilet.2237) 4About half of all
Americans are on a diet on any given day.2238) Your teeth start growing 6 months before you
are born. While few babies are born with teeth in place, the teeth that will eventually push
through the gums of young children are formed long before the child even leaves the womb. At
9 to weeks the fetus starts to form the teeth buds that will turn into baby teeth.2239)
We lose 80% of our body heat from the head.2240) Assaulted tabloid columnist Lee Mortimer
in 1947 due to an alleged slurring comment against Frank’s Italian heritage, ending in a court
case. Lee would go on to accuse Frank from of having ties to well-known mob members, which
Frank always denied.2241) All cultures and time periods report nightmares. The word
“nightmare” derives from the Anglo-Saxon word mare, meaning demon—which is related to the
Sanskrit mara, meaning destroyer, and mar, meaning to crush. So the word “nightmare” carries
with it connotations of being crushed by demonic forces.2242) Only 0.00percent of the planet’s
water is available to fuel and feed its 6.8 billion people.262243) 29John Adams, Thomas
Jefferson, and James Monroe died on July 4th. Adams and Jefferson died in the same year.
Supposedly, Adams last words were "Thomas Jefferson survives."2244) When you trim your
finger nails you don’t have to worry about leaving one thumb nail a little longer anymore.2245)
August 15th (Ferragosto), Assumption2246) Samuel Johnson deliberately misspelled the name
of the publisher of his poem London so that readers would think it was a pirated copy.2247)
Emperors ruled Ethiopia until 1974 and all claim to be descendants of King Solomon of the
Bible and Makeda (Ethiopian Queen of Sheba). Haile Selassie I was the last Ethiopian
emperor.2248) When Mark Zuckerberg posts his art essay question on Facebook during The
Social Network his alias can be seen as one Tyler Durden.2249) Blue-eyed people share a
common ancestor with every other blue-eyed person in the world. Tweet this.2250) Nerva,
Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius each chose his successor while in office.
There was stability of succession but no hereditary dynasties were established.2251)24 The
female goat is called a “doe” or “nanny.”2252) 5It takes glass one million years to decompose,
which means it never wears out and can be recycled an infinite amount of times.2253) At the
height of its power in 400 BC, the Greek city of Sparta had 25,000 citizens and 500,000
slaves.2254) 6Three British and three Dutch World War Two ships have vanished from the



bottom of the Java Sea.2255) 5Eskimos have over 0 words for ice.2256) Instead of air heaters,
Koreans have heated floors. Called ondol (warm stone), the heat is passed in pipes under the
floor. This heating system goes back to the Koguryo (or Goguryeo) Dynasty (37–668 BC). In
South Korea, more than 90% of the houses have ondol, and people eat, sleep, and watch TV
on the warm floor.[25]2257) Charlie Chaplin once won third prize in a Charlie Chaplin look-
alike contest.2258) Tourism in Vietnam2259) 17 Nearly one third of New York City public
school teachers send their own children to private schools.2260) Rhythm is the longest English
word without a vowel.2261)The North America and South America continents are thought to
have been named after Italian explorer Amerigo Vespucci.2262) There are about 2 chickens for
every human in the world.2263) 9Greatness Could Feed the World2264) About 32 million
bacteria call every inch of your skin home.2265) Lima beans contain cyanide2266) While it
may change, it is advised not to change your prescription as things may return to normal
afterwards.2267) The average American looks at eight houses before buying one.2268)
26There are more mobile phones in UK than there are people.2269) 1Put together, all of
China’s railways lines could loop around earth twice!2270) Crescent City, California is about
miles south of the Oregon border, but it’s about miles farther north than Newport, Rhode
Island. You can still be in California and be farther north than coastal Rhode Island.2271)
Americans are responsible for about 1/5 of the world’s garbage annually.2272) Those searches
are carried out by billion unique users2273) 2Many of Elizabeth's official tours were undertaken
on the royal yacht Britannia. It was launched by the Queen on April 6, 953, and was
commissioned for service on Jan. 7, 95It was decommissioned in December 99During that
time, Britannia traveled more than million miles (6 million km) on royal and official duties.2274)
4The French had no official word for French kissing… until now. It's "galocher".2275)
Shares2276) Home to 33 million people, the Tokyo-Yokohama metropolitan area is the largest
populated metropolitan region in the world.2277) 2He Wants You To Expose Him To New
Things2278) A Boeing 747's wingspan is longer than the Wright brother's first flight.2279) 9The
Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts both offer merit badges in dog care2280) Approximately 0 people
die each year when they are stepped on by cows.2281)New Zealand M��÷ i revere pounamu
(hard green nephrite jade) and tangi wai (softer, translucent bowenite) usually collectively
known as greenstone. In M��÷ i, the entire southwest area of New Zealand is known as Te
W��†—�÷Væ�Ðu (place of greenstone).2282) In R/B, it was possible to make your pokemon use a
move with 0 PP in certain situations, rolling it's current PP over to 63.2283) Al Capone once
said, I am like any other man, all I do is supply a demand.2284) Nurse, I spy gypsies. Run!
2285) Antacid sales increase by 20% the day after the Super Bowl. Additionally, 6% of
Americans will call in sick the day after.2286) The total area of Spain is 505,370 sq. Km, which
makes it the 52nd largest country in the world. It is slightly more than twice the size of Oregon.
It is Europe’s third-largest nation.2287) 76 Rotary Peace Programs2288) 4Birds cannot live in
space because they can’t swallow without gravity.2289) The human eye cannot perceive a
motionless image.2290) An average pigeon can memorize 200 images.2291) Spider-Man is
one of the most popular superheroes. In early comic books, the radioactive spider that bites
Peter Parker is incorrectly referred to as an insect.2292) 7Over 400 seamen died as the USS
Oklahoma sank. Over ,000 perished aboard the USS Arizona. In total the Americans sustained
around 3,500 casualties in the attacks, with 2,335 dying.2293) Two-thirds of the world"s
eggplant is grown in New Jersey.2294) An average American will eat 35,000 cookies during his
or her lifetime.2295) Adults with tattoos are more likely to engage in risky behavior2296)
9Celebrity DJ couple Zoe Ball and Fatboy Slim first met in Ibiza.2297) Level 6: $500,000 to
$1,000,0002298) 9The accepted global average temperature statistics used by the



Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change show that no ground-based warming has
occurred since 1998.2299) The human body is estimated to have 60,000 miles of blood
vessels.2300) Dragon Pokemon are the only type to be featured in every Generation's
Pokemon League.2301) 9Seafood – In the March 2003 edition of Discover magazine, a report
describes how people in a 7-year study who ate seafood at least one time every week had a
30% lower occurrence of dementia.
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